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A collection of arguments that may give you good reason to honestly reassess your Christian beliefs.
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• Introduction
This collection of arguments is the
product of many individuals over many years
examining positions for and against the
Christian God and related beliefs as
understood and expressed by mainstream
Christian denominations. While the editors
will remain anonymous 1, it can be rightly
assumed that many of them were former
ministers in a variety of mainstream
Christian denominations, and possess a
deep understanding of the Bible, many
competent in its original languages.
The primary target audience for this
collection of arguments are Christians
who wish to honestly examine or
reexamine their beliefs. If you feel some
of the arguments do not represent your
your understanding of biblical doctrine
very accurately or charitably, we ask
that you simply skip these arguments.. It
is not our intent to offend or
misrepresent, but to only stimulate
thought. If you are confident that you
have honestly and rationally assessed
your beliefs against counter-arguments,
then we are content to have you retain
your beliefs. Since it was an honest
assessment of our beliefs that brought
the editors of this book out of
Christianity, we can ask no more than
that of you. If nothing else, a careful
reading and assessment of the arguments
in the following pages will allow you to
be certain your Christian beliefs are

coherent in your own mind.
In addition to reading the arguments with a
truly open mind, it is also recommended that
the Christian reader commit to examining
only the arguments alone rather than the
implications of the conclusions of those

arguments. From your perspective, a universe
without a god may seem dark and
inhospitable. The perception of undesirable
consequences often result in a defensive
stance that makes even the most coherent
argument against God appear unacceptable.
For this reason we hope that you reflect on
the arguments alone.
It is expected that these arguments will
also be read by many non-Christians
who will need to fight the impulse to
aggressively wave them in the face of
Christians. While it is true that some
Christians wield their own arguments
in a confrontational way, a more gentle
and compassionate approach will likely
be much more productive in the long
run. Many Christians have not yet had
a chance to sit down and honestly
assess what they believe. Perhaps a
humble suggestion to Christians to
read through the arguments and to
then engage you in a friendly dialogue
on the points would be more
productive.

See "Supplementary A" for more on this graphic.

Whether you are a Christian or a nonChristian, it is hoped that you'll find
the arguments precise and coherent.
The editors are claiming neither
infallibility nor divine inspiration.
Feedback on blunders and weaknesses
is much appreciated.
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(Click any question to navigate to that chapter. Click on the circular icon in each chapter to navigate to the web version.)

Do we dare question the character and
actions of a proposed God before
accepting that proposed God as real?
Would an actual personal God use a book
to introduce himself rather than simply
stepping out of the shadows?
Does the Bible contain the doctrinal clarity
we would expect of a holy book written
by an actual God?
Would a book authored by an actual God
lack the content that could have avoided
so much innocent suffering?
Would an actual loving God act as
unlovingly as does the God depicted
within the Bible?
Does the morality of the Bible reflect the
character of an unchanging God, or the
product of changing cultures?
Would an actual God have written a book
of truth missing essential elements of
rational thought and belief?
Is the confirmation of the Holy Spirit
distinguishable from an evil demon or
psychological self-deception?
Is there actual evidence of a Holy Spirit
that is supernaturally influencing
Christian lives?
Are prayers answered in a way identical to
what we would expect if there were no
prayer-answering God?

11. Are the miracle claims we encounter what
we would expect were there an actual
God of the universe?
12. Would an actual God require the same
material resources that humans do to
accomplish his agenda?
13. Wouldn't an actual personal relationship
with Jesus include nonpublic knowledge
about Jesus?
14. Is it possible for billions of Christians to be
wrong about the existence of the
Christian God?
15. Does Christianity have a successful track
record in respect to its claims about the
world?
16. Are Christian prophecies and their alleged
fulfillment what we would expect from
an actual God?
17. Would the universe exhibit any noticeable
effects were the alleged Christian God
to vanish tomorrow?
18. Is the Christian God sufficiently visible in
nature to assign culpability if he is not
thanked?
19. Does the distribution of religious beliefs
we observe across societies reflect free
will to choose a God?
20. What is the nature of rational belief, and is
rational belief truly promoted within the
Bible?

21. Is "inference to the best explanation" an
appropriate approach when choosing a
personal God?
22. Would an actual God endorse the type of
belief promoted by the Bible and by
Christians today?
23. Can an honest seeker apply two different
standards of evidence to ancient and
modern miracle claims?
24. Doesn't the number of questions that
Christianity answers indicate that
Christianity is true?
25. Isn't it sensible to believe in God if we have
no better answer to the deep questions
about life?
26. Isn't the sense of guilt that misbehaving
humans feel the convicting spirit of the
Christian God?
27. How can this amazing peace and joy of the
Lord I so strongly feel not be from the
Christian God?
28. If I were to allow myself to doubt my
current beliefs, wouldn't that indicate
I'm unstable?
29. Wouldn't the personal introduction of a
God take away my free will to reject
that God?
30. Can we legitimately be held culpable for
following an unrequested & unavoidable
sin nature?
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31. Would an actual loving God deem rational
belief in the wrong God worthy of
eternal damnation?
32. Is the eternal damnation described in the
Bible a just punishment or wrathful
vengeance?
33. Would forgiveness without bloodshed
somehow violate the righteousness of
the God of the Bible?
34. Can culpability for offenses be legitimately
reassigned to someone other than the
offender?
35. How is the three-day death of Jesus
equivalent to the eternal damnation of
billions of sinners?
36. How can a single offense require the
penalty of eternal punishment as the
Bible suggests?
37. How will there be no tears in Heaven if
those in Heaven remain aware those
they love are in Hell?
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38. If we demonstrate the incoherency of a
competing ideology, will that make
Christianity more probable?
39. Doesn't evidence for a deistic notion of a
god make the biblical God more
probable?
40. Don't philosophy and cognitive science
offer clear evidence for a non-physical
spiritual soul?
41. Do Christians come close to clear
agreement on the alleged objective
morality of the biblical God?
42. Should we assess the character of an
alleged God prior to accepting his moral
injunctions?
43. Does the absurdity of a universe with no
objective morality make a moral
lawgiver necessary?
44. Does the absurdity of a universe with no
ultimate justice make a God of justice
necessary?

45. Are apparent biblical incoherencies simply
due to the inscrutability of the Christian
God?
46. Why can we not simply ascribe everything
we cannot explain to God or the
supernatural?
47. If we ought not place faith in the Christian
God, what should we then place our
faith in?
48. Wouldn't life be meaningless and
purposeless without the existence of the
Christian God?
49. Can the alleged resurrection of Jesus be
considered the most likely explanation
of the evidence?
50. Will not the God of the Bible clearly reveal
himself to all humans who honestly seek
him?
(Click on any question to navigate to that chapter.)
(Click circular chapter icons to view web versions.)

• Supplementary Pages Index
• Q&A
• Endnotes
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Do we dare question the character and actions of a
proposed God before accepting that proposed God as real?

Imagine Cindy marries Roy because Roy claims to be a king. Cindy believed
Roy without first assessing whether his character and actions reflected the
character and actions we would expect of a king. Wouldn't we think that a bit strange?
Would it not be more normal and wise for Cindy to explore Roy's claim before
committing her life to Roy? Now imagine Cindy had attempted to scrutinize the
character of Roy, but Roy had stopped her, claiming that testing him in such a way
was forbidden. Roy suggests that, if his actions seem inappropriate, it is only because
"his ways are not her ways", and that she will not be able to comprehend the
mysteriousness of his behavior with her less-than-royal intellect. Would not Roy's
prohibition against scrutiny into his character suggest that he was not actually a
king?
What if a proposed God did likewise and forbade that we test and scrutinize him before
committing our lives to him? Is this something we should expect of an actual God?
Imagine that believers in an alleged king or God look aghast at your doubt, and protest
"How dare you question the legitimacy of our king/God? You don't have the intellect of
our king/God to assess whether he is actually a king/God!" How would you respond?
Our responsibility as rational humans is to diligently examine all available
conﬁrming and disconﬁrming evidence prior to a commitment of belief. This
assessment is ﬁrst. No evidence is oﬀ-limits. Only after assessing all of the
evidence can we then assign a degree of belief. If any ideology forbids or
discourages the asking of relevant questions prior to belief, that ideology can
legitimately be dismissed as likely false since we have good reason to believe
that any true ideology will not discourage such testing of its claims.
So, how dare we question the claims of an alleged God? We dare do so as
honest seekers who will not neglect our responsibility as honest seekers to
test every claim. We dare not, in fact, leave God-claims unquestioned. For
every candidate God, we have a duty to compare what we would expect of an
actual God against the attributes and acts ascribed to that candidate God. Do

P1: Any actual God wants human
belief in a God to be rational.
P2: It is not rational to believe in
a God prior to assessing all
available evidence relevant to the
existence of that alleged God.
P3: Any actual God wants
humans to fully assess all
available evidence for alleged
Gods before believing in any one
of those alleged Gods.
{P1 & P2}
P4: Some forms of Christianity
promote a God that does not
want humans to fully assess all
available evidence for that God
before believing in that God.
Conclusion: Some forms of
Christianity promote a God who
is not actual.
{P3 & P4}

we, for example, expect a God
competent enough to create the universe, to be so emotionally incontinent
that he demands child sacriﬁce when he is oﬀended?2 If not, we can safely
dismiss that God as improbable. Is a particular God said to be loving, yet
stands by while those he claims to love are harmed? If so, we can reject that
God as incoherently ungodlike. We don't accept the claim that God is
inscrutable and too "mysterious" for humans to comprehend. We instead ask
every relevant question ﬁrst, and only then adopt an appropriate degree of
belief based on that full assessment.
Wouldn't weighing every candidate God against what we ought to expect from
an actual God be rational? Wouldn't failing to do so be irrational?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Could a truly loving God actually act in a way humans consider unloving?
Perhaps. But rationality does not require that we be right. Rationality requires
that we merely map our degree of belief to the degree of the evidence as we
have honestly assessed it. If we are wrong about what honestly appears to us
to be unloving acts of an allegedly loving God, we remain honest truth-seekers
so long as we have reached our conclusion honestly. If we have honestly
determined that a particular God-claim is false or improbable due to an
incongruity between the alleged character of that God and our justiﬁed
expectations, then that God could condemn us only by forfeiting any claim to
be just,
Is it not dishonest to believe in any alleged God for whom remain questions of
character and coherency that would render that God false or improbable?
Could any just God eternally damn someone for such honestly? Is not a just
God far more likely to fully welcome scrutiny rather than deﬂect apparent
absurdities with an appeal to his "mysteriousness"?

—
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candidate God, the candidate God meets his own standards? Would you let a
potential mate apply their own mysterious standards to their worthiness to be
your partner?
Once you are willing to accept that love may look like hate, justice like
injustice, and patience like impatience based on the inscrutable standards of a
candidate God, you have no way to distinguish such a God from a demon.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
DIALOGUE:

- VERITY: But, if this God is loving as is claimed, why would he act so
unloving?

- THEO: You can't use your own notions of right and wrong. You must ﬁrst
accept the standards of this God before you can properly assess this God.

- VERITY: Are you sure? That seems a bit dishonest and inverted to me.
- THEO: You are fallible. You can not be certain your standards are legitimate.
You must assess this God with his own standards.

The honest seeker can be free of the fear that any actual God would
condemn an honest examination of his integrity and coherency.
(See also Chapter #45 and "Supplementary A".)
You might hear the argument "But how can you assess the character of a God
without a God ﬁrst giving you a moral standard through which you can assess
his character?" This question is often asked by individuals who have
themselves rightly dismissed other alleged Gods who require children be
thrown to their deaths from the top of mountains. In this assessment, these
individuals did not have to forfeit their own intuition that such Gods are acting
unjustly and unlovingly. We need not adopt the inscrutable moral standard of
the very God we are questioning. We can likewise simply apply our honestlyderived human notions of justice and love and patience to assess whether a
God ascribed such traits actually possesses those traits. We necessarily and
quite responsibly default to our own understanding of these concepts rather
than absurdly adopting the inscrutable standards of the very God whose
existence we are assessing. Sure, our standards are fallible, but they are all we
have to honestly work with. Believing in a God and adopting his standards
without ﬁrst assessing his standards against our own is to invert the proper
relationship between assessment and belief.

- VERITY: Something still seems illegitimate about assessing a God with his
-

own standards. I still think I should use the standards I've arrived at through
my own experience.
THEO: Don't be so arrogant! How dare you question the standards of this
God! He is infallible!
VERITY: That's what I've been told. But, shouldn't we suspend belief in both
this alleged god and his alleged standards until we have assess his traits,
claims and actions against our own standards?
THEO: You're not listening! You can't rebel against God by testing him
against your own standards as you seem so arrogantly intent on. He is God!
VERITY: But didn't you reject the existence other Gods based on their
apparent misbehavior or incoherencies without applying the standards of
those Gods?
THEO: Well, I applied the standard of my God against those Gods.
VERITY: Then it appears your choice of a God is quite arbitrary. You chose a
God without a standard to assess Gods ﬁrst, and only then adopted that
blindly-chosen God's standards to dismiss other candidate Gods.
THEO: You are just in rebellion. Your arrogant attempt to test God will result
in your damnation.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Is it surprising to anyone that, when substituting our own standards of
conduct and coherency for the standards of a candidate God to assess that
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Would an actual personal God use a book to introduce
himself rather than simply stepping out of the shadows?

Imagine a woman named Julie who discovers a beautiful book which
describes a man who is deeply in love with her. Julie is also told he has the
ability to remain hidden from her, though he is allegedly never more than a reach away.
The book claims that, unless Julie believes the man is actually there beside her, she is,
in effect, rejecting the love of that man, and this rejection will result in his eternal
anger. Yet Julie never actually encounters the man. Assuming Julie is rational, what
should she conclude about these claims?

P1: Any God wanting to have a
personal relationship with
humans will make himself fully
known and accessible.
P2: The God of Christianity does
not make himself fully known and
accessible.
Conclusion: The God of
Christianity is either not a
personal God or is non-existent.
{P1 & P2}

What should we conclude about any book making similar claims about an omnipresent
God deeply in love with us, yet who is never actually encountered in any way beyond the
vague sense of divine presence found also among those who believe in other Gods?
The Christian God is said to have the following traits:
Omnipresent. He is currently next to you and watching you.
Desiring of a personal relationship with each and every human.
What would keep such a God from having a normal face-to-face personal
relationship with each and every human? Why would such a God maintain a
degree of visibility all other proposed Gods can lay claim to? Why would a God
so enraged when forsaken for other alleged Gods (Numbers 25:9) employ a
modus operandi of hiddenness identical to those other Gods?

2: Humans have more than enough evidence for the Christian God.
Is this what we see when we survey humans around the world? Do we hear of
encounters with the Christian God by individuals not exposed to the notion of
the Christian God? The Christian God initiates an actual personal relationship
with neither those who have cultural exposure to the Bible, nor with those who
don't. Even Christians brought up within a Christian culture know nothing
more about the Christian God or Jesus than what they have read about or
have been taught. Can this be called a personal relationship?

A couple of arguments have been oﬀered.

And would not an actual God desiring a personal relationship want a clear twoway dialogue that eliminates the possibility of miscommunication?

1: Encountering an unequivocal God would be a violation of our free will.
Does this follow? Would your freedom to reject a potential suitor be violated if
that suitor approached you personally in full sight? Is this not confusing the
acceptance of the existence of someone and accepting their proposal? Can
you rationally accept a relationship with someone who you are not fully certain
exists? Would not an actual God who desires our love and worship eliminate
any obstacle to our love and worship? Can we call the God of the Bible
omnipotent when he does not seem capable of manifesting personally to the
very humans with whom he claims to want a personal relationship?

It seems that, instead of actively pursuing a personal relationship with
humans, the "personal" Christian God is employing the same dubious method
of communication that hundreds of other alleged Gods have employed: a
book written so vaguely that it has given rise to thousands of sects and
disparate doctrines.
The "personal" God of the Bible appears suspiciously afraid of appearing.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The God of the Bible was allegedly not always so invisible to everyone. He had
no problem appearing to Saul of Tarsus in a way that would leave his
existence unquestionable (e.g., Acts 9:3). In addition to many Biblical accounts
of God's appearance, there have been many claims of miraculous
appearances of God throughout the history of Christianity. It is informative to
note the inverse relationship between the development of scientiﬁc scrutiny
and the decreasing claims of miraculous appearances of God. It could be
argued that God changed his methodology in a way that accidentally suggests
he is shy around cameras and the availability of other more scientiﬁc methods
of documentation. This phenomenon is identical to the decreasing alleged
appearances of other competing Gods.
The implications of this hiddenness of God can not be stressed enough. Even
a non-personal God could be expected to make an appearance now and then,
if even by accident, indiﬀerent to human observation. The God of the Bible
appears to be actively hiding. The full depth of this problem is realized once
we take into account the apparent silence of God in respect to both 1)
intercessory prayer and 2) human suﬀering. Is not the absence of a visible
Christian God in the individual's life suﬃcient reason for that individual to
reject that Christian God as improbable as all other alleged yet invisible Gods?
(See also #29.)
Other resources may be helpful on this topic.
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/divine-hiddenness/
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Does the Bible contain the doctrinal clarity we would
expect of a holy book written by an actual God?

Imagine you are sadly expected to die in a couple of days. You desperately
want your young children to precisely understand 1) who you are, 2) your will for
their lives, and 3) rules to live by. Fortunately, due to your legal and journalistic
background, you are the most precise writer on the face of the Earth. You fully
understand what words will unequivocally convey your message to your children to
avoid any confusion and disunity among them. What would your message look like?

P1: If an actual God chooses to
convey his intentions for humans
in a Book of Truth, that book will
contain a precision of language
that will result in strong doctrinal
unity.
P2: There is no strong doctrinal
unity among those who believe
the Bible is the Book of Truth.
Conclusion: The Bible was not
written by an actual God.
{P1 & P2}

Would it look anything like the Bible? Or would it instead have a precision even greater
than legal and scientific documents? Why would any actual God write in the vague
manner found in the Bible? Has the Bible led to more doctrinal unity than have other
alleged holy books? Why would any actual God choose to communicate in a way that offers
no more doctrinal clarity than do other alleged holy books? Is this not sufficient reason to doubt its divine origin?
There are hundreds of doctrinally diverse denominations3 who cite the Bible
as their source of doctrine.
Consider the following doctrinal issues, many of them central to Christianity.

Another interesting project would be to isolate two newly converted Christians
from the doctrinal opinions of other Christians, and to simply let them read
the Bible and extract doctrines as they sincerely understand the passages.
What do you think you'll ﬁnd? Do you think the Bible has the precision that
would allow them to reach doctrinal consensus?

The Biblical canon | Speaking in tongues | The end times | Masturbation |
Prosperity gospel | Liberation theology | Divorce | Salvation by faith alone |
Significance of baptism | Female leadership | Homosexuality | Faith healing | An
allegorical Genesis | Ecclesiastical authority | Demon possession | The mechanism
of atonement | Age of accountability | The nature of Hell | Modern prophecy |
Ecumenicalism | Eternal security | Relevance of the Mosaic law | Pacifism | A
legitimate marriage | The conditions for answerable prayer | Taking vows

Another interesting dimension is the historical evolution of Biblical doctrines.
Simply consider the changing notions concerning demon possession, slavery
and the treatment of non-Christians as cultures and science evolved. Would
this be possible if the Bible had been written by an actual God who foresaw
the diverse contexts the Bible would be read in?

If you were to survey 1,000 Christians, even from the same denomination on
these doctrines, what do you think you'd ﬁnd?4 Do you think your ﬁndings
would reﬂect the degree of unity that would conﬁrm the Bible was written by a
powerful and wise God who is fully capable of ﬁnding a method of reliably
communicating his essence and moral intentions to humans?

Not only is the Bible missing the clarity and precision we would expect if it
were written by a God as his primary source of communicating his essence
and moral intentions, but it contains imprecision comparable to other alleged
holy books as evidenced by the diverse and often quite polarized doctrinal
positions found among Christians today.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Consider the possible ways any actual God could guarantee the reliable
communication of his essence and moral intentions. Here are just a few.
1. Any actual omnipresent God could simply walk up to each human, and
communicate to them face-to-face.
2. Any actual omnipresent God could clearly speak, in real time, his will to
each human, even if he had to remain invisible for some reason.
3. Any actual omnipotent God could construct and maintain a permanent
memory of essential doctrines in each individual's mind.
4. Any actual omnipotent God could simply assign angels, either visible or
invisible, to audibly relay messages from that God.
5. Any actual omnipotent God could simply write a book with such precise
language that Christian minds would never discover apparently
contradictory passages when disagreeing on a particular doctrine.
6. Any actual omnipotent God could write a book in a special language
understood by only Christians that would eliminate any honest doctrinal
disagreement.
7. At minimum, an actual omnipotent God, who is for some reason shy about
speaking directly to his followers, could simply arbitrate with a miraculous
sign between two disparate doctrinal positions.
You can perhaps think of other ways an actual God could easily make his
essence and intentions indisputable.
Any of these methods listed above would ensure there is little or no doctrinal
disagreement among Christians. It seems evident that, rather than a clear and
reliable means of communicating the doctrines of an actual God, the Bible
remains as vague as any one of the many other alleged holy books, each also
generating hundreds of doctrinal sects.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Would a book authored by an actual God lack the content
that could have prevented so much innocent suffering?

Imagine an acquaintance named Sarah tells you that she discovered this
very morning an abandoned infant crying in a cold ditch. You ask Sarah what
she did with the infant. She responds "Oh, I just left it there." You exclaim "But why
would you do that?" Sarah explains "Oh, I'll probably go back tomorrow and take the
infant home since I'm a loving person. The infant will more appreciate the fact that I
took it home if I let it suffer a while longer."
Would you consider Sarah loving as she claimed to be? Would you yourself let that
innocent infant lie crying another night in that cold ditch?
Now consider the God of the Bible who has not only stood by while millions of innocent
infants suffered due to a lack of clear Biblical injunctions against slavery and other
life-diminishing actions and lack of simple facts about disease-preventing hygiene, but
has also required grown men to slay innocent infants.5 Is such a God loving as you
understand love?
Theists of all religions cite the apparent healing of infants as evidence of the
love of their particular God. However, if healing is evidence of love, then to
that same degree the lack of healing is evidence of a lack of love.
This goes back to the rhetorical question introduced in #01. "How dare you
question the actions/inactions of God?"
We dare question the actions of all alleged Gods since their actions/inactions
reﬂect on the likelihood that the God in question is who he is claimed to be. If
you think your love would make it impossible for you walk by a crying infant
laying in a cold ditch, then you are justiﬁed in ﬁnding absurd the notion that
any allegedly loving God to do the same.
Many who are reading this have never seen an infant dying of starvation or
abandoned to die in the cold. However, the sad truth remains that such
suﬀering occurs hourly the world over. Imagining that the dying infant will

P1: There would have been much
less suﬀering among innocent
infants if the Bible had included
clear injunctions against slavery
and facts about hygiene.
P2: The Bible does not include
clear injunctions against slavery
and facts about hygiene.
P3: Whomever authored the
Bible does not want to stop the
suﬀering of innocent infants.
{P1 & P2}
P4: All loving individuals want to
stop the suﬀering of innocent
infants.
Conclusion: The Bible was not
authored by a loving individual.
{P3 & P4)

have a wonderful afterlife does not negate the fact that any actual
omnipresent God is standing by watching that innocent infant suﬀer.
Note that this is not an argument based on some moral standard. It is not
suggesting that any actual God is morally obliged to rescue the dying child. It
is merely saying that actual love will result in loving actions. If you can not
imagine your love for infants allowing you to stand by and watch a dying
infant suﬀer in a cold ditch, and you believe children suﬀer and die regularly in
cold ditches, then you are quite justiﬁed in concluding there is no actual
loving, omnipresent and omnipotent God.
The deaths of many innocent infants could have been simply prevented by an
actual loving God including in the Bible prohibitions against slavery and the
like, as well as instructions on preventing diseases that ravish the frail bodies
of suﬀering infants. These prohibitions and instructions are not found in the
Bible. Would an actual loving God have been so negligent?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

DIALOGUE:

For this and similar arguments, the distinction between what is possible and
what is probable needs to be emphasized.

- VERITY: How can God be both loving and omnipotent when millions of

Could it be possible that someone loving and capable has a reason to stand
by while an infant suﬀers for reasons unknown to us? Perhaps. But that
possibility is irrelevant to our conclusion since our judgements are necessarily
based on our own experiences and understanding. We don't simply forfeit our
understanding of what is loving and agree there is a God who might act
lovingly in a way that appears unloving to us. From our experience we
justiﬁably arrive at a high degree of certainty that loving and capable
individuals do not watch infants suﬀer and die. To the degree that we have
never seen a loving and capable person ignore a suﬀering and dying infant, to
that same degree we can be certain that any alleged loving and capable God
would not do the same, the remote possibility of some unfathomable
exception notwithstanding.
So, what kind of candidate Gods does this leave us with? A hateful God?
Unlikely. The distribution of suﬀering and pleasure in the world seems quite
consistent with what we should expect of impersonal and indiﬀerent natural
processes.

innocent children are regularly suﬀering and dying?

- THEO: We are not God. God has his reasons.
- VERITY: But how can I claim to be honestly assessing which if any God is
-

-

actual if I don't compare each candidate God's actions against what I
understand to be loving?
THEO: You are not omniscient. You don't know whether there might be a
legitimate reason a loving God would stand by watching an innocent infant
suﬀer and die.
VERITY: But do possibilities I can not imagine mean I can not conclude
based on my honest understanding of love that it is highly improbable that
an actual loving and omnipotent God would stand by and watch an innocent
infant suﬀer and die?
THEO: You must accept God before you can understand him.
VERITY: But do you understand why the God you want me to accept allows
innocent infants to suﬀer and die?
THEO: No, but I feel his love. I know he is loving.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Due to the apparent indiﬀerence to humans we observe in our reality, it also
appears unlikely a God, should one exist, would possess the emotions
ascribed to the God of the Bible. Diseases and death appear to occur at
identical rates among all humans, all naturalistic factors being equal,
regardless of what God is prayed to. (See also #10 and #17.)
And if God is this indiﬀerent to and diﬀerent in essence from the humans
occupying a tiny corner of the universe, this would eliminate theistic Gods
from the list of candidate gods, and justify short-listing only impersonal deistic
gods.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Would an actual loving God act as unlovingly as does
the God depicted within the Bible?

Imagine you are a king or queen. You genuinely love your subjects.
However, you expect them to honor you as king or queen. If they fail to honor
you as you expect, you take actions to make them and their infant children suffer.

P1: The Bible claims its God loves
humans.
P2: The Bible depicts nonpunitive unloving acts of its God
against humans.
P3: Genuine love does generate
non-punitive unloving acts
against the objects of that love.

Does anything about this scenario jump out to you as rather absurd? Does genuine love
ever intentionally produce suffering for the innocent offspring of those considered
Conclusion: The God of the
worthy of suffering? Yet this is not merely a fictional scenario if the Bible is to be
Bible is not genuinely loving.
{P1 - P3}
believed. All of the Earth's infants suffered a drowning by a God depicted in other
passages to be genuinely loving. Does this make sense? Should we set aside our own
sense of how an actual love is expressed, and shrug off the apparent absurdity of a
loving God acting this unlovingly towards innocent infants? Should we adopt the standard of love, however far removed from
our own standard, of the very God we are assessing? Do we first accept a God, then assess that God by his own standards?
There are times that the actions of loving parents may seem rather unloving
to their children. These times include 1) instances of parental punishment and
2) cases in which the parent stands by and allows the child to learn from their
mistakes. This argument is not referring to such instances.
The arguments here is that the God of the Bible acts towards those he claims
to love in ways that are clearly contrary to our notion of love. What standard
do we use to determine what actions are loving and unloving? We use human
standards. Why? It is logically incoherent to use the standards of the very
candidate God we are scrutinizing, We understand our own notion of love,
however imperfect, and consider what actions are consistent and inconsistent
with that love. Would an actual God author a book for humans about love, yet
mean something entirely diﬀerent than what humans mean by love?
The following biblical passages contain several events in which innocent
babies were made to suﬀer by the hand of God.

Now go, attack the Amalekites and totally destroy all that belongs to them. Do
not spare them; put to death men and women, children and infants, cattle

and sheep, camels and donkeys. (1 Samuel 15:3)
Every living thing on the face of the earth was wiped out; people and
animals and the creatures that move along the ground and the birds were
wiped from the earth. Only Noah was left, and those with him in the ark.
(Genesis 7:23)
Then the LORD rained down burning sulfur on Sodom and Gomorrah--from
the LORD out of the heavens. Thus he overthrew those cities and the entire
plain, destroying all those living in the cities--and also the vegetation in the
land. (Genesis 19:24-25)
Keep in mind we are not referring to the suﬀering of the allegedly wicked
parents of these innocent babies, but only to the innocent babies themselves.
Based on these clear passages in which innocent babies were made to suﬀer
by God who could have easily transported them to heaven without any
suﬀering, can we say the allegedly loving God of the Bible is truly loving?
Would you, even with your imperfect love, have even considered doing to
these infants what the God of the Bible did?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

DIALOGUE:

Common responses to this argument based on the suﬀering of the Amalekite
infants seem to focus on either 1) the oﬀenses of the parents, or 2) the
transport of the slain infants to Heaven. These responses ignore the suﬀering
these infants experienced.

-

Some responses claim there was no other recourse since the suﬀering infants
of corrupt parents would have somehow contaminated the Israelites more
than their own Israelite children. Yet, when pressed, few of those oﬀering this
argument condone aborting a fetus simply because the biological father was
wicked. The actual death of the innocent infants, a death of signiﬁcant
suﬀering, is the legitimate focus here.

-

Others might suggest that God has explicitly said that children should not
suﬀer for the sins of their fathers, citing the following passage.

The soul who sins is the one who will die. The son will not share the guilt of
the father, nor will the father share the guilt of the son. (Ezekiel 18:20)
Yet, the following verse states the opposite.

You shall not bow down to [idols] or worship them; for I, the LORD your
God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to
the third and fourth generation of those who hate me. (Exodus 20:5)
This contradiction is resolved only through creative hermeneutics and the
perversion of the concept of love into something quite close to its inverse.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Note that just as the unloving behavior of a loving God is incoherent, the
impatience of a God who claims to be long-suﬀering is incoherent. How many
times must a human sin before the "long-suﬀering" God of the Bible deems
them worthy of eternal damnation? Most Christian leaders claim a single sin is
suﬃcient.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

-

KING: Remember that family who would not acknowledge I was their king.
QUEEN: I remember.
KING: I hacked them to death with a sword.
QUEEN: What do you mean you "hacked them to death"? All of them? I
thought you said you loved that family.
KING: Yup, killed all of them. And of course I loved them. I'm a loving king.
QUEEN: But surely you did not kill the infant twins.
KING: Hacked them to death too.
QUEEN: But what did they do?
KING: Doesn't matter. I'm a loving and just king. I can do what I want.
QUEEN: But you can't keep claiming to be loving when your actions exhibit
the polar opposite of what love truly is. You hacked to death innocent
infants who had nothing to do with the decisions of their parents. How
loving is that?
KING: I said I was loving, right? Don't I get to decide what actions are loving?
QUEEN: I would suggest that, even as king, you can't invert actual concepts
to their polar opposites. What you have done to those infants is most
commonly referred to as an act of hatred.
KING: I'm king. I can invert the meaning of any concept I want.
QUEEN: Then I suggest you don't deserve the respect you expect from your
subjects. Nor from me for that matter.
KING: Watch yourself. Your neck is no less tender than an infant's.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Another related consideration is the way the biblical God, should he truly exist,
stands by watching while children are raped and tortured. Christian leaders
claim God may have some mysterious reason for watching the immense
suﬀering of millions of such children we see around the world. What do you
think? If your neighbor stood by and watched while a child was raped and
tortured, would you grant your neighbor the beneﬁt of a doubt and assume
he had some mysterious reason for letting the child be raped and tortured?
Or would you distinguish between possibility and probability, and condemn
your neighbor as highly probably less than impotent, loving or just, and refuse
to honor him? You and I would not allow such atrocities for any imaginable
reason. Should we not also condemn as unworthy or imaginary any alleged
God who allows such atrocities in this world? (See #04.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Does the morality of the Bible more reﬂect the character
of an unchanging God, or of changing cultures?

Imagine William is a father who claims to have objective rules for his three
sons' behavior. But William then writes up those rules vaguely and hands them
to only one son, Now also imagine William applies those rules differently to each son
and at different ages, What would you think of William's claim his rules are objective?
Now consider the alleged objective moral laws of the Bible. Are they unchanging over
time? Are they applied consistently across all humans? Are they expressed precisely?
Do they apply only to those aware of those laws? Can those laws be considered truly
objective if they fail in any of these ways? Are they objective simply because a father
or a God declares them "objective"? Do not the alleged objectively moral laws of the
Bible instead reflect a subjective standard similar to what we would expect from an
incompetent father or a society with evolving behavioral standards and empathy?
Christian leaders often claim that objective morality is intrinsic to the
unchanging and just character of God. Yet an objective morality is not
reﬂected in the moral commands found in the Bible. Consider four points:
1. Objective morality is unchanging. The commands of the God of the Bible
have changed considerably, some being completely abandoned. Consider
the Old Testament commands for rebellious children, adulterers and
witches to be stoned to death.6
2. Objective morality is universal across humans. Yet, as merely one example
of many, the Biblical command not to lie did not apply to Rahab7 who was
honored for her utilitarian lie that saved Israelite spies.
3. Objective morality is precise. Yet consider the vague notions of marriage
and adultery found in the Bible. Was King David living in adultery subject to
death by stoning when possessing many wives? Or is polygamy a
legitimate marriage, and not adulterous?
4. Objective moral injunctions are known to those to whom they apply. We
immediately perceive the injustice of a town ticketing drivers for violating a
20 mph speed limit that is nowhere posted. Yet many biblical injunctions
presumably apply to all humans, even to humans who have no access to
those particular injunctions.8

P1: If there is an objective
morality, it will be 1) unchanging
across time, 2) universal across
humans, 3) precise in its
articulation, and 4) available to all
held accountable to it.
P2: The morality of the God of
the Bible is 1) changing, 2) nonuniversal, 3) imprecise and 4)
available to only some held
accountable to it.
P3: The morality of the God of
the Bible is not an objective
morality.
{P1 & P2}
P4: The morality of any actual
God will be an objective morality.

The moral commands found
Conclusion: The God of the
within the Bible are very
Bible is not an actual God.
consistent with 1) the
subjective whims, emotions
{P3 & P4}
and unclear expectations of
a highly incompetent father
and 2) what we observe in a
survey of evolving societies. What can we conclude is their likely source?
Do not the changing moral laws ascribed to the God of the Bible much better
map to what we see in naturally evolving societies rather than to the
"objective" morality of a "just" God who holds accountable even those never
exposed to the relevant moral laws?9 Does not the progressive move from the
command to enslave or kill surrounding tribes to the notion that God has
given us all "inalienable rights" reﬂect an evolving mutual empathy extending
across tribal lines rather than reﬂecting the erratic morality of some God?
Either the God depicted in the Bible is not an actual God, or the God of the
Bible has no legitimate claim to an objective morality. Which is most probable
in your mind?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

DIALOGUE:

Note that it takes only one of the four criteria in the syllogism to hold true for
the general argument to hold true.

- THEO: Unless you have an objective standard of morality, you can not make

Not only do Christians now consider acts of adultery unworthy of death,
Christians now consider the killing of adulterers (as Phinehas killed an
adulterous couple in Numbers 25:8) to be immoral. While a small number of
Christians in some countries do kill homosexuals and witches even today,
many other Christians claim this type of killing, once morally obligatory and
praised, is now itself immoral, even when it is certain the victim is truly gay or
practicing witchcraft. Biblical morality has not only changed, but has actually
been inverted to some degree. Does this sound like an objective morality?

pragmatically wrong to avoid university if you wish to become a physicist,
though it's not morally wrong.
THEO: Yes, morally wrong. You can't make claims about moral right and
wrong unless you have a foundation for those claims.
VERITY: It appears to me there is no objective morality.
THEO: Ha ha! Then you have no foundation for your notion of morality!
VERITY: But what if I dismiss the conventional notion of morality, and simply
follow my emotions?
THEO: Follow your emotions? Do you mean something is wrong only if you
ﬁnd it distasteful?
VERITY: No. I mean I ﬁnd something distasteful only if I ﬁnd something
distasteful. If you want to steal my car, I don't claim it is morally wrong, but
that it simply evokes my anger.
THEO: Evokes your anger? How silly! Why should I respect your emotions
and not steal your car?
VERITY: You have no obligation to respect my emotions. But because you
have similar emotions to mine and ﬁnd it emotionally distasteful to harm
others, you have a reason not to steal my car, right?
THEO: But your emotions impose no objective obligation on me to respect
your emotional preferences.
VERITY: True, but if you violate the emotional dispositions of those in my
community who have cars and who, based on those emotions, created laws
against car theft, you will suﬀer signiﬁcant consequences, right?
THEO: I suppose, but that does not make it morally wrong.
VERITY: That's correct. There is no moral obligation. There is no moral realm
in which moral facts can reside. There are only societal consequences to
your actions.
THEO: That is an inferior ideology. It contains no objective morality.
VERITY: Yet is it not an honest ideology without a fabricated "objective"
morality that fails test after test of its objectivity?

The issue of marriage is also instructive. There is no rebuke of King David's
polygamy other than his marriage to a woman whose husband he successfully
got killed by placing him on the front line of a battle. 10 Is polygamy wrong? If
it is, why would there be no clear biblical injunction against having multiple
wives? Does this reﬂect an objective morality?
Perhaps the God of the Bible does change his mind. Perhaps there is no
unchangeable objective morality, and this God of the Bible, because he is God,
can simply change the rules for behavior anytime he'd like. After all, monarchs
and dictators do this all the time. Yet note that we don't call their everchanging rules "objective". The commands of the Biblical God are
demonstrably subjective.
In conclusion, if the moral commands found in the Bible are an integral part of
the character of the God of the Bible, then the character of that God is far
from a reﬂection of an objective morality. The moral injunctions of the Bible
appear no more less subjective than the evolving societal expectations of
most societies as they have evolved over time.
So which is more probable? A God of the universe with a moral system so
subjective and arbitrary that it is indistinguishable from the whims of a king or
dictator or a society's evolving opinions on behavior? Or is it far more
probable and parsimonious to simply conclude that interpretations of Biblical
moral injunctions simply follow human history in terms of deepening mutual
respect, and notions of fairness?

claims about what is right and wrong.

- VERITY: You probably mean "morally" right and wrong, right? It is merely
-

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

(See also #41 for more on the Christian notion of morality.)
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Would an actual God have written a book of truth missing
essential elements of rational thought and belief?

Imagine a book on parachuting that included no information about packing
a parachute, the safe time to pull the ripcord, nor about landing. Would you
place your confidence in such a book that simply stressed jumping out of an airplane?

P1: Any source of a coherent
ideology in which belief is pivotal
will have an explicit epistemology
and clear standards of evidence.
P2: The Bible is the source of
Christianity for which the notion
of belief is pivotal, yet which
lacks an explicit epistemology
and standards of evidence.

Now imagine a book in which the act of belief is central, yet it includes nothing about
standards of evidence, the notion of rational belief, instruction on logical fallacies and
cognitive biases, basic methods of scientific inquiry, nor even basic tools of critical
Conclusion: The Bible is no
source of a coherent ideology.
thinking. Its target is a largely uneducated global audience, the bulk of which will not
{P1 & P2}
be able to intelligently scrutinized its claims due to grossly inadequate cognitive
tools. Would you believe its claim to be the source of all important truths? If it lacks
even the foundational elements necessary to establish rational beliefs about truth
claims, do you think its claim to be the source of all important truths is credible? This describes the epistemic
incoherence found in the Koran, the Bible, and a host of other alleged holy books. How probable is it that an actual God of the
universe would write a book full of alleged truths without including elements of rational thought to equip its audience to
properly assess those alleged truths?
The following are just a few concepts intrinsic to the notion of belief on which
the Bible has nothing to say:
1. How much belief is suﬃcient for salvation? Some Christians say anything
above 0%. Others suggest a certainty greater than 50%. Still others
vaguely claim a "high" degree of belief. And then there are some that
suggest nothing other than absolute certainty is suﬃcient for salvation.
The Bible says absolute nothing about the degree of belief necessary for
salvation. It treats belief as if it were something binary: Is it not just a bit
odd. if not incoherent, to leave the degree of belief unspeciﬁed when an
insuﬃcient degree of belief will result in damnation?
2. What are proper standards of evidence? Presumably we don't believe
based on emotions. And we don't, of course, circularly believe based on an
alleged command to believe from the very God in which we are considering
believing. Do we place a high degree of conﬁdence in hearsay? What
constitutes legitimate evidence? The Bible is silent on this question.

3. Can the degree of belief deviate from the degree of the perceived
evidence? Rational belief is a degree of belief that maps to the degree of
perceived evidence. Does the God in question honor irrational belief in
which the degree of conﬁdence exceeds the degree of evidence as
honestly perceived? The Bible is silent on this also.
4. What are the scientiﬁc/rational tools that can yield the most precise
understanding of the balance of evidence? If a God cares about humans
believing for legitimate reasons with as much evidential precision as
possible, wouldn't that God have highlighted the relevant tools? And would
not have the inclusion of such tools have diﬀerentiated the Bible from the
Koran and other alleged holy books as having the only coherent and
complete description of the elements and the dynamics of legitimate
belief? The Bible does not contain a single reference to elements of
rational thought, nor warnings about logical fallacies and cognitive biases.
The Bible need not be a scientiﬁc book, but if belief is at its core, it needs
to address at least these questions basic to belief. And it does not.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
This argument will be most salient to scientiﬁc minds who recognize the
immensity of the gulf between the low quality of the belief type encouraged
by most holy books, and the high quality of the belief type that has been
ﬁltered through the rigorous ﬁlters of rationality and scientiﬁc concepts.
High-quality belief which has been properly ﬁltered and properly aligned to
the degree of the evidence yields far greater predictive power.
The most common ﬂaw in misapplied belief is the non sequitur of supposing
there is something about the emotion of certainty that validates the content
of the belief. There are dozens of songs that assure us that, if it feels right,
it can't be wrong.11 Most of us do suspect that this may not be true with
romantic love, but it is often more diﬃcult to acknowledge this in respect to
the powerful spiritual sentiments we have experienced.
It took philosophers and early scientists a long time to discover the many
concepts and heuristics of science such as parsimony, falsiﬁability,
quantiﬁcation, experimental design, and valid argumentation that have
culminated in the highly-precise engine of science we experience today.
Imagine if these tools had been rigorously outlined millennia ago in a holy
book. Not only would that holy book had enjoyed immediate legitimacy as an
actual book of truth, but it would have led to the alleviation of so much
suﬀering and death that have instead struck down hundreds of millions prior
to this current age of modern medicine. Why would a book of truth not
rigorously articulate the tools for uncovering truth?
Some suggest that the standards of evidence for religious belief are
somehow diﬀerent from the standards of evidence for scientiﬁc belief. But
the measure of the success for any standard of belief is its eﬃcacy. While
religions the world over have had less-than-respectable track records of
success for their various claims, the scientiﬁc standards of evidence that we
now employ have led to an explosion in medicine and technology. But, more
importantly, the diﬀering standards of evidence for religious belief are not
found in the very holy books that make claims requiring such standards.
And those positing diﬀerent standards of evidence for religious belief do not
agree among themselves on the proper standards.
It is interesting to note that the logical concepts that Christian leaders claim
to rely on today are not found in the Bible, but rather borrowed from Greek
philosophers.
The only Biblical passage that suggests early Christians were practitioners of
rational thought to even a minimal degree is a passage about the Bereans
who searched the Old Testament scriptures to see whether the claims about
Jesus were true (Acts 17:11). It appears they were simply assessing whether
claims about Jesus mapped to Old Testament claims about the Messiah.

—

Page 1! 8
They did not, to our knowledge however, critically assess whether those
making claims about Jesus were simply inventing narrative about Jesus to ﬁt
those Old Testament Messianic prophecies.
(See also #20.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Is the conﬁrmation of the Holy Spirit distinguishable from
an evil demon or psychological self-deception?

Imagine your friend Tom tells you the spirit of Alexander the Great dwells
within his heart, and that this spirit confirms to him that he is of royal blood.
You ask Tom for evidence such as where a treasure hidden by Alexander might be
found, but Tom responds that the spirit of Alexander can not be tested in that way. You
then ask how he knows it is Alexander rather some other spirit claiming to be
Alexander, and Tom responds that Alexander has assured him that he is truly
Alexander. You remind Tom that this is precisely what a lying spirit of Nero might tell
him. Tom produces a document containing what looks like a promise from Alexander
that he would send Tom his spirit to confirm his royal heritage. You remind Tom it
could be simply a forgery. Tom assures you for unspecified reasons that he can not be
wrong. What is most likely? Is it the spirit Alexander the Great Tom senses? Nero? Or is
it much more likely that Tom has lost control of his imagination?
Is the Holy Spirit promised to Christians as confirmation of their status as children of
God truly the Holy Spirit? How do we know? Could it be some other spirit of deception?
Does the apparent promise of the Holy Spirit we find in the Bible make it more likely
that what is experienced is an actual Holy Spirit? How likely is it, after examining
claims of holy spirits in other religions12, that their spirits are not of God, and our
spirit is of God? What is the likelihood of it being simply our imagination?
You may occasionally hear the claim "If there were an actual omnipotent God,
wouldn't that God be able to give you legitimate absolute certainty that it is
the actual Holy Spirit you feel?" But can a God violate logic? Is it logically
possible for you to know something with absolute certainty when you do not
know whether the mechanism through which you've acquired that alleged
knowledge is reliable. And does not that mechanism also need to be assessed
with yet another mechanism that you must know with absolute certainty to be
reliable before you can claim to have absolute certainty that it is an actual
Holy Spirit of God you feel within you? This inﬁnite regression is a logical
barrier to honestly claiming to have absolute knowledge that you have an

P1: The Bible asserts we can rely
on what we perceive to be the
Holy Spirit to conﬁrm our
redemptive status.
(Romans 8:16)
P2: The existence of a source of
conﬁrmation must itself be
reliably conﬁrmed for it to
constitute a reliable source of
conﬁrmation for our redemptive
status.
P3: What is perceived as a Holy
Spirit is indistinguishable from an
evil demon or a psychological
phenomenon.
P4: There is no reliable way to
conﬁrm the existence of the Holy
Spirit.
{P2 & P3}
Conclusion: Contrary to the
Bible's assertion, we can not rely
on the Holy Spirit to conﬁrm our
redemptive status.
{P1 & P4}

actual Holy Spirit of God. It
may be an evil demon fooling
you, or it may be simply your imagination. One thing that an actual Holy Spirit
could do is to allow you to precisely predict the future. However, most
Christian leaders will tell you that the Holy Spirit can not be tested in this way
for some reason. Does this sound like truth or evasion?
Considering that many humans in other also religions claim to have some
spirit within them conﬁrming their beliefs, is it not more likely that human
minds are simply more susceptible to self-deception than we'd like to admit?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Below are some evidences an actual God could have provided to increase the
likelihood that we truly do possess the conﬁrming Holy Spirit mentioned in the
Bible.
1. The ability to predict the future through the spirit we sense within us.
Christians could, for example, predict earthquakes that could save
thousands of lives.
2. Scientiﬁc and medical knowledge scientist and medical researchers
currently do not have. Millions of lives could be saved and much suﬀering
could be alleviated while, at the same time, evidence of a Holy Spirit would
accrue.
3. The ability to locate abducted or abused children. This would not only save
abused children, but would also give us more conﬁdence that the person
with the knowledge had access to a higher, possibly divine knowledge.
4. The ability to solve crimes and mysteries with knowledge of details not
available to normal scientiﬁc inquiry. This would also constitute evidence
that there was indeed a supernatural spirit involved.
The realization of any one of the four possible outcomes listed above would
not provide conclusive evidence that the spirit we sensed was the actual Holy
Spirit spoken of in the Bible, but it would make it very diﬃcult to then suggest
that the sensation of an indwelling Holy Spirit was merely the excessive
imagination of a fallible mind. It would be a strong step towards establishing
any religious ideology claiming a divine spirit of conﬁrmation.
(See also "Supplementary H" which more fully explains the circularity in
claiming a spirit can provide absolute certainty.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Is there actual evidence of a Holy Spirit
that is supernaturally inﬂuencing Christian lives?

Imagine Tom tells you that the spirit of a powerful genie lives inside him
and assists Tom in his behavior, his understanding and his abilities. Tom claims
that recent changes in his behavior, understanding and increased abilities can not be
explained away by the laws of science. You point out that, while Tom's behavior has
improved since his belief in the genie, there are millions of other humans who exhibit
identically good behavior who attribute their good behavior to other types of indwelling
spirits. You also point out that Tom appears to exhibit no knowledge or understanding
beyond what can be explained by Tom's own mental capabilities. In addition, when Tom
makes claims to have used the spirit of the genie to perform supernatural feats, he is
unable to produce relevant evidence that would pass scientific muster.
Would you believe Tom truly possesses the spirit of the genie? Would not the spirit of an
actual genie produce clear magical effects within whomever it dwelt, and especially if
such effects were promised? Wouldn't there be clear statistical evidence of the spirit of
an actual God of the universe were such a spirit to actually exist?
While there is much disagreement on the current activities of the Holy Spirit,
nearly all Christians claim that the Holy Spirit is working in or through
Christians in ways that can not be explained naturally. Is this what we actually
see? Is there any clear reason why someone with a direct connection to an
indwelling Spirit of an actual God would not exhibit the following?
Wisdom:13 Would not those with the Spirit of an actual God exhibit far
greater wisdom than what could be expected from humans without divine
assistance? Would we not see far greater doctrinal unity than what we see
among presumably false religions? Would we not see Christians falling for
scams at rates far lower than the general population? Is this what we see?
Righteousness: 14 Would not those with the Spirit of an actual God exhibit
far better behavior than what we see among non-Christian populations?
After comparing the crime rates, divorce rates and obesity rates among
"real"15 Christians against other non-Christian populations, is this what we

P1: If there were an actual lifechanging indwelling Spirit of God,
there would be statistically
detectable evidence of this Spirit
of God above what is expected in
a universe without a Spirit of
God.
P2: There is no statistically
detectable evidence of a lifechanging indwelling Spirit of the
Christian God above what is
expected in a world without a
Spirit of God.
Conclusion: The alleged lifechanging indwelling Spirit of the
Christian God does not exist.
{P1 & P2}

ﬁnd?16 Isn't it odd that there is no detectable diﬀerence between Christians
and non-Christians along these metrics?
Happiness:17 Does the "joy of the Lord" truly surpass all understanding? Or
is it identical in type and degree to the religious euphoria experienced by
believers of all religions? Those isolated within a Christian community do not
have an external standard against which to test their joy of the Spirit. How
might we properly assess this joy? This is unquestionably diﬃcult to assess,
but a start for Christians with little access to non-Christians would be to
explore cultures outside their own Christian community. Another might be to
compare statistics on the use of anti-depressants between societies. Do
Christians truly exhibit a degree and quality of joy unattributable to normal
psychological phenomena and unexperienced by other religions?
If a particular group of humans were to possess the Spirit of an actual god of
the universe, wouldn't that be clearly evidenced in their lives to an undeniable
degree? Is this what we ﬁnd?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

DIALOGUE:

How likely is it that an actual Spirit of an Almighty God would be unevidenced
in the lives of those possessing that Spirit above what we would expect from
normal psychological and physical events? The alleged potential power of this
Spirit is enormous based on biblical passages, yet those allegedly possessing
that Spirit exhibit no distinguishable supernatural power? Does this seem
reasonable?

- THEO: The Holy Spirit lives within me. You can have this Holy Spirit also if

Many Christian groups also claim they are able to perform miracles through
the Holy Spirit, and this would be quite expected if they did indeed possess an
actual Spirit of the God of the universe. But do their claims hold up? Are the
claims of Christian miracles any more scientiﬁcally substantiated than the
claims of Hindu or Muslim miracles?

- THEO: But there is! The Holy Spirit guides me through life.
- VERITY: But, remember that poor investment you made last year? Where

you only believe.

- VERITY: You are claiming that the actual omnipotent and omniscient Spirit
of the God of the universe lives inside you, right?

- THEO: That's right.
- VERITY: But wouldn't there be clear evidence of this Holy Spirit if he did, in
fact, live within you?

was the Holy Spirit's guidance at that time?

- THEO: Well, maybe I was not right with the Lord at that time. Perhaps I was
not listening to the Holy Spirit.

- VERITY: Are you saying that, the Holy Spirit will not allow anyone truly right

Note that there is also an interesting correlation between the number of
cellphone cameras and the decline in the number of miracle claims.

- THEO: Well, I would not go that far. Sometimes God let's us make mistakes

with the Lord to make poor decisions in life?

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

- VERITY: But, if the Holy Spirit were actually there, wouldn't you make far

to test us.

-

fewer mistakes than what you have? Wouldn't the group of Christians you
belong to exhibit a statistically signiﬁcant higher degree of success in life
decisions?
THEO: Well, the Spirit does not work that way.
VERITY: Does the Sprit work in any way beyond the the way a godless
universe works?
THEO: Well, I feel the Holy Spirit's joy and peace in a way not experienced
by non-Christians.
VERITY: Are you sure? Are you comparing the way you feel now with merely
how you felt before you became a Christian, or with how believers in other
Gods feel?
THEO: Well, how could I know the joy and peace others feel?
VERITY: That is the question I would resolve before claiming my joy and
peace was greater in degree and quality than the joy and peace of nonChristians.
THEO: Well, my experience of the Holy Spirit can not be denied. You can't
claim you know my joy and peace are not greater than your joy and peace.
VERITY: That's true.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Are prayers answered in a way identical to what we would
expect if there were no prayer-answering God?

P1: The Bible claims the prayers
of Christians are answered in a
way not identical to what we
would expect if there were no
God.
P2: The prayers of Christians are
answered in a way identical to
what we would expect if there
were no God.

Imagine your father tells you he will give you anything you ask for. But
when you ask for new shoes, you don't receive new shoes. When you ask your
father about this, he lists several possible reasons why you didn't receive the shoes.
You may have 1) asked selfishly, 2) asked with an
The effective prayer of a righteous man impure heart, or 3) asked without sufficient faith
can accomplish much. -James 5:16
the shoes would be given. It appears the initial
promise of your father had some hidden stipulations. You re-examine your heart, then
Conclusion: The Bible is wrongly
claims prayers are answered in a
ask again with a unselfish, pure and believing heart. Still no shoes. You ask your father
way not identical to what we
why. He says it is not his will to give you shoes, but everything he does want to give
would expect if there were no
you he will give you if you only ask. Ignoring the fact that this appears like a clear
God.
broken promise, does this not make your father's responses to your requests identical
{P1 & P2)
to what you would expect if your father were dead or deaf to your requests? Would you
go around the neighborhood proclaiming how your father amazingly responds to your
requests? In the same way, does the God of the Bible answer prayer as advertised, or does he "answer' prayer in precisely
the same way a godless universe would? How likely is it that an actual God of the universe who promises to answer prayers
would answer prayers in a way we would expect of a universe without the Christian God?
Some Christians might concede that the Bible makes no promises concerning
prayer. And James 4:15 seems to be in agreement with this notion of prayer
with no guaranteed answer when it says "Instead, you ought to say, 'If the
Lord wills, we will live and also do this or that.'" Other religions add a simple
emasculating qualiﬁer to the promises of their God by adding "...God willing" to
their prayers. This makes all possible outcomes consistent with their God, but
also renders their "prayer-answering" God essentially impotent and
indistinguishable from what we would expect from a godless universe.
However, most Christians maintain that the Christian God has made promises
about prayer. They boldly claim in prayer meetings that God did answer their
prayer. For someone to be able to make the claim that it was God rather than
a material cause behind an eﬀect, a clear criteria of assessment is necessary.
Is this what we ﬁnd? When someone recovers from inﬂuenza after praying for

recovery, how do we know the recovery was due to divine intervention instead
of due to the quite natural defeat of the inﬂuenza virus by the immune
system? When someone prays to win a million-to-one lottery and wins, how do
we determine this was God rather than normal probabilities when a million
others are praying to win the lottery?
Statistics that run contrary to what we expect from a material world could
constitute enormous evidence for the supernatural and an actual God. But will
these statistics take the form of some football team's amazing comeback
after fervent prayer when the same God is being unsuccessfully petitioned by
a mother to feed her starving child?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
There is an inexplicable apparent decline of the use of answered prayer to
demonstrate the existence of and power of the God of the Bible. Elijah boldly
called down ﬁre from Heaven while the prayers of the "false" prophets went
unanswered, if the Bible is to be believed. It seems quite natural to ask why
any actual God could not and would not answer prayers to exhibit his
existence and might, a goal quite consistent with that God's alleged agenda.
Luke 16:29 is often cited in response to this. When a man being tormented in
Hell asks Abraham to have someone to go back and warn his brothers,
Abraham replies...

"They have Moses and the Prophets; let them listen to them."
Do you think reading Bible stories about the alleged power of an alleged God
should be as convincing as personally experiencing those alleged events? Do
not most successful religions have a holy book with amazing stories of the
miracles of their God in response to prayers? Has not the frequency of these
miracles declined at precisely the same time that the ubiquity of tools of
scientiﬁc assessment and the number of technological devices of observation
such as cameras have increased? What should we make of this inverse
correlation?

—

Page !24
there is an actual prayer-answering God listening, why would such a God
not respond to this selﬂess request?
5. And then there is the straightforward replication of the Elijah challenge in
which two or more religious groups are asked to petition their respective
Gods to clearly perform a task accepted by all to be contrary to known
physical laws. What a great way for any actual God to introduce himself.
At present, all the alleged phenomena theists point to as evidence of
answered prayer are, at best, well within the range of normal statistical or
physical explanations. Is this the murky evidential terrain that an actual prayeranswering God would conﬁne itself to? Why not occasionally heal an amputee
or two in response to earnest prayer? Why not move a mountain or two when
someone truly does pray with the faith of a mustard seed? Why would this be
diﬃcult or improper for any actual God of the universe?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

The following are just a few ways an actual prayer-answering God could be
detected:
1. Christians and Muslims within the same demographic could simply pray for
their parents to recover from illnesses. If any actual God is answering
those prayers, there will be a clear statistical disparity in longevity between
the two groups.
2. Christians and Muslims within the same demographic could ask for greater
practical wisdom. After a decade or so, if one of the two groups ends up
with a signiﬁcantly higher increase of wealth through wiser investments,
that would constitute evidence on the side of a prayer-answering God.
3. More persuasive would be that, instead of asking merely for wisdom, each
group would ask for precise knowledge of the future to avoid natural
disasters or to gain wealth to redistribute to those suﬀering from poverty.
4. Another related way would be for demographically similar Christians and
Muslims to pray for the insight into scientiﬁc and technological discoveries
that would alleviate the enormous amount of suﬀering around the world. If
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Are the miracle claims we encounter what we would
expect were there an actual God of the universe?

Imagine you meet an extremely powerful wizard who claims to be able to
perform amazing miracles. Imagine he promises to take care of you if you
accept him as a true wizard. You do. Now imagine becoming extremely sick. The doctors
give you less than a 1% chance of survival. Yet you survive! The doctors have
absolutely no explanation for your survival. You go to your wizard friend and thank him
for his magical intervention. The days pass, and wizard seems to be magically healing
others on the verge of death in your hospital. But you note a curious fact. Whenever
there is an amputation at the hospital, the wizard is nowhere to be found. You politely
ask him about this. He tells you that he could, of course, heal amputations just as
easily as life-threatening diseases, but he simply chooses not to in his wizardly
wisdom. You don't want to doubt his magic, but something seems off, especially when
you hear stories of others who have inexplicably survived life-threatening
diseases in other hospitals, and who claim that a different wizard healed them.
Your own wizard assures you he is the only real wizard. You note something
else. The statistical distribution of survivors is identical for those who
claim to have a personal relationship with the wizard, and those who don't.
At this point, is it wise to suspect that your friend may not actually be a
wizard? What if the magic works only if you believe it works?

P1: If there were an actual
omnipotent God who wanted to
perform evidential miracles, he
would not clump those miracles
around the less impressive and
suspicious end of perceived
degrees of physical and
probabilistic diﬃculty.
P2: The alleged evidential
miracles of the Christian God are
clumped around the less
impressive and suspicious end of
perceived degrees of physical
and probabilistic diﬃculty.
Conclusion: The Christian God is
not an actual omnipotent God
who wants to perform evidential
miracles.
{P1 & P2}

The following are miracle claims that are seldom made, and if made, are safely
insulated from scientiﬁc scrutiny:
A human rising from the dead after a year in the ground.
An animal speaking in coherent dialogue with humans.
A human spontaneously growing a new limb.
An astronomical object inexplicably stopping or changing directions.
An actual Creator of the universe could do any of these, yet we ﬁnd the
biblical Creator clumping his current miracles around the suspiciously less
impressive fringes of physical possibility and statistical probabilities.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
You could claim the God of the Bible has an unknown reason for making his
miracles clump suspiciously around what is physically and probabilistically
probable. However, without introducing a coherent reason, you have a God
performing miracles in a way suspiciously similar to those who would
mendaciously reframe mere physical improbabilities as miracles.
One worthwhile exercise is to take your list of miracle claims, plus the
standards of evidence you have used to ﬁlter out false miracle claims, and to
examine the miracle claims of another religion. If your standards of evidence
remain constant in that comparison, you are likely to discover either that 1)
the miracle claims of other religions are just as credible as your own, or that
2) your standards of evidence are less than adequate.
When zooming in on those standards of evidence through which you ﬁlter
miracle claims, you might consider the following questions:
What is the general likelihood that humans might lie about what they say
they saw?
What is the general likelihood that the desire for a miracle is so intense
among those of deep faith that they can no longer distinguish between what
is real and what they have imagined?
Does your ﬁlter include an educated understanding of probabilities?
Accurately assessing complex probabilities is quite diﬃcult.
To what degree are human accounts of events distorted by peer pressure
and other psychological motivations?
What tools of science are necessary to adequately assess the miracle claim?
Are the sources of the claims granted unearned credibility that exceeds
what would be given other sources?
Have you overlooked any other relevant cognitive biases and logical
fallacies?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Would an actual God require the same material resources
that humans do to accomplish his agenda?

Imagine meeting a wizard who claims to be able to appear anywhere, and to
turn rocks into bread and grass into money. Now imagine that same wizard
claiming he needs your financial donation to carry on his good work of feeding the
poor. Would you believe such a wizard? Perhaps you might conclude he just wanted to
test your empathy. But what if millions actually gave him money to feed starving
children, yet millions of starving children still died while this omnipresent and
omnipotent wizard looked on? Could you conclude anything other than that feeding
starving children was not an actual interest of the wizard? What if the wizard claimed
your generous donation or obligatory tithe would help others travel around the world
to spread the good news about the existence of this wizard who can appear anywhere
in the world at will? Would you not then begin to doubt that this wizard was truly who he
claimed to be?
There are several Christian sects that do not suggest ﬁnancial donations are a
necessary part of God's program. This argument will not apply to them.
However, the vast majority of Christian denominations claim that you are
helping God's will advance when you ﬁnancially donate. Undoubtably, some of
the money donated is spent by individuals with good hearts intent on helping
those truly in need. A great deal of it is spent on homes and amenities for
those who claim to have been called by the Christian God to minister to the
spiritual and physical needy. What is the probability that an actual God of the
universe would require such a ﬁnancial infrastructure to accomplish his will?
What is the probability an actual God of the universe would operate with the
same modus operandi as do all the other alleged Gods? Would not the real
God, were one to exist, simply employ a fraction of his power to fully
accomplish his will, whether that be protecting the from hunger and harm
those he claims to love, or communicating to them his existence and will? Why
would any actual God avoid demonstrating his might and make his divine
project as dependent on human contributions as any wholly human
enterprise? Is this what an actual God of the universe would do?

P1: No actual God needs ﬁnancial
support to accomplish his will.
P2: Many Christians claim the
Christian God needs ﬁnancial
support to accomplish his will.
Conclusion: Either many
Christians are wrong about what
Christian God needs to
accomplish his will, or the
Christian God is not an actual
God.
{P1 & P2}

It appears that nearly all the candidate Gods proposed today need your
money to get things done. Or perhaps the Christian God is merely testing the
faith of Christians...just as the Muslim God is claimed to be testing the faith of
Muslims through their willingness to donate. Who can say? Does this sound
credible to you?
Remember, we are talking about the alleged God of the universe, fully
omnipresent and omnipotent, needing your ﬁnancial donation to save the
needy. And if you come up short, those needy suﬀer in spite of this alleged
loving and omnipotent God standing idly by. Does this sound credible?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Is it too demanding of us to expect an omnipresent and omnipotent God of
the universe to fully accomplish his will without a dependence on the ﬁnancial
support of humans? If God were teaching us a lesson of some sort, do you
think he would unnecessarily teach that lesson when suﬀering and dying
children were the consequence of our failure to learn? Are we justiﬁed at this
point to abandon our duty as honest seekers to scrutinize the coherency of
our beliefs, and to simply invoke the mysteriousness of God?
Would it not be more noble of us to refrain from belief in a God for which
there are apparent incoherencies until we resolve those incoherencies? And if
no resolution of those incoherencies is uncovered, are we not rational to
dismiss the relevant God claim?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Wouldn't an actual personal relationship with Jesus
include nonpublic knowledge about Jesus?

P1: A personal relationship with
X will result in knowledge about X
publicly unavailable.
P2: A personal relationship with
Jesus does not result in
knowledge about Jesus publicly
unavailable.

Imagine your friend Tom announces he has just initiated a personal
relationship with actress Jodie Foster. You congratulate him, then ask for a
juicy anecdote. "You don't believe me?" Tom asks. You explain that you are more than
willing to believe him, but would like some inside information about Jodie. Tom says
"Jodie's birthday is November 19th." "Yes", you respond, "But that info is publicly available.
Conclusion: There is no actual
What do you know about Jodie that is not publicly known?" Tom says "I feel her love for
personal relationship with Jesus.
me when I close my eyes and speak to her." "But Tom", you say, "many feelings can be
{P1 & P2}
conjured up at will, and don't reflect a two-way relationship." Tom scowls. "It is between
the two of us. How dare you suggest I don't really have a relationship with Jodie! Sure, we
have never met face-to-face, but we speak to each other in a special way." You apologize, and again congratulate him on his
new relationship. But would you claim to have a relationship with someone you have never personally met, and for whom you
have no knowledge other than what you have found in public records? Would not an actual personal relationship with Jesus
include personal information he has communicated privately to each of his personal friends?
There are several possible ways that an actual personal relationship with Jesus
might be demonstrated.
Information about the location of an artifact from the life of Jesus could be
communicated, and recorded prior to a search for that artifact. If the search
uncovers the artifact described, that would be excellent evidence that this
person does have access to information that may have been truly personally
communicated by Jesus. This would not be conclusive evidence, but would
be a great start to convincing the skeptical that there is truly something to
the claims of a personal relationship with Jesus.
Presumably, Jesus would relate the same pieces of information about
himself to two or more individuals claiming to have a personal relationship
with Jesus. For example, these individuals might all claim, having neither the
means nor occasion to conspire to fabricate the story, that Jesus once
turned wine into water to prank his friends. The consistency between the
accounts of the story would constitute evidence that the story did, in fact,
happen.

A much more robust form of evidence would be for more than one
individual claiming to have a personal relationship with Jesus to provide
nonpublic and nontrivial details about an unexpected future event. The
fulﬁllment of this prediction would constitute strong evidence that these
individuals had access to some omniscient source of knowledge, possibly
the Jesus with whom they are claiming to have a personal relationship.
Another great way to provide strong evidence for an actual personal
relationship with Jesus would be for one or more Christians to ask Jesus for
the means to eradicate malaria, which still kills more than 400,000 children
each year. Imagine those untrained in medicine handing the experts the
detailed description of a potent vaccine against malaria. There would not
only be many lives saved, but this would also make the claim of a personal
relationship with Jesus far less dubious.
The powerful sensation of Jesus' presence Christians experience, absent
nonpublic details about Jesus, is unlikely to convince rational non-Christians
that Christians truly have a personal relationship with Jesus.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Not all Christians make the claim a personal relationship with Jesus is possible.
This notion of a personal relationship with Jesus seems to be strongest
among Evangelicals. Other denominations do tend to suggest a personal
relationship with God is possible to some degree, but suggest this relationship
is limited in respect to the quantity and quality of the two-way communication.
Many claims of "communication" with God, after scrutiny, end up being not
much more than the presence of positive emotions during times of prayer or
worship, lacking suﬃcient details found in normal communication that would
be testable.
It would indeed seem odd if a God who could have a personal relationship with
humans and who wanted to have a personal relationship with humans would
not establish an actual personal relationship with humans. Wouldn't an actual
God not be able to eﬀortlessly and clearly communicate nonpublic knowledge
directly to humans who are honestly seeking his will for their lives?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Is it possible for billions of Christians to be wrong about
the existence of the Christian God?

Imagine you are a Muslim child. Everywhere you look hundreds of
thousands of normal humans exhibit a passionate devotion to Allah. You know
these people well. They love and care for you. You know they would never lie to you. What
reason would they have for telling you something that was completely untrue? Does
not the fact that millions of honest and sincere humans are exhibiting the same depth
of devotion to a particular belief constitute at least some evidence for the truth of
that belief? Most of us would unequivocally say "no".
Yet, many Christians feel their own beliefs are given an evidential boost whenever they
find themselves in a large group of fellowshipping Christians. There is an exciting aura
and a electrifying sense of unity that somehow confirms the group's common beliefs
as true, especially when there is a large number of fellow believers. Both the Muslim
child and the Christian child grow up asking "How could so many great people be
wrong?" Does the vast number of believers validate the belief?
The fallacy becomes obvious when we consider large groups of believers of
beliefs we do not hold. The following are just a few reasons humans tend to
improperly view a large number of fellow believers as conﬁrmation of those
common beliefs:
1. A convergence of beliefs does, in fact, constitute evidence for the veracity
of those beliefs in scientiﬁc contexts. In contexts in which participants are
committed to objective methods of validation, a convergence of opinion
among expert participants does constitute evidence as shown throughout
the history of science. However, this does not hold when there is an equally
large number of participants also committed to the same standards of
evidence and scientiﬁc methodology who have an opposing opinion. Nor
does it apply to any context in which there is no commitment to rigorous
standards of evidence. Most religious ideologies have both a) equally large
competing ideologies, and b) deﬁcient standards of evidence, often
encouraging a degree of belief that exceeds the degree of the actual
evidence. So while we may safely believe the experts in a scientiﬁc ﬁeld as

P1: Over a billion humans believe
in Christianity.
P2: Over a billion humans believe
in Islam.
P3: Christianity and Islam cannot
both be true.
P4: Over a billion Christians or
Muslims are wrong.
{P1 - P3}
Conclusion: The fact that over a
billion humans believe an idea is
true does not demonstrate that
idea is true.
{Corollary of P4}

a legitimate heuristic shortcut with a strong track record, believing
"experts" in communities of inquiry not committed to rigorous standards of
evidence and without a track record of success is not recommended.
2. It is diﬃcult for many of us to travel very far outside the culture in which
we were born. This leaves us vulnerable to the suggestion that the religious
beliefs of others are not as sincere and passionate as our own. We are told
by our own religious leaders that other religious cultures are fundamentally
deluded at best, and at worst, essentially wicked, suppressing the truth of
your own beliefs in their unrighteousness as Romans 1:18 18 suggests. A
ﬁne remedy for this are substantial and extended ventures outside your
own Christian culture to scrutinize the sincerity of those holding diﬀering
beliefs.
3. Most gatherings of humans with common beliefs are accompanied by
powerful aesthetics, including inspirational music and a visually delightful
environment. These aesthetic adornments that evoke intense emotions are
often wrongly thought to be a conﬁrmation of the beliefs they adorn.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Common rigorous standards of evidence coupled with a commitment to
methods of inquiry with proven track records are what has allowed the
process of science to yield the many technological and medicinal advances we
enjoy today. Scientists deviate from these standards of evidence and
scientiﬁc methods at their own peril. 19 Since advances in technology and
medicine are dependent on advances in scientiﬁc knowledge, scientists can't
aﬀord to use less-than-rigorous standards of evidence that might not detect
weaknesses within their hypotheses. A few less-than-noble scientists have
tried to fudge on these standards and normal procedures such as adequate
peer-review, but they have been quickly forgotten not long after more
honorable scientists have more rigorously replicated their experiments that
clearly fail to replicate the ﬁndings.
Religions are less constrained by the litmus test of next year's successful
technology and medicine. Religions make claims that can never be tested in
this world. They can make promises of unsubstantiated rewards and joys in an
unsubstantiated afterlife, and no one can prove them wrong. And religions are
not even much constrained by our present reality. They can claim their God
answers prayer, and then redeﬁne answered prayer to be identical to what we
would expect from unanswered prayer (see Chapter #10). So deferring to the
"experts" of a religion does not mean you are deferring to the opinions of
experts devoted to rigorous standards of evidence or to a methodology with a
proven track record. It only means you have blindly adopted their opinions
just as they have blindly adopted the opinions of "experts" before them. If
they can only eﬀectively propagate beliefs in this way, they will have a vast
community of like-minded individual who all wrongly lend some credence to
the notion that the size of their community must somehow validate the beliefs
of that community.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Does Christianity have a successful track record
in respect to its claims about the world?

Imagine your friend Tom claims to have personal access to an infallible
source of knowledge. He also claims this personal source of knowledge wants
him to be in error about the world. Yet, Tom is time and time again wrong about his
various assertions about the world. He does eventually correct himself, but when you
ask him why he was wrong in the first place, he simply shrugs, and suggests he has
again consulted his infallible source of truth, and has it all figured out correctly this
time.
Would you believe Tom? Are not the constant excuses of Tom identical to the modus
operandi of someone less than honest? Is this similar to the history of Christianity?
We don't have to assume the Bible is a scientiﬁc textbook (even though a
divinely inspired book with knowledge that could alleviate or reduce the
suﬀering of billions of innocent children does seem quite consistent with an
actual loving God). We can merely assume that the bulk of those who consider
the Bible and it's alleged God to be the source of truth would not make
erroneous proclamations about the physical world. These errors could have
been prevented by 1) a clear Bible passage, 2) direct divine revelation from a
God who presumably would not want Christians to be in error about scientiﬁc
knowledge, or 3) the alleged relationship Christians have with the Holy Spirit.
The following is a list of erroneous beliefs held by a signiﬁcant percentage of
Christians at various points in human history:
Diseases discriminately target those God wishes to punish or test. 20
Diseased individuals are being punished for their wickedness or are being
tested. 21
Physical calamities discriminately target those at which God is angry.22
The Earth is the centerpiece of creation.
The Earth is ﬂat.23
Seizures are caused by demonic activity.
Evil-doers can be weeded out through painful "trials by ordeal" in which the
accused are horriﬁcally tortured, often to the point of death, to assess their
guilt or innocence.24

P1: Those with access to an
omniscient being who does not
want them to be factually in error
will not make factual errors.
P2: The majority of Christians
have been factually in error on
one or more notions throughout
history.
Conclusion: The majority of
Christians throughout history
have not had access to an
omniscient being who does not
want them to be factually in
error.
{P1 & P2}

Most Christians today do not
hold these beliefs. Not all
Christians held these belief in
the past. However, the question that must be ask is the following:

How could so many allegedly bible-reading and spirit-ﬁlled Christians not have
been immediately shown the error of such beliefs by the Christian God before
any damage was done?
Christian protests against such notions and related practices are centuries
late, and are oﬀered only after disconﬁrming scientiﬁc evidence has gained
acceptance. Does this sound like a world in which an actual God of Truth is
presiding? Can the Biblical God be called a God of Truth given the dismal
track record of factual errors promoted by those to whom truth was
presumably available?
It might be suggested that there has always existed a lineage of true
Christians who have always held faithful to the truth of these matters. If this
notion could be demonstrated, this would be a wonderful demonstration that
the God of the Bible is indeed a God of Truth. However, evidence for a small
lineage of Christians speaking out against the falsehoods previously listed has
yet to be oﬀered.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
It might also be pointed out that the erroneous scientiﬁc claims of Christians
has followed the same basic trajectory as the erroneous scientiﬁc claims of
many other religions. More and more of the implausible stories from their
holy books are relegated to mere allegory, and the scientiﬁc mistakes of
their spiritual predecessors are shrugged oﬀ with the promise they now
indeed have the truth.
It might be conceded that God does not care whether Christians have
truthful beliefs about reality. That version of God would avoid the criticism
of this chapter, but that evidence-staved version of God would also appear
much more identical to a non-existent God.
There is a principle of active science that is based on this poor track record
of supernatural claims. "Methodological naturalism" is the notion that, while
we don't completely dismiss the possibility of supernatural inﬂuences in our
universe, we proceed in scientiﬁc inquiries without any expectation we will
encounter a supernatural cause. This expectation of a natural cause is
warranted by the long history of failed supernatural claims. When we
encounter something unexpected and unexplained in our universe, instead
of asking which God might have been the cause, we look for a material
cause since material causation has been discovered to be the actual cause
behind a multitude of initially puzzling phenomena. More and more of our
world has been explained by material causes, while supernatural
explanations have retreated to nearly what one would expect if there were

—
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much more credibility. At bare minimum, it would seem that any actual God
could have prevented erroneous supernatural claims that would have
tarnished his credibility. Given the track records of natural claims and
supernatural claims, which has currently earned substantial credibility?
Which seems to have been fundamentally ﬂawed in its assumptions as
demonstrated in its long history of erroneous claims?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

no God. Could this have been diﬀerent? Most deﬁnitely. If an actual God,
either through divinely inspired scriptures or through direct revelation, had
given substantive and actionable fundamental facts about our universe a
couple thousand years ago, that would have given future supernatural claims
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Are Christian prophecies and their alleged fulﬁllment
what we would expect from an actual God?

Imagine your friend Tom claims that his parents had, long before Tom was
born, amazingly prophesied that 1) Tom would get a haircut the day before he
entered Harvard University, that 2) he would marry a French girl, and that 3) he would
work as a doctor in Chicago. The odds of these three things happening to anyone are
astronomical. Tom says this demonstrates his parents are psychics. You are willing to
believe him, but you'd like to ask a few questions.
DAD: "I envision our clean-cut kids attending
prestigious universities."

P1: If an actual God of the
universe wants to use prophecy
to demonstrate his existence and
power, the prophecies and their
alleged fulﬁllments will be precise.
P2: Biblical prophecies and their
alleged fulﬁllments are not
precise.
Conclusion: The biblical God 1)
does not want to use prophecy
to demonstrate his existence or
power, or 2) is not actual.
{P1 & P2}

After digging deeper, you discover Tom had known
about the prophesy from the time he was a child. You
MOM: "Yes, we'll have a son who has a well-paying
ask for the recording of the actual prophecies job in a city with a large lake on which he'll go
(shown on the right). You discover they are very yachting with a wife from Europe perhaps."
vague, many of them also "fulfilled" by one or more
of Tom's four siblings. You also discover there is nothing about Tom becoming a doctor. You also discover hundreds of hours
of additional recording containing statements that could have been mapped to Tom's life and have been then claimed to be
prophetic. Should you conclude Tom's has fulfilled his parents' "prophecies"? Would not true prophecies have been far more
precise? Shouldn't we expect a high probability of finding significant overlap between the many speculations of the parents
and the life of one of their children, especially since Tom could have made choices to live his life based on those visions?
The following are a few useful considerations when assessing prophecies:
1. Is the prophesied event speciﬁc to one time and place, or does it clearly
refer to another prior event, and is packaged with that prior fulﬁllment as a
"dual fulﬁllment"?25 This would allow for the dubious practice of parallel
hunting in which anything in the ﬁrst "fulﬁllment" found slightly similar to a
subsequent event can be repackaged as a second fulﬁllment.
2. Is the prophecy suspiciously similar in degree of speciﬁcity to alleged
prophecies of other religions you dismiss as false religions? Is the
prophecy speciﬁc enough to be indisputably about the event? In Tom's
case, a "prestigious university" is not Harvard. In the case of Nostradamus,
is "Two royal brothers shall war so much one against the other" predicting
the 9/11 fall of the World Trade Center's twin towers?26

3. Is the prophecy extracted from a large body of literature of proclamations
that may possibly roughly map to some event today? The size of the Old
Testament and the works of Nostradamus are both so large that the
likelihood of an rough match between a prophetic utterance and a later
event is high, just as the hundreds of recordings make an accidental
"prophecy" quite probable for Tom.
4. This is perhaps the most important consideration. Was the prophecy
available to those who have made uncorroborated claims of events
mapping to those prophecies? Could not many of the events found in the
New Testament have been invented by individuals very familiar with the Old
Testament prophecies? Could these events have not simply been either 1)
fabricated or 2) have been intentionally "fulﬁlled" as Tom may have
purposefully fulﬁlled his becoming a doctor?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The following is a list of speciﬁc Biblical prophecies that correspond to the list
of caveats on the previous page:
1. Isaiah Chapter 7 includes the following prophecy that Jews claim is merely
a prophecy of the way Jehovah would protect the kingdom of Ahaz.

v10 Again the Lord spoke to Ahaz,
v11 “Ask the Lord your God for a sign, whether in the deepest depths or in
the highest heights.”
v12 But Ahaz said, “I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to the test.”
v13 Then Isaiah said, “Hear now, you house of David! Is it not enough to
try the patience of humans? Will you try the patience of my God also?
v14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: The virgin will
conceive and give birth to a son, and will call him Immanuel.
v15 He will be eating curds and honey when he knows enough to reject
the wrong and choose the right,
v16 for before the boy knows enough to reject the wrong and choose the
right, the land of the two kings you dread will be laid waste.
v17 The Lord will bring on you and on your people and on the house of
your father a time unlike any since Ephraim broke away from Judah—he
will bring the king of Assyria.”
Verse 14 is today frequently cited as also a prophecy of the birth of Jesus.
This parallel hunting renders claims of the improbability of a fulﬁlled
prophecy unimpressive.
2. Many Muslims claim that the following eschatological passage in the Quran
refers to the 1969 moon landing when astronauts removed rocks from the
surface, eﬀectively "splitting" the moon:

Quran 54:1 — The moon has split and the hour has drawn closer.
Don't we rightly chuckle at such a stretch between a vague prophecy and
a modern event? Yet not just a few Christians have claimed the following is
a clear prophecy of the helicopter gunships used in the Kuwait War:

Revelation 9:7-10 — The locusts looked like horses prepared for battle. On
their heads they wore something like crowns of gold, and their faces
resembled human faces. Their hair was like women’s hair, and their
teeth were like lions’ teeth. They had breastplates like breastplates of
iron, and the sound of their wings was like the thundering of many
horses and chariots rushing into battle. They had tails with stingers, like
scorpions, and in their tails they had power to torment people for five
months.
Is this connection not just as absurd as the "splitting" moon? How many
more biblical "prophecies" are simply attempts to pound square events into
round prophecies and then call them "fulﬁlled"?
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3. Given the number of verses in the Bible, how improbable is a coincidental
"fulﬁllment" in which a "prediction" roughly maps to a subsequent event?
In Isaiah 6:9 an angel instructs Isaiah to tell the Israelites "You will be ever
hearing but never understanding". How easily could this have been
"fulﬁlled"? Are there not individuals hearing without understanding every
day? Yet Matthew 13:14 makes the following claim:

In them is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah: ‘You will be ever hearing but
never understanding; you will be ever seeing but never perceiving.
How can this be categorized as a prophecy, especially in the context of
Jesus speaking in vague parables? Was not Matthew taking quite
excessive semantic liberties by calling this a "fulﬁllment"?
4. How many of the Old Testament prophecies could have been easily
"fulﬁlled" through human manipulation of events, or through the invention
of events by New Testament writers familiar with the Old Testament?
Consider the triumphant entry of Jesus on a donkey into Jerusalem in
Matthew 21 in an alleged fulﬁllment of the following passage:

Zechariah 9:9 — ...See, your king comes to you, righteous and victorious,
lowly and riding on a donkey...
How diﬃcult would it have been for those who knew of this statement by
Zechariah to have staged this event? Yet Matthew cites this as prophetic
evidence that Jesus was the Messiah.27
Also consider the alleged prophecy of the creation of the nation of Israel.
Can the establishment of the nation of Israel be considered a miraculous
fulﬁllment when many of the powerful actors in the process knew about
the prophecy, and desired its "fulﬁllment"?
More important, however, is the real possibility that men familiar with the
Old Testament simply constructed the life of Jesus around what they
considered to be messianic prophecies. It would have been an enormous
temptation for Jews yearning for a messiah under the seemingly invincible
oppressive Roman rule to simply fabricate a spiritual messiah.
How might actual prophecy from an actual God distinguish itself from the
vague and dubious prophecies of fabricated religions? An actual God could
specify dates, times, and places with such precision that no one could dispute
it as anything other than remarkable. On the fulﬁllment side, any real God
could ensure fulﬁllments were immediately recorded publicly in a way that
would eliminate the possibility the event was merely invented to map to the
prophecy. Is there any good reason the prophecies of the Bible are as vague
as those of any other proposed holy book? Is there any reason we are left to
presume the honesty of the New Testament writers?
(See "Supplementary B" for more on biblical prophecies.)
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Would the universe exhibit any noticeable effects were
the alleged Christian God to vanish tomorrow?

P1: The hypothetical
disappearance of any real God
would result in detectable
changes.
P2: The disappearance of the
Christian God would not result in
detectable changes.

Imagine you have have been trapped for ten years on a tiny island with two
good friends named Tim and Tom, a ghost named George that only Tom can see,
and a coconut tree. One day Tim tragically dies in a falling coconut accident. Will you
notice any changes in life on the island? You might notice you and Tom have as many
more coconuts to eat as Tim used to eat. You might also notice you have half as many
Conclusion: The Christian God
friends to interact with. Tom will claim to have only a third as many friend to talk to
is not a real God.
since George the ghost is still there, but George does not seem to be giving Tom any
{P1 & P2}
useful knowledge about himself, the island, or how to survive on the island. Nor does
George physically help out in any noticeable way on the island. If fact, the existence of
George is practically identical to the non-existence of George. So you ask Tom "If George were to leave this island, how
would you know? How would things change here on the island?" Tom responds "If George were to leave, I would know it in my
heart. But George will never leave me." You are not convinced. How could Tom convince you that George was real?
Christianity has made many claims about the intervention of God in our world.
The following are just a few of the claims that Christianity used to make about
God's measurable inﬂuence the world, but for which it has recently been less
vocal about as the purview of scientiﬁc and statistical scrutiny expands.
God
God
God
God

sends plagues and diseases as punishment for particular sins.
grants military victory to the side he considers righteous.
heals the righteous asking for healing more than the unrighteous.
gives superior practical wisdom and knowledge to the righteous.

Christianity has been backing away from these claims for good reason. These
claims do not hold up scientiﬁcally or statistically. All of these claims should be
statistically detectable given the tools of science we now have available to us,
yet there is no corroborating evidence found in the statistical data.
But what of the many earnest testimonies of individuals swearing they could
not have done X if God had not been there to assist them?
First, the aggregate of all these testimonies should result in something
statistical detectable. Yet it is not.

Second, individuals of religions incompatible with Christianity are making
identical claims of divine intervention, but, of course, attributing the cause to
their own God.
Third and most important, many individuals consider themselves incapable of
overcoming certain temptations, of doing well academically or athletically, and
of making decisions that will further their goals. They attribute any positive
outcome in their lives to a power higher than themselves, the power most
commonly cited being the God of their culture. Yet when carefully examined,
these individuals have more than enough will-power, intelligence, skill and
training to have accomplish what they have on their own without a God. There
is nothing about their accomplishments beyond the scope of a natural
explanation.
So, how would our world change if the alleged Christian God were to
disappear? There is strong reason to believe a world without God would be
identical to the one we currently experience.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Could you have accomplished as much as you have in life without divine help?
Consider teens around an ouija board 28. They all lightly touch the planchette
with their ﬁngers. The planchette moves, seemingly on its own to spell out a
word they were all thinking, but not one of them is consciously moving their
ﬁngers.
A few years ago, assistants steadied the hands of mentally handicapped
patients unable to speak as they pointed to a chart of letters (a practice
called "facilitated communication"). Amazingly, the sequence of chosen letters
seemed to make sense. The assistants were certain that the patients
themselves were choosing the letters. However, upon closer scrutiny it was
discovered that patients were "choosing" sequences of letters to form
coherent sentences even when the patient was not looking at the letter
board.29 It was determined that it was actually the assistants who were
unconsciously choosing the letters to spell out coherent sentences.
This seems to be what is happening with many Christians. They admit they
they had their own ﬁngers on the planchette or letter chart of life, yet they
still reject the notion that the results were human and not divine.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Another point to consider is the success of insurance companies that rely on
extreme statistical uniformity. If there was a God intervening in the health and
longevity of Christians, would this not be detected by the increasing precision
of actuarial science?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
But what about this presence of Jesus that feels so real to so many? That
sensation would be impossible were Jesus not to truly exist, right? The drive
to believe in divine comforts and promises is strong. We all agree that many
have been misled by their minds and emotions, though we tend to think we
ourselves are immune to this weakness. This is dealt with in more detail in
Chapter #27.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Is the Christian God sufﬁciently visible in nature to
assign culpability if he is not thanked?

Imagine you and your friend Tom discover a cave and step inside to avoid
the rain. Tom says "Look at this amazingly dug cave. Wherever you have a dug
cave, you must also have a cave-digger. Bob the cave-digger holds us accountable for
thanking him for the cave." You respond "I don't quite see how all that follows. Couldn't
the cave have been dug by a natural process?" Tom says "Have you ever seen
something other than a human dig a cave?" You admit you haven't. Tom continues "We
are morally obligated to thank Bob the cave-digger due to his obvious superiority." You
respond "But I honestly don't detect any particular cave-digger when I look at the
cave. Could not the cave have been dug by a Jeff or a Jill?" Tom responds "You are
suppressing the truth in your unrighteousness. You actually see cave-digger Bob, but
you are denying this out of rebelliousness. You therefore will have no excuse when
cave-digger Bob shows up and asks you why you did not recognize him and thank him."
How would you respond to Tom?
There have been millions of humans who have never heard the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. According to the Bible, these individuals, regardless of whether
they believe in some non-Christian God, deserve damnation due to their
thankless rejection of the true God who can be clearly perceived in nature.

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness suppress the truth.
For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown
it to them. For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine
nature, have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in
the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. For although
they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but
they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish hearts were darkened.
(Romans 1:18-21)
When you look around at nature, do you see something that can be called a
righteous God deserving of thanks? Tom looks at a cave, and suggests you
must give thanks to a particular and obvious cave-digger, and you deserve his
wrathful damnation if you don't. Does the ﬁgure of the Christian God emerge

P1: There is no culpability in
failing to give thanks where the
identity of the one to be thanked
is not known.
P2: The Bible states ungospelled
humans are culpable for not
thanking the Christian God they
can clearly see in nature.
P3: The Christian God is not
clearly seen in nature..
Conclusion: The Bible is wrong
to claim there is culpability for
ungospelled humans who fail to
thank the unseen Christian God.
{P1 - P3}

from an observation of nature as the only possible cause of nature from
among all candidate Gods? If a child in a remote village is erroneously
thanking the wrong God for their existence, does that child deserve the wrath
of God for following others who also got it wrong? And what if the existence
of that child is so full of suﬀering they would be more thankful for death?
You will also notice that the "suppression of the truth in unrighteousness"
seems to clump around cultures. In traditionally Christian societies, nearly
everyone seems to have recognized that the Christian God is the correct God,
while in traditionally Muslim societies in which the Christian God is known, they
apparently unrighteously suppress the truth that the Christian God is the only
real God. Is there something intrinsically more wicked about children born in
these cultures that makes them invariably rebel against the Christian God they
truly recognize in nature? Why this clumping of rebellion?
Would any actual God of the universe eternally damn individuals because they
1) thanked the wrong God, 2) honestly did not perceive a benevolent God, or
3) suﬀered a horriﬁc life for which thanks would be absurd?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

There are at least three ways to assess whether this notion of culpability
found in Romans Chapter 1 reﬂects reality.
Your personal experience. Did you, prior to being presented doctrines
about the Christian God, look at nature and perceive attributes of the
Christian God? Or did you simply have the same joyful awe about nature
most humans have? Were you suppressing the truth in unrighteousness as
Romans 1 suggests?
The pre-Christian experiences of Christians. Ask other Christians what
attributes of the Christian God they perceived in nature prior to their
conversion. Were they aware to any degree of a personal God prior to being
told there was a personal God?
The experience of the ungospelled. When you visit countries in
which the Gospel is not available, and interact with young
children, do they exhibit signs of "suppressing the truth in
unrighteousness"? Can they identify attributes of the Christian
God through what they observe in nature?
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and abuse under horrendous circumstances. When they die, do they then face
a God who is angry that they did not thank him for their painful lives, angry
enough to eternally damn them?
However, the elephant in the room is why any actual God of the universe who
wants humans to know his identity and purpose for their lives would remain
hidden behind nature where all other alleged God hide. There is nothing that is
prohibiting an omnipotent God from simply stepping out from behind nature
and introducing himself. Isn't the fact that the God of the Bible hides in the
same way all other proposed Gods hide more than a suﬃcient reason to
suspect there is no such God? Is this not all too similar to the little boy
claiming to the bullies that his friend Batman is, for some odd reason,
watching over him from behind a cloak of invisibility? (See also #02 and #31.)

It has been argued by some that, because this "suppression of the
truth" is subconscious, it can not be detected. Does this ring true
to you? If the ungospelled do, in fact, see attributes of the
Christian God, do you think knowledge of these attributes would
never be detectable? Imagine you meet a charismatic stranger
who, when you ask for his name, tells you that you actually know
his name, but that you are suppressing that truth in
unrighteousness. He claims that, by looking at his clothes, you can
ascertain his name. If you really liked the stranger, you might even
convince yourself that you truly were suppressing the truth of his
name seen clearly in his attire, and confess your unrighteousness.
But you would still need to have him tell you his name. Could a
suppression of truth this deep (if it exists) be something for which
you are held accountable? Would you confess your hostility
against this stranger you are not consciously aware of, then admit
he was justiﬁed in being angry at your pretending to not know his
name? Do you think it could possibly be merely self-delusion at
work in persons who feel this way?
Another consideration is the inability of many who suﬀer horrible
conditions to detect from their observation a world pleasant
enough to thank someone for. Many children die from starvation
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Does the distribution of religious beliefs we observe across
societies reﬂect free will to choose a God?

Imagine someone claims that children are free to chose their language.
How would you respond to such a claim? Would you not counter that the quite
discrete language distribution around the world is strong evidence to the contrary?
You seldom find a Spanish child of Spanish parents in a Spanish community speaking
Japanese. Now imagine a world with an actual God able to interact with children in spite
of their parents' religion. Would you not see an even distribution of belief in this God
around the world? Or are some children born with more a propensity to rebel against
God due to a more evil nature they inherent from their parents? Does this uneven
distribution of religious beliefs reflect a world in which there has been given a truly
even distribution of free will? Does God create children with differing propensities to
reject him? Could such a God be considered equitable and fair?

P1: All children are equally
inclined to rebel against any
actual God.
P2: Any actual God will
indiscriminately reveal himself to
the same degree to children
across cultures.
P3: If there is an actual God, the
distribution of belief in that God
will be evenly distributed.
{P1 & P2}
P4: There is no even distribution
of God-belief among children
around the world.
Conclusion: There is no actual
God.
{P1 - P4}

Imagine a young Muslim girl taught by her parents that the Allah is the only true God.
Imagine the Christian God remains hidden to her. Now imagine that same young girl
commits a single
sin: She hates the group of men who rape, torture, then
kill her. Imagine a God who would eternally damn her for
committing this one sin, and refuse her redemption due
to her ignorance of the Gospel. Can such a God be called
just and loving?
The distribution of religious belief around the world lends no credibility to
the notion that there is a just God who has given children an equal degree
of free will to reject the God of their parents and to then freely
acknowledge the "true" God. Would any actual God love the children of
some regions more than the children of other regions?
(Image source30 )
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
It could be biblically argued that God can do what he wishes with children
around the world. Because he is their creator, he can create at his discretion
some of them for eternal damnation, and others for eternal bliss.

But who are you, a human being, to talk back to God? "Shall what is formed
say to the one who formed it, 'Why did you make me like this?"
(Romans 9:20)
Does this sound like the words an actual loving and just God would utter? Or
does it sound instead like something a human would write?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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What is the nature of rational belief, and is rational
belief truly promoted within the Bible?

Imagine a tiger chasing you through the jungle. Ahead you see a piranhainfested river. It is not a good day. However, you see a vine hanging over the
river that you suspect may hold your weight. You give the vine a very brief analysis,
and decide that there is only a 20% chance it will support a Tarzan-like swing to safety.
But it is your only hope. So you grab the vine and...
Suddenly a God steps out from behind a tree and freezes time. "What are you doing?" he
asks. "You can't believe half-heartedly! If you are going to make a choice, you have to
believe with all your heart!" You are excited about finally speaking to a God who can
actually introduce himself, but find yourself puzzled at his comment. "But why would
making a choice require that I increase my initial assessment of the strength of the
vine to near certainty?" "Either you believe or you don't" he says. "You can't doubt. A
double-minded man is unstable in all his ways." What would you think of such a God?
Every place in the Bible that refers to belief for salvation treats such belief as
something binary: either you believe or you don't. There is no instruction
anywhere in the Bible to proportion your degree of belief to the evidence. In
fact, James 1:8 makes it clear that the doubter is "unstable in all his ways".

P1: Rational belief is a degree of
belief that maps to the degree of
the relevant evidence.
P2: The Bible encourages a nongradient binary belief in Jesus.
P3: The Bible encourages
irrational belief.
{P1 & P2}
P4: No actual God would
encourage irrational belief.
Conclusion: The Bible was not
authored by an actual God.
{P3 & P4}

Contrast this with the type of belief that has lead to the success of science. In
science, we look at the balance of evidence, then map our degree of belief to
that balance of evidence. This is also true when we assess the reliability of
people. If you decide to marry someone who has a history of alcohol abuse,
but who has promised not to drink again, you only foolishly place full
conﬁdence in that promise, in spite of your immense love for the person.
Re-examine the passages in the Bible that deal with salvation. Consider the
following questions. Does the context include the following?

- A requirement to scrutinize the evidence prior to belief.
- A requirement to align your degree of belief to the degree of the evidence.
- A requirement to learn and apply tools of rationality to your assessment.
Has redemptive belief changed today? Do Sunday Schools include the
requirements listed above when encouraging children to believe in Jesus?
When other religions encourage children to believe without these other
requirements, should they be considered noble and virtuous?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Some people ﬁnd it emotionally uncomfortable to
position their degree of belief somewhere between
absolute belief or absolute disbelief. They therefore
construct an arbitrary threshold at which their disbelief
suddenly ﬂips to belief, or at which their belief suddenly
ﬂips to disbelief. Yet, the emotional discomfort in holding
nuanced belief position does not invalidate the fact that
a nuanced degree of belief mapping to the degree of the
evidence is the only coherent deﬁnition of rational belief.
For many, the natural evidence gradient is cut and
polarized into something quite binary with an arbitrary
threshold at which belief ﬂips to disbelief and disbelief
ﬂips to belief.
Belief is at the very core of Christianity. Whether you
believe in Jesus determines your eternal destiny
according to the Bible. Yet, Christian leaders themselves
seem not very able to articulate just how much belief is
suﬃcient to ﬂip your destiny from eternal damnation to
eternal bliss. The following are some of the more popular
notions of the belief threshold necessary for salvation:
Absolute 100% belief.
A "high" degree of belief.
Anything over 50%.
Anything greater than 0%.
Christians leaders can not agree on this notion that is at the very foundation
of Christianity.
Rational belief is a degree of belief that maps to the degree of the relevant
evidence. When Christian leaders are forthcoming in the degree of belief
necessary for salvation, they seldom, if ever, state that the degree of belief
must necessarily map to the degree of the relevant evidence as perceived by
the believer. And in this Christianity is irrational at its very core.
(See also #07.)
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Is "inference to the best explanation" an appropriate
approach when choosing a personal God?

Imagine a grade school teacher named George with 30 students in his
class. One day George discovers that the candy he had placed on a very high
self in the classroom is missing. So he lines up his students from tallest to shortest,
and discovers that Timmy is the tallest. George correctly infers that Timmy is the
best explanation for the missing candy, and immediately expels Timmy from school.
Has George done anything wrong? Have you been encouraged by Christian leaders to
arrive at conclusions the same way George does?
This notion of "inference to the best explanation" is also called "abductive
reasoning". And it does have some, if limited, value. For example, if George in
the scenario above was looking for someone to place the candy on the high
shelf, George might have rationally asked Timmy to do the task since Timmy is
the tallest student. But abductive reasoning is not appropriate for assessing
justiﬁed nuanced degrees of belief about particular causes. It is only useful in
making binary decisions, some of those decisions being the least likely to fail

P1: The best explanation may be
improbable.
P2: To place a high degree of
belief in the improbable is
irrational.
Conclusion: Anyone who holds
that a best explanation deserves
a high degree of belief is
irrational.
{P1 & P2}

among many very likely
unsuccessful candidate decisions. Your choice of the best, but very probably
unsuccessful option, should not force you to then increase your belief in the
likely success of the choice from unlikely to highly likely.
Christian leaders will often argue that Christianity is the best explanation for
the way things are. However, as depicted in the accompanying graphic, if
there are three candidate explanations, and the best
explanation has a 36% likelihood of being correct, it is
highly irrational to then place a higher conﬁdence in the
notion that this explanation is the true explanation. You can
not promote your initial 36% degree of conﬁdence to near
100% simply because it is the best explanation. Timmy
should not be considered a thief simply because you have
assessed Timmy as the most likely though still highly
improbable cause for the missing candy. Therefore, this
focus on the best explanation is an inadequate foundation
for an appropriate epistemology (theory of belief). An
appropriate epistemology will not collapse a highly nuanced
inductively determined set of probabilities across all the
explanations or options to irrationally elevate the best
explanation to near certainty.
For a deeper discussion of the weakness of inferring to the
best explanation, see "Supplementary E".
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
One good example of the failure of "inference to the best explanation" is the
alleged resurrection of Jesus. Let's take a look at the possible explanations to
which we must assign a degree of likelihood.
A dead body is resurrected after three days of death.
A body is stolen from a guarded grave.
People go to the wrong grave and ﬁnd it empty.
A person is found not actually dead after being removed from a cross.
People conspire to claim a body rose after three days being dead.
A story is fabricated about someone rising after three days.
All of these are improbable. Once we determine which is the best explanation,
are we justiﬁed in then increasing our degree of conﬁdence in this explanation
from improbable to probable? Of course not. Yet this is the way many
Christian leaders present the argument. This focus of Christian leaders on an
inference to the best explanation is inherently ﬂawed. The high-resolution
probabilistic assessment of all the explanations or options should not be
collapsed by an inference to the best explanation into an unwarranted raising
of the likelihood to near certainty. See #49 for a more detailed discussion of
the problem with resurrection claims. See "Supplementary C" for a deeper
discussion on assessing probabilities.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Another worthy questions is "if the resurrection is so pivotal to Christianity,
why Jesus would not have remained on the Earth for a couple of centuries
after his resurrection to indisputably establish his immortality and divinity?"
Why is the evidence oﬀered for such an extraordinary claim so tenuous? Does
this not parallel the modus operandi of other religions with similar dubious
claims? Would clear evidence for the resurrection have taken away our free
will? See #29 for a longer discussion on this notion.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Would an actual God endorse the type of
belief promoted by the Bible and by Christians today?

Imagine there is an actual God of the universe who does not appear
physically. This invisible God makes belief in his existence and divine plan
pivotal to the eternal destiny of humans. Yet there is no requirement to map one's
belief to the degree of the relevant evidence. Instead, those who extend their degree of
certainty far beyond the evidence are granted an eternal life that is the polar inverse
of the eternal damnation awaiting those who doubt to a degree justified by the lack of
evidence. Though this God knows that rational belief must necessarily map to the
degree of the evidence, this God does not provide a continuum of rewards and
punishments for degrees of belief and disbelief. This God implies there is some
unspecified threshold of belief that humans must reach by whatever means, rational or
not, in order to flip the switch of destiny from eternal torment to eternal bliss.
Does this sound like an actual God of the universe? Imagine the young girl with a
Christian father and a Muslim mother who is fed assurances by both parents that their
particular God is the true God. Imagine a God who eternally damns this girl for not
being able to make up her mind. Does this sound like a just and loving God of the universe?
A quite accurate way to assess the coherence of an ideology's epistemology
is to examine the standards of evidence its followers require their children to
have acquired before those children are encouraged to believe in the
ideology. Another is to assess whether they promote the rational mapping of
the degree of belief to the degree of the relevant evidence, or whether they
praise degrees of certainty in the ideology that are clearly absent the
justifying degree of relevant evidence. A large percentage of Christian
denominations praise a child for placing a high degree of belief in the Gospel,
even though it is known the child lacks the equivalent degree of evidence that
would justify the child's degree of certainty. In this they are promoting
irrationality in the child, an irrationality they presumably feel their God will
honor. But were a Muslim child to have the same quantity and quality of belief
in Allah, this child would be deemed eternally damned. Is this how an actual
God of the universe would treat the diverse beliefs of children?

P1: An actual God of the
universe would not unjustly make
the degree of belief one is able
to conjure up independent of the
relevant evidence the decisive
factor in determining the
believer's eternal fate.
P2: The God of the Bible unjustly
makes the degree of belief one is
able to conjure up independent
of the relevant evidence the
decisive factor in determining the
believer's eternal fate.
Conclusion: The God of the
Bible is not an actual God of the
universe.
{P1 & P2}

And in many cases, these children are intentionally brought into a context of
beautiful music and social warmth that encourages them to exceed the
rational degree of belief, and to place full conﬁdence in a God for which they
have neither the rational tools nor the cognitive maturity to rationally assess. If
the child weeps in fear for their souls after hearing a story about eternal
damnation, this is considered to be the Holy Spirit bringing the child to belief.
Many Christians admit the children brought into Christianity this way have
irrationally exceeded the degree of justiﬁed belief, yet they consider this to be
the way the Gospel works. They forget the many untrue things for which they
conjured up an excessive degree of belief when they were children, and
ignore the fact that their God eternally damns the Muslim child who is
encouraged to irrationally believe in the very same way by their Muslim
parents.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
How might an actual God of the universe reward belief? Presumably such a
God would be both rational and just, wanting to justly reward rationality
instead of belief. What intrinsic virtue does belief have? And is justiﬁed doubt
anything to be ashamed of? (See #28.) Would not an actual God of the
universe ensure that only a rational human is rewarded rather than a human
who conjures up the most irrational degree of belief?
Rational belief is a degree of belief that maps to the degree of the relevant
evidence. Would not a rational God desire humans to be rational?
The following are a few epistemic standards we might expect to be
unequivocally held by an actual God of the universe:
Any reward of eternal destiny will be based on the degree of rationality. The
precision to which the degree of belief maps to the degree of the relevant
evidence is the ﬁnal measure of a just reward. Those who either exceed or
fall short of the rational degree belief are less rewarded.
Rewards will not be polarized fates such as eternal bliss or eternal suﬀering,
but will instead be granted incrementally as warranted by the degree of
rationality the human.
There will be no vague reference to an unquantiﬁed degree of belief, but
there will be clear instructions to believe only to the degree that the relevant
evidence warrants.
Accompanying the requirement to restrict the degree of belief to the degree
of the relevant evidence will be clearly referenced standards of evidence and
tools of rationality that would ensure the seeker is making a rational
assessment.
Are these not the minimum standards of rational belief we would expect of an
actual rational God?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Many Christian leaders today claim that biblical faith is actually rational, and
that the degree of conﬁdence does not exceed the degree of the evidence.
(See #20.) But does this claim line up with 1) what is actually being taught in
churches, 2) the history of Christianity, and 3) what the Bible actually says?
1. If you visit the typical Sunday School today, you will ﬁnd little children
being encouraged to believe in Jesus long before they have been equipped
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with the tools of rational thought such as standards of evidence,
awareness of emotional biases and basic notions of logical inference. If a
young child emotionally accepts Jesus as blindly as Muslim children accept
Muhammad as the source of unerring truth, they are seldom rebuked and
warned that they should map their degree of belief to the degree of the
evidence. They are not even subsequently taught tools of rationality and
encouraged to periodically review their trust in Jesus. Instead they are
typically applauded and told that, in their blind acceptance of Jesus, they
have done something virtuous. Survey the Christians in your community to
determine the most common notion of Christian belief. Does it map the
degree of belief to degree of the actual evidence?
2. Throughout the history of Christianity, the icons of Christianity have
promoted a degree of belief that exceeds the degree of the actual
evidence. Many of them have actually condemned reason. Martin Luther
reﬂected the general sentiment among theologians when he said:

"Reason is the devil’s whore."
Reason was generally not encouraged, and was often claimed to be the
tool of Satan. Even those theologians who did allow reason to play some
role in redemption did not admonish those with emotionally-derived belief
to instead map their degree of belief to the degree of the evidence and to
periodically re-evaluate their belief in the Christian God. Early theologians
who did invoke rationality as a component of Christian belief often
misrepresented rationality. Benedict XVI says:

“It is rational to believe, as it is our very existence that is at stake”.
Does the threat of damnation rather than actual evidence make a belief
rational?
3. Nowhere in the Bible is Christian belief treated as a rational mapping of the
degree of belief to the degree of the evidence. Examine the following
verses:

— For we live by faith and not by sight. (2 Corinthians 5:7)
— Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what
we do not see. (Hebrews 11:1)
— Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed. (John
20:29b)
— Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not
believe stands condemned already. (John 3:18a)
Are these verses promoting a degree of belief that maps to the degree of
the evidence? Isn't Christian belief identical in type to Islamic belief?
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Can an honest seeker apply two different standards of
evidence to ancient and modern miracle claims?

P1: It is irrational to use two
diﬀerent standards of evidence
to assess miracle claims.
P2: Christians are encouraged to
used two diﬀerent standards of
evidence to assess miracle
claims.

Imagine your very honest friend Tom tells you that his honest friend told
him he had read a credible story about an honest guy in the next town over who
had actually called down divine fire from from the sky. Tom believes the story. Would
you? What would be the initial likelihood you would assign to the truth of this claim
that divine fire came down from the sky? For most, this claim would be considered
Conclusion: Christians are being
highly improbable. And the primary problem would not be the tenuous links of
encouraged to be irrational.
communication between you and the alleged eye-witnesses of the event, but rather
{P1 & P2}
would be the probability you intuitively assign to the notion that divine fire would ever
descend from the sky. Imagine you ask Tom for direct evidence that this event truly
took place, and he responds that all of the eye-witnesses are now dead and consequently unavailable to those who wish to
verify their account, and have left only a few anonymous written documents describing the event. Would you default to
believing the event actually happened until evidence was discovered that demonstrated the event to be untrue? Probably
not. Based on your experience, you would justifiably hold a very strong disbelief that such an event truly occurred. Yet
millions who would justifiably strongly disbelieve such a claim accept similar claims if the miraculous events are said to
have taken place 2,000 years ago as described in an old book. Is this rational?
There is something strongly enticing about amazing stories of miracles from
thousands of years ago. We tend to lower our standards of evidence for
ancient claims of miracles. Claims of miracles we would quickly dismiss as
false if said to occur in our time we are more inclined to believe if embedded
in an ancient context of mystique. What are the reasons for this pervasive
cognitive bias?
One reason is likely the loosening of the imagination when the claims are
geographically and temporally distant from our immediate context in which
the constrains of physical laws are saliently experienced. Events that happen
"far, far away" and "a long time ago" are less constrained by the laws of nature
we are reluctantly forced to life in. This is similar to when we watch Hollywood
movies during which we quite willingly suspend disbelief in order to experience
the wonder of the story. The hope that the story wows us is stronger than the
standards of evidence we would have imposed on more geographically and
temporally local claims.

This cognitive bias exists across religious cultures. Muslims truly believe Allah
split the moon, but scoﬀ at the more recent claim that Joseph Smith received
golden plates from Jehovah. Even Christians do not commonly believe many
miracles of the New Testament sort take place these days. If Christians do
hear of a miracle of signiﬁcance beyond ﬁnding their keys after praying for
their discovery, they rightfully maintain a healthy degree of skepticism, and
apply standards of evidence similar in rigor to what most scientists would
apply. Claims of healed amputees are seldom believed.
Yet, when Christians read the New Testament, a collection of accounts by
unveriﬁed authors written decades after the events they alleged, they often
do so with a credulity far exceeding the normal skepticism they apply to
events the encounter in their modern lives. Is this rational?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
What's the remedy for this deceptive bias? Perhaps the most eﬀective way to
ensure we are not fudging on our standards of evidence when encountering
ancient claims of the miraculous is to simply sit down and explore our
response to two identical events occurring at two diﬀerent times. Let's take a
look at an example. The following verses describe the resurrection of dead
bodies in Jerusalem:
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We can then move to the most critical question: How does the likelihood of
many dead bodies rising to be seen by many in New York City compare to the
likelihood of the other candidate explanations?
I think most of us would reject to a high degree of conﬁdence the claim of the
newspaper article. Yet many give the Biblical account of dead rising and
appearing to many in Jerusalem 2,000 years ago an unexplained special
status that allows much weaker standards of evidence. Is this rational?

And the graves were opened; and many bodies of the saints which slept
arose, and came out of the graves after his [Jesus'] resurrection, and went
into the holy city, and appeared unto many. (Matthew 27:52-53)

(See also #49 on the resurrection, "Supplementary C" on probabilities, and
"Supplementary E" on inference to the best explanation.)

Now let's consider a contemporary event that would parallel this event.
Imagine reading the following newspaper article:

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Ten years ago in a cemetery in New York City, the graves opened, and the
persons who had been dead arose and appeared to many across New York
City.
With your normal standards of evidence, you would very likely ask, at
minimum, the following questions:
1. How likely is it that the newspaper reporter is simply telling an outright lie
for some reason?
2. How likely is it that those who allegedly told the reporter about the alleged
event were telling an outright lie?
3. How likely is it that the story was largely embellished by the time of its
documentation ten years after the actual event?
4. Should we believe the story if the reporter is no longer available to crossexamine?
5. Should we believe the story if the alleged witnesses are not named,
prohibiting us from following up on the claim?
6. Should we believe the story if the alleged witnesses are no longer around
to cross-examine?
7. Given the amazing nature of the alleged event, why was it not written down
immediately?
8. Given the densely populated location of this amazing alleged event, why
are there no corroborating reports of the event?
If these questions naturally emerge from our normal standards of evidence
for modern claims, why should we not require that ancient claims of the same
sort satisfactorily address these questions?
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Doesn't the number of questions that Christianity
answers indicate that Christianity is true?

Imagine we are tasked with answering all the deep questions humans ask
about life. We would want to answer questions about human purpose and
meaning, questions corresponding to the strong emotional needs of humans, and
questions about other deep truths about the universe. Can science or religions better
provide the most satisfying answers to these questions? Religions can, right? Because
religions are largely unconstrained by scientific testing, any religious system that is
self-consistent will answer more of these questions than does science. Do you have a
fear of death? Religion can simply invent and offer you an post-death paradise. Science
can't. Science is constrained by very strict standards of evidence. Do you yearn for a
cosmic purpose to make life meaningful? Most religions suggest there is a God who has
a customized plan for you. Questions about justice, suffering and love are similarly
answered. Are not the answers religions can provide to deep questions indicative of
the truth of those religions? And if Christianity can provide the most answers to deep
questions, does that not make Christianity the truest religion?
Religions, constrained only by internal consistency, have the freedom to invent
any entity or concept necessary to provide answers to all the vexing questions
we ask about life. Religions exempt themselves from scientiﬁc scrutiny by
making their most fundamental entities and concepts untestable. Sometimes
religions simply make their entities and concepts spiritual, and therefore
largely inaccessible to the instruments of science. Many religious leaders
actually claim it is improper to try to scientiﬁcally test the religion. So, while
science does oﬀer far fewer answers to life's deep questions, religions have
full freedom of the imagination to invent any entity and concept necessary to
answer them all. So long as there is a general internal consistency within the
web of that religion's doctrines, that religion can boast answers that can not
be disproven. If that religion can then convince a community of humans that
an ideology that answers most of the deepest questions humans ask is also
likely true, that religion will likely propagate through that community. However,
once we think clearly about this, it becomes quickly apparent that having
more answers is not equivalent to being more truthful, especially when the
answers are largely dependent on untestable entities and concepts.

P1: It is possible for there to be a
collection of internally consistent
& scientiﬁcally unveriﬁable
answers to every possible deep
question humans ask.
P2: It is possible for a collection
of internally consistent &
scientiﬁcally unveriﬁable answers
to every deep question humans
ask to be entirely false.
Conclusion: The existence of a
collection of internally consistent
and scientiﬁcally unveriﬁable
answers is no demonstration that
collection is true.
{P1 & P2}

Consider the notion of lightning. Prior to modern science, each religion
explained lightning as a phenomenon caused by their respective untestable
deities without the fear of having those deities disproven by science. Some
religions went so far as to claim lightning was judgment for sins, a claim
bolstered by the sulfuric smell of lightning strikes similar to a Hell of
brimstone, another scientiﬁcally unsubstantiated concept.31 As long as you
are not constrained by science and are careful to keep your web of
unsubstantiated entities and concepts internally consistent, you can answer
every single troubling question humans can ask.
So is the ability of any given religion to answer all of the deeper questions in
life indicative of its truth? Nope. It may be merely a measure of the creativity
of story-tellers, story-tellers unconstrained by scientiﬁc scrutiny as many of
the invisible and spiritual elements of their stories are safely insulated from
the probing of science.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
How many possible answers are there to a question if the answers are
unconstrained by normal standards of evidence? An inﬁnite number. Your
missing keys can be explained by not only gremlins, elves, vampires, Satan,
fairies and evasive space aliens, but also by any other self-consistent entity
you can invent. Others will not be able to disprove your entity so long as you
deﬁne your explanatory entity as scientiﬁcally inscrutable. You can give your
entity the ability to be invisible, pass through physical objects, time travel, and
bend physical laws so they'll be insulated from the scrutiny of science.
There is one notable disadvantage in this. You'll have to subscribe to the
modus operandi of a liar. The little boy who claims he has a big brother who
can jump over a house in a single bound will also need to make sure that this
alleged big brother is perpetually unavailable to his friends who might doubt
the claim. Invoking invisible and non-interactive entities to answer deep
questions has this same liability. Your claims will smell of dishonesty.
Someone might ask what an internally consistent, but scientiﬁcally inscrutable
set of beliefs might look like. Consider the rich literature on vampires. It posits
characteristics of vampires such as their thirst for blood, aversion to sunlight
and garlic, and ability to vanish at will. As long as one constrains the elements
of their vampire stories to initial assumptions about vampires, their theory of
vampires will be internally consistent...though scientiﬁcally inscrutable since
one fundamental assumption is that vampires can easily escape attempts to
study them scientiﬁcally.
(See also #25, #38 & "Supplementary F")
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Isn't it sensible to believe in God if we have no better
answer to the deep questions about life?

Imagine that the average human psyche is full of emotions and desires
that scream for satisfying answers. Imagine the human psyche is often willing
to ignore the weaknesses and incoherencies of the answers as long as those answers,
to some degree, address the needs of the human psyche. Imagining such is not very
difficult. We all recognize our own inappropriate willingness to ignore problematic
answers as long as those answers make life more tolerable or enjoyable. It takes real
effort to raise ourselves above our emotions and desires, and to commit to believing
only those proposed answers that meet proper standards of honest inquiry. One of the
most difficult things to admit in the context of ignorance is that we don't know. We
feel that having no answer for perplexing questions about life is intolerable, and that
we must default to some answer, usually the most emotionally accommodating answer
regardless of its lack of validation.

P1: Admitting ignorance is more
honest than believing an
unsubstantiated but emotionally
satisfying answer to life's
questions.
P2: If admitting ignorance is
more honest than believing an
unsubstantiated but emotionally
satisfying answer to life's
questions, then the honest
seeker will admit ignorance when
there is no substantiated answer
available.
Conclusion: The honest seeker
will admit ignorance when there
is no substantiated answer
available.
{P1 & P2}

Is this intellectually honest? Should not the honest seeker, in spite of the allure of the
emotionally satisfying answers most religions offer, refrain from believing anything
beyond the degree to which the degree of the evidence warrants? Isn't defaulting to
belief in a God intrinsically dishonest, a dishonesty strongly encouraged by the force of our human emotions?
Let's imagine there is no objective purpose and meaning in life. For many, a
world without objective purpose and meaning is emotionally intolerable. Many
assume that the intensity of their deep desire for objective meaning and
purpose is indicative that such meaning and purpose must exist for life to be
worth living.

admit they don't know. The concept of the Christian God provides an
satisfying answer to nearly every perplexing or frightful thought we might
have. And belief in the Christian God avoids the emotional torment of not
having the answers to these nagging questions.

Yet we all recognize that this is a ﬂawed perspective. Deep down, we
understand that the truth of a proposed answer is in no way dependent upon
our emotional satisfaction with that answer.

Yet we clearly recognize that such a disposition is an intrinsically dishonest
approach to ﬁnding truth. Truth is not dependent upon the degree of
emotional satisfaction it oﬀers. The honest seeker is willing to follow the
evidence or lack of evidence into accepting the most emotionally unpalatable
answers or absence of answers.

Let's imagine we have no answer for the existence of suﬀering in the world.
Saying we don't know is quite emotionally unsatisfying. Many humans would
rather have an invented answer to the question of suﬀering than to honestly

(See also #24.)
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Wherever humans believe truth is best veriﬁed by the degree of emotional
satisfaction it promises, there the most creative (though dishonest) humans
can simply fabricate a religion with answers that maximized emotional
satisfaction, and can easily herd humans into belief in that religion. Christians
can easily think of other religions that have done this. Has not also
Christianity?
(See also #20 on mapping our degree of belief to the degree of the evidence,
and "Supplementary E" on the fallacy of using "inference to the best
explanation" as an epistemological foundation.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Isn't the sense of guilt that misbehaving humans feel
the convicting spirit of the Christian God?

P1: If there are cases of
unjustiﬁed feelings of guilt,
feelings of guilt can not be used
as evidence for any alleged God,
nor for that God's alleged will.
P2: There are many cases of
unjustiﬁed feelings of guilt.

Imagine a young girl told by her parents that, whenever she masturbates,
the king become very displeased with her, and if he were to come and take her
away to die most unpleasantly in his dungeons, she would have certainty brought it on
herself for violating his masturbation law, a law that had been written on her heart.
The young girl ponders all this, and upon noting the extreme shame she experiences
Conclusion: Feelings of guilt
when masturbating, concludes that such guilt and shame is a validation that 1) she is
can not be used as evidence for
indeed guilty of violating the king's law, 2) she is deserving of a horrible death due to
any alleged God, nor for that
God's alleged will.
her violation of the king's masturbation prohibition, 3) the king is real, and 4) the guilt
{P1 & P2}
she feels is the spirit of the king bearing witness to the three previous notions. Has
our young girl made any kind of rational blunder? After all, she knows her parents
honestly believe what they've told her. She perceives no other reason for the shame she
feels when masturbating other than the convicting spirit of the king. And the shame is so salient. How could such shame
not be strong evidence that her masturbation truly does make her worthy of a slow horrible death? Surely her shame is not
simply some emotional response to cultural and familial cues, is it?
Young people across many region and religions are told by their elders that
there is some God watching their every action, and who ﬁnds some of their
actions worthy of eternal damnation. These young people are also supplied a
list of behaviors the God of that culture allegedly ﬁnds abhorrent, and are told
that the sense of guilt they feel when violating this list of behaviors is
undeniable evidence of the presence of the locally-aﬃrmed God, of their
culpability, and the appropriateness of their awaiting damnation. In some
cultures, this sense of shame is painfully felt by young people when they fail
to pray, have uncovered heads in public, have sexual thoughts, listen to
secular music, or read books banned by the culture. The accompanying guilt
is considered a validation of the existence of 1) their culpability, 2) their
deserved eternal damnation, 3) the existence of the damning God, and 4) that
the spirit of this God is directly behind the sense of guilt.
We can easily identify an incoherence here. There are far too many Gods with
disparate codes of conduct. We must logically conclude that some, if not all,
of these experiences of deep guilt are not caused by a divine spirit, but are

simply products of the social or familial codes of behavior. This can be
conﬁrmed by visiting cultures outside our own in which particular behaviors
evoke deep pangs of guilt for those within that culture that we ourselves do
not experience. It is also conﬁrmed by relationships we can examine within our
own communities. Some women will stay with abusive men, believing those
abusive men when they claim the abuse is deserved due to the woman's
failure to strictly follow the will of the man. Guilt can be manufactured.32 Even
our pets exhibit guilty responses when they realize they have violated our wills,
in spite of how arbitrary our rules may be. Guilt is therefore demonstrably not
tied to some objective morality. Feelings of guilt do, however, fall quite neatly
along cultural lines. This is not to say that there are not some behaviors
across all cultures for which we all normally feel guilty, but only that guilt is
like any other emotion: largely shared by those of the same species, but
tweaked by cultural and familial traditions. There is no rational connection
between feeling guilty and a convicting spirit of a God.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
Guilt is but one emotion. Consider other human emotions. Do we assign divine
causation to them? When you feel jealous about someone else speaking to
the focus of your aﬀection, do you think that jealousy validates the fact that
the focus of your aﬀection truly belongs to you? When you feel bitter over
not getting a raise, does that bitterness validate the notion that you
objectively deserve the raise? When you feel shame and worthlessness after
failing to accomplish a goal, do these emotions make your worthlessness
objectively real? Of course not. Why then should we suppose that the emotion
of guilt has some special status in that it corresponds to some objective fact?
Emotions are highly useful motivators, but these same emotions can be
clearly artiﬁcially bloated and abused. Many unscrupulous promoters of
various Gods have co-opted our natural sense of guilt as a bludgeon to force
both belief in and conformity to their God. Don't be fooled into thinking that
piercing sense of guilt corresponds to some deserved eternal damnation
when it is simply a motivator to assess and, if necessary, modify your
behavior.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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How can this amazing peace and joy of the Lord I so
strongly feel not be from the Christian God?

Imagine a teenager who falls into a deep infatuation with a particular
actor or musician. Many of us have gone through this experience. We want so
bad to have a relationship with the celebrity that we build mental walls that deflect
and distort the reality of the actual odds of ending up with the object of our
infatuation. We then wallow in all the warm and fuzzy emotions that wash over us.
Emotions are powerful distorters of reality. Consider the Muslim child who, in the
context of beautiful music, a majestic mosque, and the warm proximity of family, feels
such immense joy and peace wash over them that they know with full certainty that
Allah is the only true God. Though many understand or suspect that their emotions are
an illegitimate validator of what is true, many others invoke the intensity of their
emotions as confirmation that the beliefs those emotions accompany are indeed true.
Sometimes they suppose that the emotions they feel are qualitatively different than
the emotions felt by followers of other Gods. And if they do recognize as qualitatively
equivalent their own emotional experience and the emotional experiences of believers
in other Gods, they can't imagine anyone having the same intensity of joy and peace
they themselves are experiencing. Is this not similar to how many of us felt the first
time we fell in love? We could not imagine anyone else having such salient feelings of
"true" love. Would we discover any actual differences between the peace and joy of the
Lord we feel and the peace and joy allegedly given by other Gods to their believers?
Mormons testify, with eyes moist with emotions, of a "burning in the bosom"
that validates their beliefs. Muslims frequently invoke the joy and peace they
feel is validation of the truth of Islam. Religions the world over boast
individuals who would unﬂinchingly die for their beliefs, conﬁdent in the
wonderful peace and joy their respective God has granted them. Nearly every
major religion employs powerful visual and auditory devices such as art,
architecture and music to evoke powerful emotions. Human touch is added to
many of these contexts to provide a deep sense of love, belonging and unity.
The result is invariably an intense peace and joy that surpasses all
understanding, and can then be attributed to the God of that culture.

P1: If the peace and joy of
alleged God X is identical in type
and intensity to the peace and
joy of alleged God Y, and God X
and God Y are mutually exclusive,
then such peace and joy is no
evidence of the truth of either
God X or God Y.
P2: The peace and joy of the
alleged Christian God is identical
in type and intensity to the peace
and joy of many other alleged
Gods mutually exclusive to the
Christian God.
{This should be personally assessed.}

Conclusion: The peace and joy
allegedly of the Christian God is
no evidence of the truth of the
Christian God.
{P1 & P2}

This amazing peace and joy can also be experienced in private as the believer
communes with their God in the reading of a beautiful holy book, through
earnest prayer and through glorifying worship. And if this peace and joy is
powerful enough, any incoherencies within the actual doctrines of the religion
will be enough to compel the happy believer to abandon their beliefs.
What does it take to defend against the false notion that emotions constitute
evidence of the truth of our beliefs? Though exceedingly diﬃcult for many, a
commitment to following the actual evidence and arguments apart from any
emotional considerations seems to be the only defense.
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the following verses:
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intuitively assume about our minds and of our mental ability to sort out our
common emotions from any coherent "sensus divinitatis" (sense of divinity)
turns out to be quite misaligned with reality in many cases.
(See also "Supplementary H".)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God's children.
(Romans 8:16)
And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
(Philippians 4:7)
According to these verses, the Spirit of God has clearly been given as a way
for Christians to verify that they are truly children of God.
However, there is an intrinsic incoherency within this notion. If the Holy Spirit
is the mechanism through which we validate our spiritual status, we must then
validate the authenticity of that Holy Spirit. If a letter from Mom says her
friend Frank will be sent to assist you, you'll need to verify that the guy ringing
your doorbell is indeed the Frank Mom sent. And if a second guy shows up
vouching for the notion that the door-ringer is Frank, we'll need to verify that
this second guy is telling the truth, perhaps through the testimony of a third
guy who will also need to be vouched for...ad inﬁnitum.
So we can not claim we have a validating Holy Spirit upon which we can
depend as a mechanism to accurately communicate our spiritual status unless
we have a reliable second mechanism to verify the reliability of that alleged
Holy Spirit. And that second mechanism will itself require a third mechanism
to establish its reliability, which will, in turn, require a fourth validating
mechanism...ad inﬁnitum.
In the end, we will realize that the only legitimate way to assess the truth of a
claim is through the methods of scientiﬁc inquiry rather than through
unwarranted conﬁdence in an alleged Holy Spirit providing a conﬁdence which
can not be causally traced back to a substantiated Holy Spirit. If we are truly
God's children, that will need to be determined through the mechanism of
rational inquiry33 rather than through a feeling of conﬁdence we are
attributing to a Holy Spirit that is indistinguishable from our emotions.
Concerning this problem, it is reasonable to consult the cognitive scientists
and psychologists who are studying the fragile human brain. Much of what we
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If I were to allow myself to doubt my current beliefs,
wouldn't that indicate I'm unstable?

P1: Any ideology that values
belief more than doubt is
irrational.
P2: Christianity values belief
more than doubt.

Imagine you wanted to create a religion that was almost impossible to
abandon. Threats might come to mind. Many religious threaten apostates with
(See James 1:8)
far greater consequences than does Christianity. Yet Christianity does include one
powerful hurtle to abandoning Christianity that prevents the Christian mind from
Conclusion: Christianity is
honestly considering any proposed weaknesses of Christianity. This is the notion that
irrational.
{P1 & P2}
doubt is improper or is inferior to belief. While strong belief is praised and encouraged,
doubt is considered a character flaw. The book of James, while specifically referencing
the believer asking for wisdom, gives as a universal reason to condemn the doubter the
claim he is "unstable in all his ways". Does this claim by James conform to rational belief?
But when you ask, you must believe and
not doubt, because the one who doubts is Are we not justified in doubting to the degree that the evidence is lacking? Would not the
like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed Christian advise the Muslim to doubt their beliefs? How could one ever honestly
by the wind. That person should not
expect to receive anything from the Lord. reexamine their beliefs if they are encouraged not to doubt? Would a rational God
Such a person is double-minded and condemn the rational doubt that must exist where there is less than absolute evidence?
unstable in all they do.
(James 1:6-8)

Rational belief is a degree of
belief that maps to the degree of
the relevant evidence. Where there is less than absolute evidence, there must
necessarily be a degree of doubt. To have no doubt when the evidence is less

than certain is to be irrational. Doubt, instead of being inferior to belief, is
equal to belief. A degree of belief exceeding the degree of the evidence is
irrational. A degree of doubt falling shorter than the degree of the evidence is
irrational. Belief commensurate to the degree of evidence is rational. Doubt
commensurate to the degree of the lack of evidence is rational. There is
nothing intrinsically undesirable or improper about
Then Jesus told him,
doubt.

"Because you have seen
me, you have believed;
blessed are those who
have not seen and yet
have believed."
(John 20:29)

In the alleged story in which Thomas increased his
degree of belief after actually touching the
resurrected Jesus, Jesus did not bless Thomas for
maintaining doubt until there was stronger
evidence. Jesus instead blessed those who would
believe without seeing. Would an actual God of the universe treat doubt, a
necessary element of rationality, in this fashion?
(See also #20 and #21.)
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Another biblical passages to consider is Hebrews Chapter 11. Those with high
degrees of belief are applauded, but no praise is aﬀorded those who are
skeptical. More importantly, observe the way belief is treated as something
binary: either it's on or oﬀ. This is not rational belief since rational belief must
necessarily map to the degree of the evidence. And evidence arrives
incrementally for things inductively assessed.
A verse in 2 Corinthians makes it clear that Christianity is not about evidence,
but about belief regardless of what evidence is or is not seen.

For we live by faith, not by sight.
(2 Corinthians 5:7)
This encouragement to muster a high degree of belief regardless of the
degree of evidence, and the implication that this act is somehow virtuous
simply highlights the fact that the Bible does not appear to have been written
by a rational God.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Wouldn't the personal introduction
of a God take away my free will to reject that God?

Imagine Jim wants Julie to agree to marry him, but since Jim does not
want to violate Julie's free will, he never appears to her face-to-face. Jim
claims that, if he were to appear to her directly so that his identity were absolutely
certain, this certainty about his identity would prevent Julie from voluntarily agreeing
to marry him. Would you not think Jim was quite confused about free will?
This is parallel to the argument a good majority Christians offer in response to the
question: Why can not the Christian God simply step out of the shadows and personally
introduce himself to those he claims to love? It is claims that, if we were to have
absolute certainty in the existence of this God, that would somehow destroy our free
will. Does this make sense? Did not Satan allegedly reject God in full knowledge of his
existence? Is there any relationship between having high certainty of someone's
existence, and not being able to reject them as a husband, friend, savior or Lord?
There are so many good reasons for an actual God to simply introduce
himself. For the many same reasons that we encourage our guy friends to
make themselves fully known to the girl they intend to marry before
proposing, we expect any actual God to make himself fully known before
asking us to accept any plan he might have for our lives. This is surely not too
much to ask of a rational God of the universe, is it?
The following are good reasons your guy friend might make a face-to-face
introduction prior to proposing:

P1: It is irrational to accept the
authority of anyone for whom we
have low evidence of their
existence.
P2: The Christian God, for whom
we have low evidence of his
existence, desires that we accept
his authority.
P3: The Christian God desires
that we irrationally accept his
authority.
{P1 & P2}
P4: No actual God desires
irrationality.
Conclusion: The Christian God
is no actual God.
{P3 & P4}

Arguably, the degree of
evidence for the hidden
Christian God we see in our shared reality does not exceed to any signiﬁcant
degree the evidence for every other hidden God. And we are told by Christian
leaders that this hiddenness of God is necessary to allow us to have free will.
Does this make any sense? Would you agree to marry someone for whom you
were less than certainty they existed? Would Julie's agreeing to marry Jim in
spite of his hiddenness be a noble act? Or an act of irrationality?
(See also #02.)

1. The woman can directly and more fully assess the character of your friend
before making a decision.
2. Your friend can be conﬁdent she accepts him for whom he truly is rather
than out of fear of losing out or other negative consequences.
3. With the many other alleged suiters hiding in the shadows (Allah or
Brahma, for example), your friend could unequivocally demonstrate himself
to be the only clearly evidenced suitor.

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

DIALOGUE: (Man answers his doorbell.)

There have been other attempts to explain the hiddenness of the Christian
God.

- MAN: Can I help you?
- JESUS: Yes, I'm Jesus, and I'd like to be your savior and have a personal

It has been argued that the Christian God desires our love, and there can be
no genuine love without some degree of faith (belief exceeding the relevant
evidence). Is this coherent? Imagine Jim hiding his existence from Julie,
claiming that her acceptance of his proposal would demonstrate a degree of
belief exceeding the evidence, and that this would be an indication of a
greater love than if Julie had full certainty of Jim's existence. Does this make
sense?
Another attempt to explain away the hiddenness of the Christian God is the
assurance that, if we only seek God, we will ﬁnd God. If you seek a gold
treasure, you will be unlikely to ﬁnd it. However, if you seek a God that can
not be distinguished in any meaningful way from any other sought-after
God, or from an imagined God, you are very likely to ﬁnd such a God. This is
evidence by the millions of individuals who believe in the most popular
proposed Gods around the world. (See #50.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

-

-

-

relationship with you. Do you mind if I come in?
MAN: Do you mean Jesus of Nazareth, God incarnate?
JESUS: That's right.
MAN: How do I know it's actually you?
JESUS: Well, I know you decided not ﬁve minutes ago to confess to Julie
Anderson that you've had a crush on her ever since you two had that
private conversation about your aspirations. I also know the Asian woman
driving the blue car on the street behind me is putting on her sunglasses. I
know your left ear itches and that the Yankees will win their game 11 to 3
tomorrow. Note that molecular compound that just came to your mind. That
is the cure for cancer. Oh, and remember that ﬁnger you lost in the table
saw accident when you were young? Check your hand.
(The man's hand again has ﬁve healthy ﬁngers.)
MAN: Whoa! That's impressive! But I really wish you hadn't done that.
JESUS: Done what?
MAN: Made yourself so clear to me.
JESUS: But why?
MAN: Well, now I don't have any free will to reject you as my savior.
JESUS: But of course you do! Knowing who I am has nothing to do with
being able to reject me as your savior!
MAN: No, your existence is now far too clear. I no longer have any free will
to reject you as my savior and friend.
JESUS: I don't follow. Are you saying that mere knowledge of my existence
forces you to accept me as your savior and friend?
MAN: That's right.
JESUS: Who told you this?
MAN: My pastor made it very clear. There would be no free will if you went
around ringing doorbells, making your existence indisputable.
JESUS: Well, I learn something every day. What should I do then?
MAN: Perhaps if you hid in the bushes, and just whispered barely audibly
about your existence, that would work, at least for those who expect to hear
you. But, for heaven's sake, don't give others the clear evidence that you've
given me. How would they ever be able to "live by faith, and not by sight"
with such clarity in their faces?
JESUS: Point taken. Sorry to have ruined your chance at redemption.
MAN: Forget about it. Hell is metaphorical anyway, right?
JESUS: Yeah...about that...
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Can we legitimately be held culpable for following an
unrequested & unavoidable sin nature?

Imagine Borris claims to love puppies, visits the local pet store, and fills
his house with puppies. Borris also hates barking, and so he makes a simple
rule that any puppy who barks will be thrown into the basement to die. The rule is very
clear. The puppies were punished at the pet store whenever they barked, so they know
better than to bark in the house. Yet, to Borris' surprise, not a single puppy chooses to
obey the rule, and one-by-one, Borris is forced to toss them into the basement to die.
What is wrong with this scenario? You might claim that the puppies' disposition to bark
is far too strong to resist. How would we know this? We would determine this based on
the percentage of the puppies who successfully refrained from barking, right? If no
puppy was successful in refraining from barking, we could conclude that the impulse
to bark was so unavoidable that the puppies could not be punished for barking.

P1: There is no culpability in
following an unrequested and
unavoidable nature.
P2: Based on the Bible, humans
receive an unrequested and
unavoidable sin nature.
P3: Humans are not culpable for
following their unrequested and
unavoidable sin nature.
{P1 & P2}
P4: It is unjust to punish
someone who is not culpable.
P5: The God of the Bible
punishes humans for following
their unrequested and
unavoidable sin nature.
Conclusion: The God of the

The Bible claims not a single human has successfully refrained from sinning. What can
Bible is unjust.
{P3 - P5}
we conclude from this? We have already concluded that tossing barking puppies into
the basement to die due to their unrequested and unavoidable impulse to bark is
grossly unjust. Can we not also conclude that eternally damning humans for yielding to
an unrequested and unavailable impulse to sin is not anything an actual just God of the universe would consider?
Most cultures don't punish animals that kill when it is their nature to kill. And
that nature is determined by the percentage of individuals within that type of
animal who do not exhibit the impulse to kill. When we do ﬁnd humans
punishing a species of animal for performing an act consistent with their
nature (especially a nature they did not request nor can avoid to a degree that
not a single member of the species refrains from that action), we immediately
recognize the injustice.
Yet millions of humans who believe they were born with a nature they neither
requested nor can avoid are deemed by God culpable for following that
nature. Can you claim the scorpion can resist stinging its handler if no normal
scorpion ever has? Can you claim humans have the free will not to sin when

you also claim not a single human has ever refrained from sinning? If eternal
damnation was reserved for the few who committed acts which few humans
have committed such as murder, the Bible might make more sense. However,
the Bible makes it quite clear that a single lie is suﬃcient for eternal
damnation. And this eternal damnation for the lie is not simply a matter of
God claiming his hands are tied since the rules did not involve his input. An
actual God can alter his own rules. The Bible makes it clear God is so wrathful
over a single lie that he deems the liar worthy of eternal damnation.
How likely is it that an actual God of the universe would be so emotionally
incontinent over a single sin of a human with a unrequested and unavoidable
sin nature that his rage would result in eternally damning them?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
What would be a just way to determine what infraction deserves what
punishment? We can extract general principles from criminal legislation
around the world.
Objective of the Court: Presumably, the purpose of punishing an action is to
1) prevent continued harm to others, and 2) to rehabilitate the oﬀender. For
those in a loving relationship with the oﬀender, 3) the restoration of their
relationship with the oﬀender is also a goal. Note that eternal damnation
accomplishes none of these three objectives. Imagine the young girl whose
only sin in her short life was to hate the father who beat her to death. The
Bible makes clear her hate of her father is worthy of eternal damnation. Yet
her eternal damnation is not necessary to prevent her from harming others.
There are a hundred diﬀerent ways for an actual God to keep her from
harming others. And, if the Bible is to be believed, eternal damnation is
irreversible. There is no future venue in which this father-hating girl can
demonstrate her rehabilitation. And if the purpose of the life of this girl was
truly to have a loving relationship with God, an irreversible eternal damnation
is a poor way to accomplish this purpose.
Map out the world's criminal justice systems, and rank them in order of how
just they seem to you in light of these objectives. Now add the Bible's notion
of eternal damnation for a single oﬀense to that list, and re-rank the list. How
does the biblical God rank? Do you think we should let the biblical God oﬀ the
hook by invoking mysteriousness or inscrutability? Or do you think it is our
responsibility to honestly assess the coherence the the alleged behaviors of
such a God prior to believing such a God is the legitimate God of the
universe? (See #01.)
Now contrast the way the Biblical God is said to punish oﬀenders he claims to
love with the way parents punish the children they truly love. Is there any
common-sense reason why any actual God of the universe would not treat us
as do our loving parents when we oﬀend him?
(Note that at this point in a discussion of whether God is just in his
punishment, many Christian leaders attempt to focus on the wonderful gift of
redemption. This is equivalent to a rapist reminding the judge of all the women
in his life he did not rape, and truly cared for. You can't bury unjust and
unloving acts under a mountain of just and loving acts.)
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Awareness of the oﬀender: When human courts are attempting to assign a
punishment to an oﬀense, they take into account the degree to which the
oﬀender knew their actions were an oﬀense within the relevant system of
justice. The young girl whose only oﬀense was to hate the father beating her
to death might have understood her father considered her hate oﬀensive to
him, but that is irrelevant if she is to be considered guilty of oﬀending the God
of the universe by hating her father. If she has oﬀended this God with the
hate of her father, she must know that hating her father was oﬀensive to the
God judging her. Do you think every young girl in the world killed by a father
understands that the Christian God ﬁnds her hatred of her father oﬀensive?
An exploration of non-Christian cultures will provide a clear answer to this
question.
Courts only unjustly punish the driver who drives past a rural stop sign
completely obscured by overgrowth.34 If there is a moral law, its author, and
that author's authority must be apparent to everyone who is judged under
that law. Is this what we actually see in the world?
Volition of the oﬀender: The individual judged in violation of a law must have
the ability to resist violating that law. We don't kill puppies that inevitably bark.
We don't even torture scorpions for inevitably stinging their handler. Why
would any just God of the universe eternally damn the individual who
inevitably follows an unrequested and unavoidable inclination to lie, for
example?
We have all read accounts of individuals who, due to mental illness, tumors or
brain damage, have no volition over their actions. Just courts do not ﬁnd
these individuals worthy of punishment for oﬀenses committed when the
mental disposition of the oﬀender diminished their volition to a signiﬁcant
degree. You have probably seen the sweetest Christian ladies devolve into
horrible humans once they develop Alzheimer's. Few of us think God will hold
them accountable for their actions. Yet, we all start life with a particular
disposition to commit certain actions such as lying. The degree of that
disposition can be measured by the percentage of humans who eventually
commit such actions over their lifetimes. What percentage of humans end up
lying over the course of a normal life? This provides us with a measure of how
we justly respond to common lying in the courts and as loving parents.
What shall we say of an allegedly loving God who will eternally damn a child
for a single oﬀense, then call it "punishment"? At what point can we simply say
such a God is not eligible as an actual loving God of the universe?
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Would an actual loving God deem rational belief in the
wrong God worthy of eternal damnation?

Imagine a young girl named Mariam with a Christian mother and a Muslim
father. She attentively listens to the evidences provided by each of her parents
for their respective God. Each parent is claiming that, if she has a sincere heart, their
God will make himself indisputably known to her. Yet whenever she feels Allah has made
himself known, Mariam is told by her mother her thoughts have been led astray by
Satan, and when she feels Jehovah has made himself known, her father similarly tells
her that her thoughts have been led astray by Satan. The evidence for Allah and
Jehovah is evenly split down the middle in Mariam's honest, if flawed, perception.

P1: A just God would not
eternally damn those who, out of
rational honesty, do not believe
he exists.
P2: The Christian God eternally
damns those who, out of rational
honesty, do not believe he exists.
P3: The Christian God is not a
just God.
{P1 & P2}
P4: All Gods who are not just are
also not real.

Conclusion: The Christian God is
Mariam could simply map her degree of belief in each God to around 45% (accounting for
not real.
her assigning a 10% likelihood that neither God exists), but she is informed by each
{P3 & P4}
parent that this is unacceptable. She must completely believe in the "true" God or be
eternally damned. Do you think the actual God of the universe, whether it be Jehovah or
Allah, eternally damn Mariam for honestly positioning her degree of belief at 45% for each of the two candidate Gods? Is this
what a just God would do? Shouldn't Mariam scrutinize candidate Gods for intrinsically unjust dispositions of this sort, and
reject an highly improbable any God who would act in such an unjust manner? (See #01.)
The scenario above can be extended to include three or more Gods, each with
an equal amount of evidence for each God. Proponents of each of these Gods
are all claiming any presence of God Mariam perceives from any God but her
own is an evil lying spirit. Mariam clearly has no way of knowing how to
discern between the spirit of the real God and an evil spirit, so she is forced
to simply map her degree of belief to the degree of the relevant evidence for
each God. If she is rational, she limits her degree of belief in the existence of
each God to the degree of the evidence for the existence of that God. Any
God that would expect Mariam to go beyond that rational position would be
promoting irrationality, and could, as a result, be dismissed as unreal since no
actual God would ever promote an irrational choice as necessary to obtain
that God's favor or redemption.

Some might argue that a real God could make Mariam capable of
distinguishing between an evil spirit and that real God. Yet this does not
appear possible since any actual evil spirit could also make her wrongly
suppose she has been made capable by a real God of distinguishing between
an evil spirit and a real God.
It follows from this that none of us can absolutely know whether the reality we
perceive is actually real. But rationality does not require that we be right, but
only that we honestly map our degree of belief to the degree of the relevant
evidence. (See #20 for more on rational belief.) Wouldn't anything else be
irrational and inappropriate for an honest seeker of truth?
(See "Supplementary H" on the coherency of the "sensus divinitatis": the ability
of a God to communicate special indisputable knowledge of his existence.)
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
It is sometimes claimed by Christian leaders that even a child in a remote
ungospelled region of the Earth can perceive the Christian God suﬃciently to
be worthy of eternal damnation. (This is dealt with in #18.) Perhaps the best
cure for this notion is simply a greater exposure to non-Christian cultures. A
persistence in the biblical way of thinking after such exposure would require
an individual to dismiss their own honest assessment of the innocent hearts of
ungospelled children, and to have inexorably committed themselves to what
the Bible says in spite of any evidence they encounter. It is hoped that the
readers of this book don't fall into that category.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Is the eternal damnation described in the Bible a just
punishment or wrathful vengeance?

P1: Punishment is to prepare the
oﬀender for a better life after the
punishment.
P2: Punishment that lasts for
eternity is logically incoherent.
{Corollary of P1}
P3: Retribution for a ﬁnite act
lasting an inﬁnite time is logically
incoherent.
P4: Wrath that takes an eternity
of pain to appease reﬂects
emotional instability.
P5: The biblical God deems
eternal damnation either 1)
punishment, 2) retribution, or 3)
appeasement of his wrath.

Imagine you have a daughter you deeply love, but she just won't respect
your household rules, rules made in her best interests. So you lock her in the
basement where there is only darkness and cold concrete. After two years, your
neighbor Andy wanders by and asks where your daughter has been. You explain you had
to lock her in the basement to be punishment since she did not respect your rules.
Andy asks when she will be released from the basement. You explain she can never be
released since the rules you made require that she spend eternity in the basement.
Andy acts surprised. "I thought you loved her" he says. "I do" you assure him. But She is
being punished." Andy asks "How can this be punishment when there is no possibility of
her learning from her punishment and living a normal life?" You calmly explain that
she had broken the rules, and breaking the rules requires eternal punishment. "But I
thought you made the rules out of love for her and hope for her future! What broken
rule would require her eternal torment in the basement?" You respond "She merely told
Conclusion: The biblical God
a lie, but all my rules require eternal torment if broken". Andy stares at you in
either holds to a logical
incoherency (P2 & P3) or is
disbelief. "Are you sure you know what love is? Do you know the purpose of
emotionally unstable (P4).
punishment?" You are now a bit irritated. "Of course I know what punishment is for. It
{P2 - P5}
is to appease my wrath. I clearly love her. It's just that her rebellion hurt me. My wrath
must be appeased, and it takes nothing less than eternal torment for my wrath to be
appeased." Do you actually love your daughter? Are you just? You determined the rules.
Could you not then simply forgive your daughter? Is eternity in the basement equivalent to any pain you daughter caused
you? Are you emotionally stable? For any alleged God acting this way, should we not ask these same questions?
This chapter applies to only those Christians who believe damnation is
eternal.35 It is clear that punishment by a loving authority, whether that be
parents or a God, will be applied with the hope of rehabilitation. Where there is
no available period after the period of punishment in which to live out
rehabilitation, there is no true punishment. This reﬂects the essence of P1 and
P2 in our syllogism above. Just retribution is by deﬁnition the inﬂiction of the
same degree of pain and suﬀering on the oﬀender that was inﬂicted by the

oﬀender. Since all pain and suﬀering in this life is not eternal, and therefore
not inﬁnite, just retribution for oﬀenses in this life can not be eternal. The
necessary equivalency fails. This reﬂects the essence of P3 in our syllogism
above. Have you ever met an emotionally healthy human whose wrath for an
oﬀense could not be paciﬁed? Do you think an actual God of the universe
would be so emotionally incontinent? This is the essence of P4 in our
syllogism above.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

A more visual representation of the issue is shown below.

The Bible never admits that vengeance is unjust and unbecoming of
emotionally healthy individuals. It instead only tells us to keep our vengeful
spirits in check, and to allow the vengeful Christian God to do the avenging.

Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God's wrath, for it
is written: "It is mine to avenge; I will repay," says the Lord. (Romans 12:19)
Does this sound like an emotionally healthy God? Would you respect a father
who told his daughter not to respond to the bullying of her brother, only so
that he could himself eternally torment the brother? Could any God who did
likewise call himself loving and just?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

This critique of these three possible reasons for eternal damnation does not
include the incoherency of a loving God unable to forgive without bloodshed.
This is address in #33.
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Would forgiveness without bloodshed somehow violate
the righteousness of the God of the Bible?

P1: No truly loving God would
require the shedding of blood in
order to forgive those he loves.
P2: The God of the Bible requires
the shedding of blood in order to
forgive those he claims to love.

Imagine little Tommy steals a cookie from the kitchen. His mother catches
him in the act, and informs him she now is forced by her just nature to nail his
hands and feet to his bedroom door for a couple of hours. Mother can sense that Tommy
is not happy with this decision, and says "You know I can't simply forgive you without
Conclusion: The God of the Bible
some type of bloodshed. That would make me unjust." Tommy responds "But you want me
is no truly loving God.
to forgive others without hurting them, right?" Mother ponders this. "Yes, but that
{P1 & P2}
applies only to you. I need to see blood before I can forgive." Tommy nods and sobs.
Mother finally comes up with a solution. "I'll tell you what" she says. "I'll instead nail
your older brother Joshua to the door, and we'll consider that fair retribution for your stealing of the cookie. But only if
you acknowledge that I am a loving and just mother, and that Joshua's nailing to the door saved you from having to suffer
the same fate. Fair enough?
Do you think Tommy should accept his mother's nailing of Joshua to the door as a necessary shedding of blood for the
cookie-stealing transgression? Is Tommy lucky to have such a just and loving mother that would require his older brother
pay the nailed-to-the-door penalty for his own cookie-stealing iniquity? This is not hyperbole according to most Christian
leaders. Christian leaders largely concur with the notion that the cookie snitching of a child requires the bloody nailing of
Jesus to a cross for forgiveness. Does this make sense to you?
Most Christian parents can forgive their cookie-stealing children without
bloodshed. And they do so without feeling their bloodless forgiveness is
unjust. Yet many Christian parents also believe that their child's act of taking
the cookie deserves an eternal damnation that was somehow paid for in the
bloody death of Jesus, a bloody death that God needed to observe in order to
forgive us.
The claim is that blood (or death if a metaphor) is unavoidable, even though
Christians themselves are instructed to forgive, presumably without
bloodshed.

Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance
against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. (Colossians 3:13)

Look closely at this verse. Is forgiving without bloodshed how God forgave us?
Or is does his forgiveness require blood as the following verse indicates?

In fact, the law requires that nearly everything be cleansed with blood, and
without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness. (Hebrews 9:22)
More importantly, does it make any sense for a loving individual to require the
shedding of blood before they can justly forgive? As a person becomes more
like God, do they require more blood to forgive? Is is more virtuous to forgive
without bloodshed or only after observing bloodshed? What rational and
emotionally continent being feels paciﬁed only after seeing bloodshed?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
This notion that the Christian God seemingly has no power to forgive without
bloodshed impinges upon the claim the Christian God is omnipotent. As
parents, we clearly retain the power to modify or dismiss any formerly
prescribed punishment for violating household rules. Invalidating our original
prescription of punishment for a particular broken rule, and forgiving our
children without punishment is very often considered virtuous. Would not an
actual God be able to change is mind? Or is this rule that an oﬀense against
God requires bloodshed somehow above God? Is the need for bloodshed truly
emergent of God's righteous nature? Would not an actual loving God be able
to modify or abolish any prescriptions of punishment previously made? Does
not the very biblical notion of grace imply that God does not give us the
punishment we deserve? Why then would the blood of Jesus be necessary?
What would be unjust about forgiveness without any spilt blood?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Can culpability for offenses be legitimately reassigned
to someone other than the offender?

Imagine Henry is found guilty of several murders which he admits
committing. Now imagine Henry's mother begs the judge to let her son go free,
and to let her die in the electric chair instead Henry. What would a just judge do? Would
it make any difference if Henry accepted his mother's willingness to die in his place
and promised not to kill more people? Would this not simply create just one more
innocent victim? If a single lie actually does warrant the eternal damnation of the liar,
could it ever be just to eternally damn someone who had never lied as a
substitutionary atonement instead of the actual liar?
In the same way, is it just to have an allegedly innocent Jesus tortured in the place of
those who actually committed the offenses?
Some legal systems have allowed the sentences of criminals to be served by
innocent friends or family members. Is this just? Let's reﬂect on the scenario
of Henry and his innocent mother within the framework of the most common
reasons oﬀered as justiﬁcation for death penalties.
Rehabilitation: Perhaps his mother's substitutionary death in the electric
chair would motivate Henry to change his ways. But could any one seriously
suggest the best method of rehabilitating criminals is to kill their mothers
while releasing the actual criminals back into society?
Retribution: The notion that Henry should die since his victims died is quite
intuitive. But what fundamental principle of justice would justify killing his
innocent mother in a way similar to the way her son killed his victims? If
compassionate persons were allowed to volunteer to die or suﬀer for those
who are so devoid of compassion they indiscriminately kill or harm others,
that would unquestionably result in a quite negative shift in the demographics
of society: the ratio of psychopaths to healthy individuals would increase. But,
more importantly, it would reﬂect an inversion of our notion of justice.

P1: It is intrinsically unjust to
permit someone other than the
oﬀender to serve the sentence
for an oﬀense.
P2: If the Bible is to be believed,
the God of the Bible decided to
have someone innocent of any
crime to serve the sentence of
an oﬀender.
Conclusion: If the Bible is to be
believed, God is intrinsically
unjust.
{P1 & P2}

oﬀender he might have had vanishes, and that he is compelled to eternally
damn that human to hell. Would eternally damning the oﬀender's mother
appease God's wrath? Perhaps. If a man mutilated your face with a knife,
perhaps your own anger would quickly dissipated if that man's mother was
sentenced to spend 30 years behind bars for her son's oﬀense. But would not
that dissipation in your anger be accompanied by a horriﬁed realization there
has been a horriﬁc legal injustice committed against that man's mother? And
if justice was based on the degree of anger of the judge, and that judge
thought that any term of damnation less than eternal would not appease him,
what could we say about the emotional stability of that judge?
(See also #32.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Appeasement of wrath: Let's go with the notion that any human who doesn't
acknowledge the Christian God angers him so much that any love for the
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Some Christian leaders conﬂate examples found in civil law in which family
members may be held ﬁscally liable for debts incurred by other family
members with examples of a penal substitution within criminal law. Does a
judge permitting a mother to pay her son's civil settlement equate to
permitting her to pay for her son's 30-year sentence for his aggravated
assault?
Christian leaders also attempt to justify this intuitively unjust notion of penal
substitution found in the Bible by invoking laws made by fallible humans. Can
potentially ﬂawed laws created by ﬂawed humans serve as support for the
justice of divine laws? One such type of law invoked by Christian leaders is
called "vicarious liability"36 in which, in most cases, someone is held merely
ﬁscally liable for the ﬁscally damaging actions of others such as a company
being held liable for the mistakes of its employees. Few if any such laws
require someone to be imprisoned for someone else who breaks criminal law.
And nearly every human would recognize such a law to be unjust. To invoke
the example of an unjust law made by fallible humans to defend a biblical
notion of justice is to forfeit the notion divine laws supersede human laws.
Even the Bible aﬃrms in one passage that only the one who commits the sin
can be punished for that sin.

The soul who sins is the one who will die. The son will not share the guilt of
the father, nor will the father share the guilt of the son. (Ezekiel 18:20)
Yet, in another book of the Bible it appears that children ought not suﬀer
punishment for the sins of their fathers.

You shall not bow down to [idols] or worship them; for I, the LORD your
God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to
the third and fourth generation of those who hate me. (Exodus 20:5)
Regardless of how Christian leaders reconcile these verses, we
commonsensically understand that it is unjust for someone to be punished for
someone else's oﬀenses.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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How is the three-day death of Jesus equivalent to the
eternal damnation of billions of sinners?

Imagine a judge decrees that all jay-walkers must spend the rest of their
lives in a very uncomfortable prison. He locks up a million jay-walkers, but then
announces that, though they truly deserve life sentences, because he is loving, he will
have his precious son pay their penalty. Now, remember that the penalty for jaywalking is life in prison. Yet, after only three days behind bars, the judge releases his
son claiming "the penalty has been paid in full!" Could this judge be both just and
competent in mathematics?
Though dubious that that someone can be justly punished for the oﬀenses of
someone else, let's set that problem aside for the sake of this related
dilemma. Perhaps we can imagine a judge allowing a mother to serve the life
sentence of her criminal son, but now suppose that judge were to claim the
mother's time behind bars allows all criminals to go free. Is such a judge just?
Some Christians argue that Jesus was himself innocent, suggesting that this
allowed Jesus to pay for the oﬀenses of billions of people. But would placing
an innocent person behind bars be anything other than the substitute for one
criminal? (We are of course, for the sake of argument, oddly assuming the
penalties of criminal oﬀenses can somehow be justly transferred to others.)
What if the judge claimed that, because the child was innocent, this child
could serve the life sentences of all criminals. Does this make sense
mathematically? If you claim the life-time incarceration of baby John pays for
the allegedly deserved life sentences of million of criminals,
has there not been a mathematical blunder or unjust
decision of the court?

P1: Claiming a three-day penal
sentence equals an eternal penal
sentence is to be either
mathematically illiterate or unjust.
P2: The God of the Bible claims a
three-day penal sentence equals
an eternal penal sentence.
Conclusion: The God of the Bible
is either mathematically illiterate
or unjust.
{P1 & P2}

knows that three days does
not equal a life sentence, and
that while one innocent baby
could possibly sequentially serve the non-eternal sentences of millions of
criminals were the child to live long enough, there is no mathematically
coherent sense in suggesting that the innocent child can pay for the "deserve"
eternal damnation of millions. And it makes even less sense if that child is
released after only three days of incarceration. Do we not have. at best, a
mathematically illiterate judge, and at worse, a judge with no understanding of
justice?
Some Christian leaders suggest that the only actual penalty for oﬀenses
against God required is death. So it was merely the death of Jesus that
redeemed us, and not the three days he remained dead. Does
this make sense? If the penalty for our oﬀenses is paid for
upon our deaths, would not a loving God resurrect us? Would
not a God who is able to resurrect humans, but who allows
humans to suﬀer well after the penalties for their oﬀenses
were paid for by their deaths be unloving or unjust? Eternity is equivalent to
three days no more than a billion dollars is equivalent to three dollars. Imagine
walking into a store and asking the price of a coat, and hearing the staﬀ say
only "Money". That is like saying the penalty for oﬀending God is "Death"
without quantifying the length of death. There is a salient diﬀerence to an
eternal uncomfortable death and a mere three days of an uncomfortable
death.

Eternity x billions = 3 days?

But let's now assume that baby John is the son of the
judge. Would this change the justice dynamics? Could the life-time
incarceration of baby John then somehow pay for the life sentences of
millions of criminals? What would we say of a judge who attempted to claim
his innocent son's eternal incarceration allowed for the release of millions of
criminals who he had deemed worthy of eternal incarceration? Would we not
conﬁdently claim such a judge was either unjust or mathematically confused?
But to keep this analogy parallel to biblical claims, we must also have the
judge releasing baby John after only three days of incarceration. The judge

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
(Note that this argument may not apply to those who don't believe humans
who oﬀend the God of the Bible deserve more than three days of death.)
As you research the quite varied responses of Christians leaders to the notion
of a three-day death being equivalent to a "deserved" eternity of death, note
the degree of convolution in the attempted responses. Do the responses
reﬂect anything close to our notion of justice and love, and do the responses
simply ignore the mathematical inequality? Do the responses simply end up
invoking the mysteriousness of God? Do you think the responses exhibit an
honest treatment of the issue?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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How can a single offense require the penalty of eternal
punishment as the Bible suggests?

P1: Any system of punishment
that does not map the severity of
the punishment to the severity of
the oﬀense is unjust.
P2: The Biblical system of
punishment does not map the
severity of the punishment to the
severity of the oﬀense.

Imagine a judge claiming to want to assign all offenders a punishment
proportionate to their diverse offenses instead sentencing all offenders to life
in prison, regardless of their offense. Both murderers and jay-walkers get life in
prison. Does that reflect any notion of justice we understand? Now imagine that judge
claiming the most grievous offense is rejecting him as a just judge. Imagine this judge
claiming we don't know how much emotional injury rejecting his authority causes him.
Conclusion: The Biblical system
Imagine him claiming that spending our lives in a miserable prison is the just penalty
of punishment is unjust.
{P1 & P2}
for making him feel bad by rejecting his authority. Would we not conclude such a judge
is quite emotionally unstable? What if that judge, instead of simply sentencing you to
life in prison, was able to eternally prolong your life, and claim an eternal miserable
punishment was the just punishment for every offense, Would you not immediately know this judge was either maliciously
unjust or insane? Most of us would. What then should we think about a God who deems every offense worthy of eternal
damnation? Should we simply accept this claim out of fear that rejecting it is itself worthy of eternal damnation? Or should
we conclude to a high degree of certainty that this claim is entirely nonsensical?
Consider various ways humans determine which punishment matches which
oﬀense.
1. Some societies take into account the notion of retribution in which society
desires that the oﬀender suﬀer the same measure of pain and loss the
oﬀender caused. Can eternal damnation somehow be considered
retribution for the biblically-deﬁned oﬀense of lust? Who was actually
hurt? The God who made us lustful? Is this not clearly an inequality far
removed from a just repayment of pain and loss?
2. Many societies wish to impose a penalty on an oﬀender that will most
eﬃciently and quickly result in their rehabilitation and return to society.
Does an eternal damnation allow for this?
3. Other societies allow for the degree of societal anger to inform the proper
degree of punishment. But no just judicial system would allow societal
anger over an oﬀense such as a lie to result in a life sentence or prolonged
torment. We would rightly consider those who felt such intense anger over
an oﬀense such as a lie or petty theft emotionally unstable, and would

release the oﬀender after a reasonable time corresponding more to what
might lead to their rehabilitation. We would do this in spite of the angry
protests of the less emotionally stable. Do you think a God who becomes
so wrathful over a single lie that he can't think of any better punishment
than eternal damnation is emotionally stable?
For those who have children they truly love, it is saliently clear that a onepunishment-ﬁts-all-oﬀenses system and eternal punishment for a lie are
intrinsically unjust, and the choice to eternally sever the relationship with a
child is indicative of a lack of love, rather than a commitment to justice.
(This chapter does not apply to those who do not believe in a conscious
eternal damnation.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Some Christian leaders have suggested that, the more authority someone has,
the greater the severity of punishment for those who oﬀend that authority. Is
this true? Perhaps it is true for dictators who have the dispositions of spoiled
children. Several dictators throughout history have extracted extremely harsh
and cruel penalties for trivial oﬀenses. But would you become more severe in
your response to those who oﬀend you the more authority you had? Or would
you be more inclined to forgive them without pain or bloodshed? Do you think
an actual God would retaliate in immense wrath against the child who lies or
lusts or simply lives consistent with the nature they neither requested nor can
avoid?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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How will there be no tears in Heaven if those in Heaven
remain aware those they love are in Hell?

Imagine a man wanders through your small dreary village one day claiming
to be the legitimate king of the region. He demands that all must acknowledge
his royal authority or suffer horribly painful consequences. You fall at the feet of this
alleged king and submit. Your sister does not. This sister you love points out that any
legitimate king of any degree of dignity would not threaten his subjects with horribly
painful consequences if they do not acknowledge his royalty. You suggest it is better
to be safe than sorry. Your sister suggests it is better to be intellectually honest
than to succumb to threats.

P1: You will inevitably weep for
anyone you love who you know is
experiencing excruciating pain or
sorrow.
P2: The Bible claims you will not
inevitably weep for those you
love and who you know are
experiencing excruciating pain or
sorrow.
Conclusion: The Bible is wrong.
{P1 & P2}

The alleged king pulls you aside and make you a promise. "You and I are going to live
happily ever after in my royal palace, and you will never ever be sad again" he says.. You thank him, then ask "But what
about my sister?" The alleged king frowns. "I warned her. She will be tortured in my dungeon for the rest of her life. But
don't worry. You won't be sad since you will be with me." You puzzle over this for a moment. "How will I not be sad knowing
you are having my sister tortured?" The alleged king is surprised at your lack of understanding. "But you'll be with me! Why
all this concern about your rebellious sister? She chose to be tortured in her rejection of my royalty. She brought this on
herself. You won't shed a tear for her once you see where you'll be living."
Could you be happy knowing your sister is being tortured? Do you think you would not shed any tears over your sister?
The following are some possible reasons you or I might not weep for a sister
we knew was experiencing eternal pain and anguish:

Assuming we do truly love our sister, which of options 2 and 3 will the
Christian God employ to ensure there are no tears in Heaven?

1. We do not actually love our sister, and have not even the general sympathy
for her we extend even to animals when they are experiencing excruciating
pain.
2. We are given a lobotomy of some sort that prevents us from remembering
our beloved sister and reﬂecting on her excruciating pain.
3. We are imbued with a cruel personality or the same wrath that the God of
the Bible has that actually ﬁnds satisfaction in the suﬀering of our sister in
her "rebellion".

(This chapter applies only to those who believe in a Hell of torment.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
It is perhaps encouraging to see many Christians redeﬁning the notion of Hell
to eliminate its torment and eternal duration, making it signiﬁcantly less
intrinsically unjust. Yet this move highlights the doctrinal imprecision of a book
of truth presumably written by a God who would have had strong reasons to
be as precise as possible. (See #03.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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If we demonstrate the incoherency of a competing
ideology, will that make Christianity more probable?

Imagine climbers discover a truck on the summit of Mount Everest. We all
acknowledge the extreme unlikelihood of such a state of affairs. There are few
coherent materialistic explanations for this discovery, and all of them are highly
improbable. However, what if Superman placed the truck on the mountain? Sure, many
do not believe in the existence of Superman, but there is nothing logically incoherent
about Superman dropping a truck on the summit of Mount Everest if he so desired. And
Superman is unquestionably cool. So let's go with that explanation. However, Superman
is not the only theory out there. Those who believe in flying vampires offer an
alternative explanation. They assert vampires have dropped the truck on the summit.
You are not sure how to respond...until it is discovered that the cargo of the truck was
garlic. We all know that vampires can't stand garlic, so the vampire theory is selfdefeating. It fails under its own assumptions. And now, since a competing theory has
been removed from the table of proposed explanations, our logically coherent
Superman explanation becomes more probable. Right?
If religion X is demonstrated to be false, This does not increase the probability
Christianity is true, in spite of claims to the contrary by Christian leaders.
Many Christian leaders today are focused, not on presenting the Christian
Gospel, but instead on debunking various competing theories of reality. For
each of these competing theories they claim to have debunked, they follow up
by suggesting that the debunking has made Christianity more probable. Does
this make sense?
Let's consider how many possible logically coherent theories there are that
are impossible to test. Just as anyone can invent another superhero or
mythical creature such as Superman and vampires who are, with their special
powers, able to escape the scrutiny of science, anyone can invent yet another
logically coherent but inscrutable God and an accompanying theology. That
makes the number of possible Gods inﬁnite. And that means, when you
demonstrate another God to be incoherent, it does nothing to make your own

God more probable. No
proposed theory in the
intrinsically inﬁnite set of
untestable proposed theories
becomes more probable
when you eliminate a
competing proposed theory.

P1: Christianity one member of a
theoretically inﬁnite set of
logically coherent untestable
explanations of our reality.
P2: The debunking of any
competing explanation in this
theoretically inﬁnite set of
logically coherent untestable
explanations does not make the
set less than inﬁnite (since more
explanations may be generated
at any time by any creative mind).
P3: The debunking of any
competing explanation in this
theoretically inﬁnite set of
logically coherent untestable
explanations will not make
Christianity more probable.
{Corollary of P2}
Conclusion: For every
competing logically coherent
untestable explanation of our
reality debunked, Christianity
does not become more probable.
{P1 - P3}

Yet, this appears to be a major tactic of many Christian leaders today. They
are perhaps betting on the notion that most Christians will not question their
suggestion that Christianity becomes more probable the more competing
ideologies they debunk.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
So, no proposed theory in the intrinsically inﬁnite set of untestable proposed
theories becomes more probable when you eliminate a competing proposed
theory. This is true even if you add testable proposed theories to that inﬁnite
set of proposed theories. Testable theories of reality are subject to the risk of
being debunked by tests, but they also enjoy something untestable theories
don't. The more the tests against their claims support their claims, the more
probable they become.
So does the incoherency of garlic-hating vampires ﬂying a garlic-ﬁlled truck to
the top of a mountain make the Superman explanation more probable? No.
Most rational persons would agree that, in spite of the oddity of ﬁnding a
truck on the summit of Mount Everest, the correct explanation is most likely a
material explanation, even if we never discover that material explanation. We
don't maintain that Superman did it until we ﬁnd out diﬀerently. So also with
Gods. We don't assume some unsubstantiated and untestable God did this or
that until we ﬁnd a material cause.
(See also #17, #24, #39 and "Supplementary J")
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Is Christianity testable? Or is every possible event we encounter in our realty
both consistent with the absence of the Christian God, and able to be
explained away by yet another unsubstantiated and untestable entity such as
sin, demons and angels?
(See "Supplementary K" on the falsiﬁability of Christianity.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Doesn't evidence for a deistic notion of a god make
the biblical God more probable?

Imagine little Tommy believes there is a loving ghost named Oscar under
his bed who severely tortures Tommy in the middle of the night. Tommy's
parents call in experts who surprisingly suggest it is quite likely that there is, in
fact, a ghost who is torturing Tommy in the middle of the night. Does that make
Tommy's claim that there is a loving ghost named Henry torturing him more probable?
Most of us would say "no" since we understood that loving beings do not torture.

P1: Any logically incoherent
concept can not be made
logically coherent through an
association with a logically
coherent concept.
P2: The biblical God is logically
incoherent. (Argued throughout
this book.)
Conclusion: The biblical God can
not be made coherent through
an association with a logically
coherent deity.
{P1 & P2}

In the same way, any legitimate evidence or arguments for a deistic first cause of our
universe does not increase the probability of a theistic God such as Loki, or Jehovah or
Neptune, or Allah if the descriptions or behaviors of those Gods are logically
incoherent. Loving Gods must act loving. Just Gods must act justly. Rational Gods must
act rationally. If any God fails this fundamental test of logical coherency, that God can be dismissed as impossible, and can
not be salvaged by evidence or argumentation that there must be some kind of "first cause", "unmoved mover" or "greatest
conceivable being" out there.
This brings us to the question "Is the biblical God logically coherent?" Earlier chapters introduce many biblical concepts
that appear to be logically incoherent. What is your honest assessment of the arguments presented in these chapters?
Another salient analogy would be Mike's claim he has a spherical cube of gold
in his pocket. Mike may have gold in his pocket, but he most certainly does
not have a spherical cube of gold in his pocket. Spherical cubes are
impossible. Imagine Mike protesting, and pulling out of his pocket what looks
like several ﬂakes of gold. Does this evidence make his claim he has a
spherical cube of gold more probable? No. We can conﬁdently walk away
from Mike knowing his spherical cube of gold does not exist, in spite of the
gold ﬂakes he has produced.

biblical God by oﬀering their arguments and evidence for a deistic god. Is this
not like Mike defending against skeptical assertions that a spherical cube of
gold could not possibly be in his pocket by revealing ﬂakes of gold from his
pocket? Should we not be suspicious when Christian leaders, instead of
answering questions about the logical coherency of their God, introduce
arguments for a deistic god?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Few individuals claim a deistic god is impossible. It appears that more and
more cosmologists don't have much conﬁdence in the notion of a deistic god,
but few cosmologists claim such a god is impossible. However, Christian
leaders often attempt to deﬂect questions about the logical coherency of the
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Additional Notes:
There have been many interesting philosophical arguments for various types
of deistic gods that can be explored. These arguments are not to be
neglected in a full assessment of what kind of deity or deities might exist.
However, if any logically incoherent God seems to deﬁnitional overlap a
logically coherent deistic god, that overlap will do nothing to rescue the
logically incoherent God from absurdity. The existence of a father does not
make a cruel loving father any less impossible.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Natural theology is the attempt to demonstrate a non-personal deistic god is necessary
through philosophical reasoning and observations of our universe. There are several
interesting arguments for the conclusion of a deistic god, but most of them include a
premise of the following form:

We have never seen Y without X, and therefore there can not be Y without X.
Here are a couple of instantiated examples:

A. We have never seen an effect greater than its cause, and therefore there can be
no effect greater than its cause.
B. We have never observed information not created by a mind, and therefore
information uncaused by a mind can not exist.
But let's consider a few other statements of the same form:

1.

We have never observed a mind functioning without a functioning brain, and
therefore minds can not exist apart from brains.
2. We have never observed a mind causally interacting with physical matter, and
therefore minds can not create and manipulate physical matter.
3. We have never observed a decision that was not made in time, and therefore
decisions prior to time are impossible.
Examine the natural theology arguments made by Christian leaders. Do they oﬀer
statements A and B as incontrovertible proof of a deistic god, yet will ignore logically
parallel statements such as 1, 2 and 3?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Don't philosophy and cognitive science offer clear
evidence for a non-physical spiritual soul?

P1: If physical explanations can
account for all known brain
functions, it is likely that spiritual
explanations for the same
functions are incorrect.
P2: Physical explanations can
account for all known brain
functions.

Imagine someone claiming we have a soul that is distinct from our bodies,
and that this soul has weight when residing in the body. This testable
hypothesis was actually put forth by a doctor named Duncan MacDougall. He revealed
that, after death, human bodies became an average of 21 grams lighter. Had his finding
held up in replicated studies, this would have been strong evidence for the existence
of an independent spiritual soul that is not merely an emergent immaterial product of
Conclusion: It is likely that
the body. Dr. MacDougall's findings, however, did not survive scientific scrutiny, and
spiritual explanations for brain
functions are incorrect.
few today think the soul has weight. However, many today still claim we possess a soul
{P1 & P2}
that is in some way not dependent upon our physical brains. Yet few offer descriptions
of the soul that clearly differentiate it from neurological processes. If there were
functions of the soul not dependent on the physical brain, that could be explored. If the
soul can demonstrably persist in its observations or actions even after the brain structure cognitive scientists have
assigned to those types of observations or actions has been injured or shut down, this would constitute strong evidence of
something more than merely an immaterial manifestation of a physical process. This would strongly suggest the existence
of a spiritual realm in which the dimension of spiritual causation was in play. However, that is not what we see. The more we
explore and explain the functions of the brain, the less explanatory space there is for a spiritual soul as the cause of
mental functions. In fact, there appears to be no function that does not directly emerge from a wholly physical neuronal
process. Invoking a spiritual process on top of this wholly adequate physical explanation is superfluous.
One thing that does seem to oﬀer support for a spiritual soul independent of
the physical world is our subjective experience. We develop at a very early age
a sense of soulish identity that is diﬃcult to dismiss as illusory. Those born
long before the soft tissue in brains was discovered to comprise 100 billion
neurons can hardly be blamed for their certainty that there had to be some
immaterial self that transcended the material world. However, during the
development of science, several observations brought this quite intuitive
notion into question.
The larger the brain of an animal, the more the animal resembled humans in
its behavior and social interactions. This depth of this sense of spirit seemed
to be based on the size of the species' brain.

For every identiﬁable function of the human mind, some injury or lesion at a
speciﬁc brain location could knock out that function. It appeared that the
less functional the physical brain, the less detectable the alleged spirit.
Philosophy explored the notion of immaterial entities such as economies and
cultures and bee colonies that in clear ways transcended the behavior of
their material constituents, yet remained entirely dependent on that material
substrate. Immaterial systems emergent of, but wholly dependent on
material constituents were recognized as common in our reality. A
distinction between the deﬁnitions of the immaterial and the spiritual was
established. (See "Supplementary M".)
These observations have made the notion of a soul highly dubious.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
As another example of the superﬂuous nature of a spiritual explanation
piggybacking upon a wholly adequate physical explanation, consider how
some ﬂowers follow the arc of the sun throughout the day. Perhaps at one
time it was reasonable to imagine a spiritual force as the cause of that
magical alignment. Today, botanists have identiﬁed a physical mechanism
behind that choreography between the ﬂower and the sun. Those who
suggest we impose on top of this physical explanation a spiritual explanation
are adding an unparsimonious and superﬂuous explanation. And if there is no
way to test whether, for example, a sun-worshiping soul resides in the
ﬂowering plant, all untestable spiritual, magical or supernatural entities such
as invisible ﬂower fairies become as equally likely as that sun-worshiping soul.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
It is diﬃcult for humans to shake the notion that we are somehow
independent of our bodies. Even though most of us can not claim to have
experienced a separation from our bodies, it is fun to imagine ourselves free
of the physical and mortal constraints of the body in which we ﬁnd ourselves.
However, our imaginations are not very good indicators of what is true. Here,
as in all inquiries, we much limit our degree of conﬁdence in even delightful
speculations to the degree of the actual relevant evidence.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
There is also an odd argument heard from Christian leaders that, if there were
no actual soul, we are simply a pile of biological tissue, and existential
absurdity and despair would be the inevitable logical conclusions. Do animals
without a human soul necessarily live a life of despair? Do they not possess
the emotions that make life worth living? Would the fact that we are
comprised of soulless tissue diminish or destroy the many positive emotions
we feel? What actual meaning could ever exists apart from the meaning
derived from our emotions and the values emergent of those emotions?
Behind the suggestion that we could not possibly be mere bundles of meat
seems to be the hidden assumption that the bearer of the argument would
ﬁnd it unacceptable to discover that there is no ultimate objective meaning
handed to them by some higher authority. Is this not a harmful bias that too
often prevents an honest look at the evidence wherever it may lead?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Do Christians come close to clear agreement
on the alleged objective morality of the biblical God?

P1: Any actual author of
objective behavioral constraints
would ensure all subject to those
behavioral constraints to
unequivocally understand those
behavioral constraints.
P2: Neither reading the Bible nor
consulting the alleged spirit of
the God of the Bible yields a
consensus on behavioral
constraints.

Imagine the councillors of a king we'll call Kevin declare that everyone
who violates Kevin's laws deserve to be thrown into a dungeon and forgotten.
But there is a problem. The laws are not publicized in every region that Kevin claims.
However, the councillors insist that everyone can perceive the laws they are violating
if they only attend to the spirit of Kevin that resides in each of their hearts. So, if a
peasant lives consistent with a law the councillors claim is Kevin's, the councillors
claim that peasant has heard the spirit of Kevin. If a peasant does not live consistent
with a law the councillors claim is Kevin's, it is claimed that the peasant has
Conclusion: The God of the Bible
consciously rebelled against the law they clearly perceive through Kevin's spirit.
is not an actual author of
However, there is a deeper problem. Kevin has been physically absent and apparently
objective behavioral constraints.
inaccessible for several centuries. He has left a book of rules, but the councillors
{P1 & P2}
themselves do not agree on the rules it contains. The councillors all claim Kevin is not
the author of confusion, yet the book of laws Kevin has left is not at all rigorous in its
listing and explanation of the rules, and has generated voluminous amounts of explanations and extrapolations by the
councillors. They all claim the laws can be clearly seen with enough study under their tutorage, but there is no agreement
on what laws are actually Kevin's laws, and which laws have been invented by a "false" councillor. What would you think?
Does the Bible look like the source of moral laws? If you were to write a book
of essential moral laws, would you not make them so clear that no reader
could ever be confused about their application and scope? If slavery is a
horrible practice, would you not deﬁne slavery extremely rigorously and
unequivocally state slavery was unacceptable in any case? And if you were
able to dispatch a spirit that communicated those laws to the hearts of
humans, would you not make that spirit speak in a voice so indisputable and
comprehensible there would be no confusion about its message? Do you think
a clear moral set of laws is to be found in the Christianity you perceive?
Or do the disparate moral inclinations we see in our world better reﬂect
disparate emotional and cultural dispositions? Does not the distribution of
laws and taboos we see imposed on societies around the world better map to
a normal distribution of emotional and cultural dispositions instead of the

unequivocal injunctions of a God of the universe who would not tease us with
vague passages that might or might not contain moral content for our age?
What kind of God who truly wanted to minimize suﬀering would not make
rules pertaining to slavery and the killing of others so clear there would never
be a need for a discussion or debate? Would not an actual God be able to do
this? Would not an actual God do this?
When you read the Bible or on your knees consult the spirit of the author of
morality, do you receive clear parameters on appropriate behavior? Or are you
forced to consult a "councillor" of God to help you sort things out?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The following is a list of questions, most quite relevant to modern life, one can
ask of Christian leaders who claim to have a clear source of objective morality.
Simply ask these questions of any group of allegedly true Christians, and
assess the degree of convergence among their answers. Ensure participants
do not consult with each other prior to administering this list of questions.
What constitutes a legitimate (fully moral) marriage?
Under what conditions may one legitimately divorce?
Is masturbation immoral?
Are particular sex acts by a married couple immoral?
It is immoral to marry a pre-menstrual girl?
Is polygamy immoral?
Under what conditions would it be right to kill an infant?
Is the eating of dead relatives as practice by some cultures immoral?
At what threshold of eﬀort and expense is it moral to let someone die?
Is it immoral to purchase entertainment knowing the money spent could
save lives?
It is immoral to hunt animals for sport?
Is it moral to clone somatic cells to produce a child for infertile couples?
Is it immoral to be avoidably obese.
Is it wrong to mislead a business competitor with silence?
Is every suicide morally wrong?
Is to spank or not to spank children immoral?
What kinds of slavery are always immoral?
Is it wrong to choose who will be removed from a lifeboat incapable of
staying aﬂoat without subtracting a passenger?
Is it wrong to choose which of your children will die from hunger when not
having enough food to feed them all?
Is it immoral not to attempt to resuscitate someone not breathing who has
just murdered your child?
Is it immoral to buy items you suspect are the product of child exploitation?
Is it immoral to steal to feed starving children?
Is abortion immoral in every case?
Is it wrong to use loopholes to avoid taxes unknown to the general public?
Is downloading music/videos illegally always morally wrong?
Is it immoral to drive over the speed limit?
Is it immoral to kill or not to kill a suﬀering pet?
Is it immoral to save your drowning child if you could instead save the lives
of two children you do not know?

—
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Is it immoral not to donate a kidney to save your child, or a stranger's child,
or someone who has harmed your child?
If you have been sentenced to death for a murder, but the judge will permit
an innocent volunteer to die in your stead, is it immoral to accept such a
substitution?
You know your child is a homosexual which is deemed worthy of death in
the courts of your country. Is it immoral to (or not to) turn your child in?
Your dying child is in immense pain. Each dose of the only pain killer
available reduces both the pain and the life of your child by half. Is it
immoral to use the pain killer?
You have been oﬀered a well-paying job, but discover another less-qualiﬁed
candidate will become homeless unless they win the position. Is it immoral to
take the job?
Under what circumstances is it immoral to make or break a vow?
After administering a questionnaire on these moral questions, how much
agreement do you ﬁnd among those claiming they have access to an objective
moral code? Do their answers converge any more than what you would ﬁnd
among a group of empathetic humans?
You will encounter many "councillors of God", each claiming their own version
of morality they've presumably extracted from vague biblical passages and
claiming their own moral intuitions are the correct intuitions. Don't be misled.
Would any actual author of morality place his moral law in the hands of such
councillors who now propose such vastly disparate notions of moral right and
wrong?
Does not the distribution of moral sentiment around the world merely reﬂect
the distribution of emotional dispositions across cultures? A common genetic
composition will result in highly convergent emotions (tweaked by culture)
which will likely lead to a fairly high degree of convergence of moral values. No
notion of a moral law written on our hearts is required as a superﬂuous
explanation of this emotion-based convergence.
Take any group of theists highly familiar with the contents of their holy book,
and a group of humans who have simply cultivated empathy in their lives.
Which group will exhibit a greater convergence in their treatment of others?
Which group would you like to have as neighbors?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Should we assess the character of an alleged God
prior to accepting his moral injunctions?

Imagine a gentleman named Henry knocks on your door one day to inform
you that he is the new king over your neighborhood. He also claims he is
perfectly just. You ask Henry about his notion of justice, and he informs you that any
act that displeases him he deems worthy of many years of torture. You laugh and
explain that no just king would ever suggest such an absurd system of justice. Henry
scowls and argues "Your ways are not my ways! The fact that you do not understand
my justice is no excuse to reject me as king!" You respond "Actually it is. It would be
irrational of me to accept as a just king any person who acts unjustly as I perceive it.
I shouldn't abandon my honest understanding of justice whenever someone claims to be
just, yet acts contrary to my notion of justice, right?" Henry retorts "But isn't the
threat of many years of torture scary enough to play it safe and accept and submit to
a form of justice you find incoherent?" You assure Henry that such threats and the
promise that apparent incoherencies you now perceive will be all made coherent if you
only accept his claim to be king will not move you. Are you irrational in this response?

P1: Any proposed just God that
requires you to believe in him
prior to assessing whether his
character and actions are truly
just is irrational.
P2: An irrational God is
impossible.
P3: Many brands of Christianity
promote a God who requires you
believe in him prior to assessing
whether his character and
actions are truly just.
Conclusion: Many brands of
Christianity are promoting an
impossible God.
{P1-P3}

Extend your imagination a bit further and imagine two gentlemen are at your door, each claiming to be your legitimate just
king. Would it not be wise to test their claims to be just against your own honest understanding of justice? Would it ever be
wise to simply accept as king either of the gentlemen without such a test? Is it not even more critical that we assess
proposed Gods this way? If a believer in a certain allegedly just God were to you can not test their God against your own
notion of justice, what would you say?
Many religious leaders claim their particular God is exempt from an
assessment of his degree of justice, love and rationality prior to accepting him
as God since their God's intellect far surpasses your own. Do you ﬁnd this
argument compelling? Do you think any actual just, loving and rational God
would fault you for rejecting any God, even if they were the God in question,
provided you were honestly weighing their claims against your own
understanding of justice, love, rationality or other relevant notions? Do you
not agree that any proposed God who would condemn your honest evaluation
of his claims against your admittedly fallible understanding of justice could be

immediately rejected as impossible due to the absurdity of a God responding
to humans so irrationality?
Who are you to question whether God is just? You are the person who must
honestly assess all claims before believing those claims, and therefore are
exactly the right person to scrutinize every allegedly just, loving and rational
God for actual justice, love and rationality.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Note that this argument does not require the notion of moral realism.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
Is not accepting a God prior to assessing the claims of that God inherently a
dereliction of epistemic duties? Do we not have the obligation to honestly
assess the alleged characters of alleged Gods against their alleged behaviors?
You'll ﬁnd few Christian leaders who actively promote assessing the character
of the God of the Bible against human notions of justice, love, long-suﬀering,
rationality and other qualities any actual God should exhibit. They instead
normally suggest our human understanding is so beneath the mind of God,
that we should not even attempt to scrutinize the character and actions of the
Christian God. Does this ring true to you? Or is it far too similar to the tactics
of a con man?
(See also #01.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Does the absurdity of a universe with no objective
morality make a moral lawgiver necessary?

Imagine a world in which there were no objective morality. In such a world,
humans would necessarily be evil, right? No. This conclusion does not follow. Is
there anything about the absence of morality that would require humans to act like
predators rather than like puppies or pandas? No. A lack of morality would not require
humans to hurt one another. However in a world devoid of morality, we can imagine
humans possibly evolving to act more like predatory wolves. Does this ugly possibility
make the existence of a moral-lawgiver a logical necessary? No. A world without
objective morality could simply be a cruel world without morality, our yearning for
moral laws notwithstanding. Many Christian leaders suggest that, because a world
without morality would be extremely emotionally unsatisfying and abhorrent, that
there must be some logical requirement for a moral lawgiver. But does this conclusion
follow? Could our emotions ever make aspects of our reality necessary?
Not all Christian leaders suggest that, were there no objective morality to
constrain our behavior, there would be nothing to keep us from hurting
others. But many do. Do you think they are right? Do not compassion and
empathy also guide our behaviors? Do not those who cultivate compassion
and empathy often act more altruistically than those claiming to be following
some objective morality? Objective morality is demonstrably not necessary for
humans to act out of kindness and concern for others.
And which form of altruistic behavior is most noble? Treating others well out
of obligation and fear of consequences? Or treating others well out of
compassion and empathy?

P1: If there were no objective
moral realm, there could still exist
compassion and empathy.
P2: If there could exist
compassion and empathy, the
world could be indistinguishable
from a world in which there were
an objective moral realm.
Conclusion: If there were no
objective moral realm, there
could still be a world
indistinguishable from a world
with an objective moral realm.
{P1 - P3}

agreement on objective moral codes such as Japan and Scandinavian
counties in contrast to crime statistics of counties with stronger notions of
objective morality are worth examining.
An even better way to assess whether we need more than empathy to behave
well is to befriend individuals who do not hold to an objective moral code.
Assess, not only their behavior, but their hearts. Are they kind to you out of
duty or fear? Or are they kind to you out of a genuine aﬀection for you?
(See also #41.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

Far from resulting in absurdity, a world without morality containing
compassion and empathy could result in a very warm and wonderful world in
which humans, guided only by these positive emotions, treat one another as
they do their own loved ones.
One excellent way to assess the need for a moral code is to explore cultures
in which there is no coherent uniﬁed moral code, and assess how humans
there treat one another. The crime statistics of countries with little belief and
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Additional Notes:
A fairly unproductive way of calculating consequences of behavior not based
on objective morality is tallying up individuals in power, Christian or otherwise,
who have treated people poorly. Those in power often desire and acquire that
position through an egoistical or emotionally traumatized psyche. When
assessing the general psychology of those with and without a commitment to
an objective moral code, the statistically assessed behaviors of all the
members of a given society are far more signiﬁcant than the actions of a
single benevolent or maleﬁcent leader. This means that neither the number of
lives saved by altruistic unbelievers such as Bill Gates, nor the number of lives
ruined or killed by horrible unbelievers such as Stalin are poor measure of the
consequences of unbelief.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
So if there is no objective morality, humans can do whatever they want with
no obligation to treat others well. But the rational individual does not stop at
this conclusion. The rational individual will acknowledge that they have goals,
and that there are some paths to those goals that are far more likely to
succeed than others. It is suggested that those who cultivate compassion and
empathy far more easily accomplish their own happiness But you will want to
assess this for yourself.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Does the absurdity of a universe with no ultimate
justice make a God of justice necessary?

Imagine there is no ultimate justice. Hard to imagine, isn't it? Not mentally
hard, but most certainty emotionally hard. Knowing that some despicable
individuals will never feel the pain they've caused others just doesn't seem right. But
does our discomfort with this possibility justify the conclusion of an ideology in which
ultimate justice is served?

P1: If someone concludes
ultimate justice exists based to
any degree on their emotional
yearning for ultimate justice, they
are reasoning irrationally.
P2: Many (though not all)
Christian leaders encourage the
conclusion that ultimate justice
exists based on emotional
yearnings for ultimate justice.

Many ideologies are popular due to their compatibility with human emotions, one such
Conclusion: Many Christian
emotion being the longing for ultimate justice. Yet, it does not follow that such a
leaders are encouraging people
longing requires or even suggests the conclusion that there is ultimate justice.
to reason irrationally about
Unless we are willing at the start of our search for truth to accept the possibility of a
whether there is ultimate justice.
world in which there is no ultimate justice, we have consciously abandoned an honest
{P1 & P2}
search for truth. We have intentionally added the bias of our emotions into our
reasoning. Our emotions are great motivators, but poor tools for uncovering truths.
Most of us have experienced the distorting effects of infatuation and jealousy. "Something that feels this right can't be
wrong" we tell ourselves. "My jealousy means he/she belongs to me" is a similarly distorted conclusion. Likewise, our
indignation over perceived injustices can also distort reality. We may consider a world without ultimate reality to be
absurd, but isn't this absurdity merely an emotional response to something very distasteful to our human sense of justice?
If there is no divine judge administering ultimate justice, where does that leave
us? That leaves us in the same world in which our yearning for a particular
romantic partner does not always result in mutual aﬀection. It leaves us in a
world in which our jealousy does not increase our objective ownership of or
right to the person we are jealous over. It leaves us fully immersed in the joys
and pains of reality.

possible, it still would not justify the conclusion that there is some objective
justice out there.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

We can, of course, along with others in our society, establish laws that
promote justice and equity as we see it. This participation in a conventionally
derived notion of justice and its enforcement is intrinsically constrained by the
degree of agreement, but the conclusion that there is no ultimate justice does
not mean we can not encourage an inter-subjectively-derived notion of justice
within our social communities. But if this form of conventional justice were not
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
If there are other legitimate reasons to think there is an actual judge
administering objective justice in this life or the alleged next life, it is dubious
that the God of the Bible is a legitimate candidate. Few rational humans
believe that every oﬀense, no matter how small, is deserving of the torments
of damnation that await the oﬀenders as many Christian leaders claim. There
is also the problem of a God who asks humans to forgive without bloodshed,
but who can not himself forgive without bloodshed, in spite of his claim to be
loving and to be the ultimate authority. These notions are dealt with in the
following chapters of this book:

- #30: Can we legitimately be held culpable for following an unrequested &

—
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This chapter was included in part to highlight the less-than-noble tactics of
many Christian leaders. They appeal more to human emotions and our quite
fallible intuition rather than to actual evidence and argumentation. They will
often dramatically point out...

"But if there is no ultimate justice, then Hitler, Stalin and other cruel leaders will never pay for
their evil deeds!"
...as if this observation necessitates ultimate justice. Our emotional discomfort
with the notion of living in a world without ultimate justice lends no evidence
for the conclusion that there is ultimate justice. And those who consciously
attempt to manipulate our emotions to drag us towards various comforting
conclusions very likely do not represent a God of rationality.

unavoidable sin nature?

- #31: Would an actual loving God deem rational belief in the wrong God

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

worthy of eternal damnation?

- #32: Is the eternal damnation described in the Bible a just punishment or
wrathful vengeance?

- #33: Would forgiveness without bloodshed violate the righteousness of the
God of the Bible?

- #34: Can culpability for oﬀenses be legitimately reassigned to someone
other than the oﬀender?

- #35: How is the three-day death of Jesus equivalent to the eternal
damnation of billions of sinners?

- #36: How can a single oﬀense require the penalty of eternal punishment as
the Bible suggests?

- #37: How will there be no tears in Heaven if those in Heaven remain aware
those they love are in Hell?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Are apparent biblical incoherencies simply due to the
inscrutability of the Christian God?

Imagine you are dialoging with someone of a religion not your own. You
point out claims in their holy book that seem to you to be clearly incoherent.
But for every apparent incoherency or inconsistency you point out, they respond that,
though they may not have a good response, the mind of their God is far above the minds
of humans, and that it would be wrong for us to take apparent incoherencies in their
holy book seriously. Would you not suggest that they have dangerously and irrationally
believed in their God before they have assessed the coherency of their God?

P1: If a God possesses thoughts
and behaviors immune from
human scrutiny, that God can not
be fully assessed.
P2: Any God that can not be fully
assessed can not be fully
believed.
P3: The God of the Bible
possesses thoughts and
behaviors that are immune from
human scrutiny.

Conclusion: The God of the Bible
Christian leaders often acknowledge they do not have an answer to every apparent
can not be fully believed.
contradiction or incoherency in the Bible. And apparent incoherencies may, in fact, be
{P1 - P3}
only apparent. However, when we examine the apparent contradictions and
incoherencies pointed out, do we honestly allow these to count as possible arguments
against the God of the Bible. Or is there no possible degree of contradiction or incoherency that would move us towards a
less certain degree of belief in the God of the Bible? If someone of another religion refuses to question their religion in the
light of contradictions within their holy book and to modify their degree of belief whenever apparent contradictions can not
be resolved, wouldn't we conclude they are not being honest in their search for truth? Could we not confidently say that
they have inappropriately accepted an inscrutable God without first assessing the coherency of that God and
accompanying scriptures? Would honest seekers claim their God to be so far above human understanding that this God can
not be seriously criticized?
Any God can be marketed as so wise and mysterious that fallible human
minds do not have the right to honestly question that God. But any actual God
knows there are many Gods marketed in such a way, and that the choice to
accept and to never subsequently question such a God would result in a world
in which children are locked into the God of their parents at an age before
they can rationally weigh the claims of various Gods. Isn't this reﬂected in the
distribution of religions across cultures in which the local God is promoted to
young children? Once the child is locked in, this notion that the chosen God
can no longer be question prevents any honest future reassessment. Do you
think an actual God would himself endorse this irrational notion?

The honest and rational seeker is never beyond reexamining their beliefs.
Apparent incoherencies should remain incoherencies in spite of any promise
that the God in question has hidden answers to those apparent incoherencies.
The promise that it makes sense if God's mind does not justify dismissing
apparent incoherencies from our own minds.
When we are introduced to potential threats to the coherency of our ideology,
do we allow the arguments and evidence to modify our thinking? Or have we
locked ourselves into an ideology based on the acceptance of an inscrutable
God prior to a proper assessment of this God?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Many of the contributors to this book believe that many alleged
contradictions or incoherencies in the Bible are not actual contradictions or
incoherencies. Yet many are. You have been introduced to many alleged
biblical incoherencies in earlier chapters of this book. It is hoped that the
reader honestly consider the arguments.

Recently many Christians have abandoned the notions of biblical inerrancy
and infallibility. Their beliefs center, not on the possibly metaphoric stories of
the Bible, but more on the person of Jesus and the notion of redemption.
Chapters #30-#37 of this book deal speciﬁcally with these core tenets.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

The following is a very brief list of biblical accounts and notions that the
reader is encouraged to re-examine for coherency. For most of the alleged
incoherencies, Christian leaders can oﬀer some form of explanation that
might restore coherency. It will be up to the reader to assess these (often
convoluted) explanations against their own honest rational assessments of
their likelihoods.
1. The Noetic ﬂood account (Genesis Chapters 6 & 7)
2. Can children be punished for the sins of their fathers? (Ezekiel 18:20 vs
Exodus 20:5)
3. Who was the eye-witness who documented the private encounter Jesus
had with Satan? (Matthew 4:5-8 & Luke 4:5-9)
4. The visiting of Jesus' tomb. (Cross-examine the accounts. Who was there?
Was the stone rolled away? Who was subsequently told?)
5. How did Judas die? (Matthew 27:3-8 vs Acts 1:16-19)
6. Have others beside Jesus ascended into Heaven? (John 3:13 vs 2 Kings
2:11 & Genesis 5:24)
7. The appropriateness of revenge (Psalms 58:10-11 vs Proverbs 24:17-18)
These are only possible incoherencies. If you feel you can eventually resolve
all of the apparent contradiction, a secondary purpose of this exercise in reexamining possible incoherencies is to consider whether the Bible may be too
vague and muddled to be the product of an actual God who would
presumably wish to make his identity and will clearly known. (See #03.) And
the actual primary purpose of this exercise is to heighten self-reﬂection. The
reader is encouraged to self-assess whether they are truly willing to honestly
examine alleged incoherencies that they encounter, or whether they are
determined to irrationally hold to their beliefs in the face of contradictory
evidence.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Why can we not simply ascribe everything we cannot
explain to God or the supernatural?

Imagine what might have happened if humans thousands of years ago,
instead of ascribing every unknown cause of mysterious phenomena to a God or
to gods, had refrained from any conclusion, and had let their curiosity lead them to
explore the world. Instead of concluding without actual evidence that lightning
reflected the anger of some God, they could have simply resisted their impulse to
prematurely believe, and have made careful observations that might have led them to
an understanding of they dynamics of electro-magnetism much earlier.

P1: Defaulting to a supernatural
explanation in the absence of an
natural explanation is irrational.
P2: Many Christian leaders
encourage Christians to default
to a supernatural explanation in
the absence of a natural
explanation.
Conclusion: Many Christian
leaders encourage Christians to
act irrationally.
{P1 & P2}

We still have that impulse to prematurely ascribe causes to the phenomena we
experience. And those causal explanations very often require an unsubstantiated
spiritual realm with spiritual causes that can be invoked without much risk of
falsification by scientific inquiry. Ali bumps into Martha leading to marriage, and their favorite God, perhaps not the same
God, is invoked as the cause. Is it not irrational to hold to supernatural explanations until we discover natural
explanations for phenomena we encounter? Is it not far more honest to simply refrain from prematurely concluding X is
the cause when there is insufficient evidence for X? And is not rational belief a degree of belief that maps to the degree of
the relevant evidence?
There are so many things about our reality we can not yet explain. And we all
have an emotional drive to know the explanation. This is a good thing in many
ways. This is what drives scientiﬁc curiosity. But there is a danger. This same
drive for an answer compels us to place high conﬁdence in a particular
conclusion when the evidence is far to weak to justify that conclusion. This is
both very human and very irrational.

A focused eﬀort to honestly assess the candidate causes of unexplained
phenomena.
A careful mapping of our degree of conﬁdence in a particular candidate
cause to the degree of the evidence pointing to that cause.
A willingness to constantly revisit our beliefs, and to make adjustments as
the balance of evidence ﬂuctuates.

However, we are not inextricably enslaved to this irrationality. We can change.
The following are steps we can take to develop a more rational process of
assessing questions, and to construct a healthy web of beliefs weighted to the
degree of the relevant evidence:

These steps will not make us perfect thinkers. But they will make us both
honest and better thinkers.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

An acknowledgement of our inclination to invoke easy though
unsubstantiated causes for things we do not understand.
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The irrationality of an arbitrary evidentiary threshold for belief

This chapter is similar in many ways to Chapter #25 which answers "Isn't it
sensible to believe in God if we have no better answer to the deep questions
about life?"
Revisiting other chapters on rational belief may also be of beneﬁt to readers.
These include Chapters #20, #21, #22, #23, #24, and #28. Useful graphics
from those chapters are posted below to whet your appetite.

The mapping of the degree of belief to the degree of the evidence.

The absurdity of absolute certainty and requirement of doubt
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If we ought not place faith in the Christian God, what
should we then place our faith in?

Imagine a young man named Nick in ancient Greece committed to the
notion he should not believe anything to a degree beyond the degree of the
evidence. Nick rejects the local belief that lighting, disease, and reproduction are
caused by the gods. Nick's mother confronts him asking what ideology has replaced the
gods. "None" he responds. "How can you have no ideology?" She asks. "Everyone has faith
in some ideology!" Nick explains "I'm just committed to mapping my degree of belief to
the degree of the relevant evidence. I don't have faith in anything if faith means going
beyond the degree of the relevant evidence." His mother retorts "But you have to
believe in something? What is the cause of lightning?" The young man says "I don't
know." His mother is incredulous. "How can you say you don't know? You have to have
some belief that accounts for lighting!"

P1: It is wrong to claim that
holding no ideology (wherever
there is insuﬃcient or conﬂicting
evidence among candidate
ideologies) is impossible or
irrational.
P2: Many Christian leaders claim
that holding no ideology is
impossible or irrational.
Conclusion: Many Christian
leaders are wrong.
{P1 & P2}

Do you think Nick's commitment to rationality is an ideology? Is this commitment improper in any way? Is his mother's
willingness to go beyond the degree of the evidence proper? Do you think it is incoherent to say "I don't know" when you do
not have sufficient evidence for an actual cause as was often the case for phenomena observed by ancient peoples?
Many Christian leaders claim everyone must place their trust in some
ideology. Some even claim everyone worships something, whether it be
themselves or money or perhaps someone signiﬁcant in their lives. Do you
think this is true? Do you not think that any degree of belief in anything that
goes beyond the degree of the relevant evidence is not a rational belief?
And once we do honestly map our degree of belief to the degree of the
relevant evidence, does our belief then become immune to revision as we
encounter new conﬁrming/disconﬁrming evidence? Or should we alway be
willing to re-evaluate and revise our degree conﬁdence in any of our beliefs?
Is the person without an ideology to be disparaged or pitied? Or is the person
without an ideology, who is simply committed to rationally mapping their
degrees of conﬁdence to the degrees of the relevant evidence more honest
than those who do not?

The world manifests itself in diﬀerent ways to diﬀerent people. An individual
may have had honestly explored the cognitive and emotional weaknesses and
biases of their psyche, and are now honestly convinced that it is an actual
invisible God speaking to them. If the degree of their belief maps to the
degree of the relevant evidence, and this person is still open to new evidence
and remains willing to change their mind, this person is rational. However, as
many Christian acutely recognize, rationality of this sort is not often promoted
by Christian leaders.
We do not need an ideology in order to live life rationally. Wouldn't adopting
an ideology to which we are committed beyond the actual evidence be
irrational?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Attempts to equate one's blunders with the perceived blunders of others in an
attempt to strengthen one's position is intrinsically irrational.
(See also "Supplementary D".)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

"But you are fallible too!" This true claim is often employed to suggest an
equivalency: that everyone is equally likely to be right or wrong. The fact that
humans are all prone to error does not make humans equally erroneous in
their set of beliefs.
"Well, you have an ideology too!" This claim often equivocates between a
simple collection of rational and revisable beliefs and more religious
ideologies that are 1) based on conﬁdence that surpasses the actual
evidence, 2) that are held with unshakable certainty, and 3) that can not be
modiﬁed after their acceptance. One can always ﬁnd another ideology which
is held irrationally just as you can ﬁnd another person who irrationally
gambles their money away. That does not excuse your own gambling.
Someone else's logical failure parallel to our own logical failure does not
make our own failure any less of a failure.
"Well, you have to have faith in something too!" This claim equivocates
between a rational degree of certainty based on the evidence, and an
irrational positioning of the degree of certainty anywhere but at the degree
the evidence warrants. If, before throwing a die, we determine the odds of
rolling something greater than a "1" to be 5:1, we are not "placing faith" in
the rational assessment that we have a 5:1 likelihood we will roll something
greater than a "1". It is an honest attempt to quantify the probabilities, and
then to map our degree of conﬁdence to those probabilities. And if nonbelievers irrationally do practice faith in this or that as faith is commonly
deﬁned, this does not make faith rational. Their faith does not make our own
faith any less irrational.
"Well, you must start with presuppositions too!" This claim suggests
there are some things we must accept without evidence. Once example is
logic. It is claimed that science can not get oﬀ the ground unless logic is
taken as an unevidenced presupposition. This is not true. If we wish to
remain rational, we merely place a degree of conﬁdence in logic that the
reliability of logic warrants. For most of us, logic has been quite reliable.
Instead of presuming logic, the rational individual will position their degree of
conﬁdence in the continued reliability of logic to the degree they have
experienced the reliability of logic. (See "Supplementary L".)
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Wouldn't life be meaningless and purposeless without
the existence of the Christian God?

P1: There is no actual meaning
and purpose beyond what the
individual ﬁnds meaningful and
purposeful.
P2: Christian leaders claim actual
meaning and purpose lie external
to the individual's sense of
meaning and purpose.

Imagine Bob and Betty, a husband and wife living a happy life on a small
farm in the countryside. They have a couple of children, and while life is not
always pleasant, they find much satisfaction in their relationship and with their work
around the farm. Now imagine someone stops by and informs this couple that their land
and lives actually belong to a powerful king. Bob and Betty ask for evidence, and the
traveler presents them with a book that does indeed make the claim that all they are
Conclusion: Christian leaders are
and have belong to this king. It clearly states that they will never have purpose and
making incorrect claims about
meaning and purpose.
meaning in their lives until they submit to the purpose of this king. However, not being
{P1 & P2}
inclined to take thing on faith, the couple asks why the king does not stop by himself
since the book claims he is always in the area. The traveler berates the couple, telling
them that they can never please the king if they do not have faith. Do you think Bob and
Betty should trust the traveler and his book? If they reject the the king as their source of meaning and purpose, would
their lives then become meaningless and purposeless? Are Bob and Betty wrong about the meaning and purpose they
experienced on their farm with their precious children?
Christian leaders often claim that our own sense of meaning and purpose is
somehow illegitimate, and that "true" meaning and purpose much come from
somewhere outside ourselves. Does this make sense? Imagine a slave girl who
is told she can never be happy apart from submission to the will of her master
who knows better than she does what her purpose is. Would we not attempt
to intervene and tell this slave girl that the only real meaning and purpose
comes from within? Consider the many slaves throughout history who actually
lived diminished lives under the misconception that meaning and purpose
could only be handed to them from some external source.
So, contrary to a life of despair, an individual without externally imposed
purpose and meaning is free to behave in ways consistent with their own
values and sense of purpose. It is a life of far superior freedom. The shackled
slave girl may feel she deserves his current condition, and may feel an
unwarranted sense of shame in her desire to be unshackled from the purpose
being imposed on her. This slave girl may be told that to think of an

unshackled life is arrogant and rebellious. Such have been the tactics of
tyrants, slave owners and apologists for various Gods across the ages.
On a pragmatic note, the Christian is encouraged to research the lives of
those who have been set free from the shackles of various God-beliefs. Many
accounts are available on-line, and those freed have emerged from all types of
religious backgrounds. A good place to start is The Clergy Project (http://
clergyproject.org)37 where you can read many heartfelt stories from former
Christian leaders who now enjoy extremely meaningful and purposeful lives
free from the shackles of belief in the Christian God.
Another great way to assess the claim that life without Christ is meaningless
and full of despair is to befriend non-believers. Look them in the eye and
honestly assess whether they have any less meaning and purpose than those
within your Christian community.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Does meaning and purpose somehow become objective when we reach the
highest subjective authority there is? This does not follow. The meaning and
purpose someone else wants to give you, whether they be a slave, an
employer or a God, does not become more objective the more alleged
authority the individual has. This holds true even if the authority is the creator
of the individual upon whom they are attempting to impose their purpose. It is
clear any cruel creator has no righteous claim to a just imposition of his will
upon his creation. And even a benevolent creator can not assign meaning and
purpose to subjective creatures who have been created with desires and
values diﬀerent from that creator. If the will of the creator and the will of the
creation happen to coincide, that is merely a happy accident and not an
obligation of the creation to defer to the creator. Meaning and purpose are
intrinsically bound to the values and desires of each subject. They can not be
forcibly imposed by an external authority, even if that authority claims to have
created that subject to serve that authority's will.
There may, of course, be negative consequences after rejecting imposed
purpose. A king may behead rebellious subjects who do not accept the
meaning and purpose the king wishes them to accept. An actual God who lays
no claim to justice and benevolence might torture humans for eternity. But is
is nonsensical for that king or God to claim the meaning and purpose they
intend to impose on their subordinates is in any way "objective". At most we
would have a superior subject attempting to impose his own subjective will.
There is sometimes an odd claim made by Christian leaders that, if there is no
God-given meaning and purpose, then the logical conclusion is for humans to
commit suicide. Does the absence of God-given meaning and purpose
somehow destroy the capacity for joy and for wonder and for curiosity and
for laughter and for desire and for the simple warm contentment of being
with those you love? When ﬁlled with your own meaning and purpose and the
many wonderful accompanying emotions, why would anyone within a normal
context think of ending their one and only life? There are, of course, those
who experience physical and emotional pains that make life feel intolerable at
times, but there is no legitimate reason the mere lack of a God-given purpose
would call for despair.
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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Can the alleged resurrection of Jesus be considered the
most likely explanation of the evidence?

P1: If humans disbelieve X but
believe a less substantiated Y,
they are irrational.
P2: Many Christian leaders want
humans to disbelieve the
Mormon golden plate claims
while believing in a less
substantiated resurrection of
Jesus.

Imagine your neighbor shows up at your door claiming his dog died. This is
no surprise to you, and you have no trouble believing his dog actually died. Now
imagine a month later that same neighbor returns to your door claiming that same dog
resurrected from the dead. You would not believe him. Why? Because dogs don't
resurrect from the dead. Your mind would probably be weighing all the possible reasons
your neighbor has made such a claim including reasons related to insanity, confusion,
drunkenness, mistaken identity, and an odd sense of humor. But what if hundreds of
Conclusion: Many Christian
leaders promote irrationality.
other people claimed they also saw the resurrected dog? Would you then believe?
{P1 & P2}
Probably not. You understand that dogs don't resurrect. This is based on both the lack
of a single substantiated account of a resurrecting dog, and our understanding of
biology. And we don't need to identify the actual explanation to be content in our
strong disbelief. Each of the alternative explanations is more probable than the probability of a dog rising from the dead.,
and their combined probability far surpass the probability of a resurrected dog. If your neighbor claims you need to
identify the actual explanation in order to disbelieve, you'd probably just chuckle, dismiss him, and go on with your day.
But what if your neighbor rebuked you for your narrow-mindedness, and reminded you that, if there was a God who could
resurrect dogs and who wanted to resurrect dogs, a resurrected dog would be trivial. And the fact that his dog
resurrected was evidence for a God who could and would resurrect dogs. How would you respond? You'd probably point out
the intrinsic circularity in such reasoning. If there is a dog-resurrecting God, then his dog-resurrecting is very likely. And
if his dog did resurrect, then a dog-resurrecting God is very likely. Is not this same circular reasoning used to suggest
Jesus resurrected?
Consider the degree of evidence it would take for you to believe your
neighbor's dog rose from the dead. Consider all of the alternative explanations
you would assess to be improbable, but far more probable than a resurrected
dog. Now consider why Muslims believe that Muhammed split the moon and
why Christians believe Jesus rose from the dead based on claims found in
their respective holy books. Is not the allure of the miraculous and the

beautiful, plus the suspension of critical thinking suﬃcient to explain why
humans irrationally believe such claims?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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does it take more the tone of theological spin and biased thinking you ﬁnd of
theologians across world religions?

Why would we believe Jesus resurrected from the dead based a book written
decades after the death of Jesus by authors committed to the notion that
Jesus was the messiah, an extraordinary claim not mentioned by secular
historians of that era? Especially when we have all the following candidate
explanations?

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

The entire story was made up by the Gospel writers to map to Old
Testament prophecies.
Jesus was not actually dead before being placed in the tomb.
The body of Jesus was simply placed in the wrong tomb.
The disciples stole the body to allow for the resurrection claim.
The Romans took the body away to avoid making the gravesite a venerable
memorial.
Sometime Christian leaders suggest we must know and argue for one
particular of these candidate explanations, or we must default to the
miraculous explanation. Is this true? Do we need to believe our neighbor's dog
resurrected until we are able to provide evidence for a particular one the
many more probable alternative explanations? Or do we simply acknowledge
that the combined probabilities of all the candidate explanations far outweigh
the probability of a dog resurrecting, untroubled by which explanation is
actual?
More importantly, the resurrection, were it to be true, would defeat the central
notion of the Gospel: that Jesus came to pay the penalty for our sins. If Jesus
was dead only three days, and we pay with eternal death for our sins, what
kind of creative accounting would make these three days equivalent to
eternity? This is dealt with in depth in Chapter #35.
(See also #23, "Supplementary C" and "Supplementary G" for more related to
the claim of the resurrection.)
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
It is often informative to simply ask Christian leaders what probability they
assign to the resurrection within 10 or so percentage points. Then ask them
to walk you through the evidence and arguments that have led them to that
degree of probability. Pay attention to the rigor or lack of rigor in their
reasoning. Is their reasoning in line with rigorous standards of evidence? Or
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Will not the God of the Bible clearly reveal himself
to all humans who honestly seek him?

Imagine a Muslim friend comes to you claiming that Allah will reveal
himself to all who sincerely seek him. You skeptically ask what sincerely
seeking Allah requires. Your Muslim friend informs you that you need to humble
yourself before Allah, make yourself open to the spirit of Allah, and you will eventually
see Allah if your heart is indeed pure. Your Muslim friend reminds you that millions of
humans have successfully found Allah through this method. How would you respond?
Christians and nonbelievers can agree that the Muslims and Mormon and Hindus who
find a particular God after searching desperately for that God are actually conjuring
up that God in their imagination. But does not Christianity itself suggest the same
method as a legitimate way to find the God of the Bible?

P1: There can be, at most, only
one actual God.
P2: The method of praying to a
particular God to ﬁnd that God
has resulted in belief in multiple
Gods.
Conclusion: Praying to a
particular God to ﬁnd that God is
an improper method of ﬁnding
an actual God.
{P1 & P2}

You will seek me and find me when you seek me
with all your heart. (Jeremiah 29:13)

How likely is it that someone exposed to the
notion of a particular God would not "find"
that God if they sought that God with all their
heart? Do you think this is an honest way to
begin a journey to find an actual God if one
exists?
Religions the world over encourage young people to
confront the guilt of their iniquities, and to humble
themselves and seek the God most accepted by the local
culture that he might save them in some way. And these
young people inevitable ﬁnd this local God. This God is so
clearly evidenced to them that they are usually bound to this
God for their lifetimes. Are humans perhaps unaware of the
capabilities of their minds to construct Gods?
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The belief in space aliens is a good example of how minds can be primed to
perceive what they want to perceive or expect to perceive. The descriptions
of the space aliens reported over the past few decades seem to map quite
consistently to the way space aliens are depicted in the local media at a
particular time. Most space alien sightings in the U.S. tend to match the bigeyed large-headed space aliens depicted in American movies and TV
programs. However, when the "War of the World's" radio drama was
broadcast, many Americans who did not realize it was a theater production
perceived transmission towers to be the aliens described.38 The power of
suggestion is not trivial.
Ghosts are another example. While ghost sightings in the U.S. tend to be of
transparent entities consistent with the depiction of ghosts in Western
literature and media, ghosts sighted in Japan are not transparent, but may
take the shape of deformed humans, more in line with Japanese folklore.
Once again we run headlong into the perennial question why any actual God
would not simply step out of the shadows to befriend those he claims to love.
This is discussed in depth in Chapter #02.
Another important step in fully assessing whether the Christian God actually
does appear in some spiritual sense to all those who honestly seek him is to
speak to unbelievers who have spent a considerable amount of time seeking
any God who might exist. If the Christian can befriend those who have sought
the Christian God with all their heart, but failed to ﬁnd that God or any God.
Look them in the eye. Are they lying? Or were they truly open to the existence
of a God?
̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲
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• Supplementary Index
The following supplementary chapters delve deeper into specific concepts
mentioned in the main chapters:
(Click any title to navigate to that chapter.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

— A — (on sincere inquiry)
— B — (on prophecy)
— C — (on ignored probabilities)
— D — (on the infallibility of an ideology)
— E — (on the inference to the best explanation fallacy)
— F — (on the inscrutability of the christian god)
— G — (on bleeding evidential loops)
— H — (on the confirming witness of the holy spirit)
— I — (on whether knowledge requires absolute certainty)
— J — (on methodological naturalism)
— K — (on falsifiability)
— L — (on presuppositions)
— M — (on confusing the immaterial with the spiritual)
— N — (on abandoning the epistemic gradient)
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• Supplementary
— A — (on sincere inquiry)
The graphic below highlights the differences in two very
different approaches to the "God" question.
The upper half reflects how many individuals approach the
assessment of which (if any) God exists. This assessment
begins with the notion that it is likely that "Deity A" exists.
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This is typically the God of one's upbringing. If we begin with
the assumption that this default God is most probable, each
time a legitimate challenge to the notion of "Deity A" is
presented, we tend to subconsciously avoid stepping away
from this default God long enough to honestly reflect on the
challenge. There may be several subconscious assumptions at
play, including the following:

-

It is wrong to test God.
The answer is found in God's mysteriousness.
I can't be wrong when my God feels so real.
Seriously doubting makes God angry.
I couldn't tolerate a godless world.
The millions of believers in my God can't be wrong.
I can't reject my God unless there is a proper alternative.
These questions are of the Devil.

These often subconscious filters prevent an honest
assessment of the default God by filtering out tough questions.
The lower half of the graphic depicts an assessment made
without the assumptions listed above, and without a biased
preference for the default God. It assesses relevant questions
as a group instead of the linear approach which often results
in an illegitimate resetting of the probabilities.
This more rigorous assessment does not default to the "best
explanation" (see "Supplementary E"), but instead assigns a
degree of credence to each known option. This more nuanced
conclusion falls in line with the notion of rational belief in
which the degree of belief maps to the degree of the evidence
for each candidate God. This assessment also reserves a
probability for a possibly unknown or overlooked "Deity X".
And this nuanced conclusion ought not be static. A diligent
seeker will reevaluate their stance regularly, and will adjust
their degrees of credence as the evidence demands.
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Supplementary
— B — (on prophecy)
Presumably, the purpose of biblical
prophecies is to provide evidence that
the biblical God is real. Therefore, the
more improbable the fulfillment of a
prophecy is, the stronger its evidentiary
weight. The Bereans are said to have
"searched the scriptures"39 to see
whether what they had heard about
Jesus mapped to Old Testament
prophecies. This is commendable, but did
the Bereans employ rigorous standards
of evidence to Jesus' alleged fulfillment of
prophecy? Let's compare the quality of
prophecies an actual God who desires
prophecy to constitute evidence of his
existence and power would offer against
the prophecies we find in the Bible. Let's first look at Matthew
2:15.
And [Jesus] was there [in Egypt] until the death of Herod: that it
might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet,
saying, 'Out of Egypt have I called my son.'

Now let's looks at the actual prophecy found in Hosea 11:1-2
which we'll tag "A".

A

When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called
my son. But the more I called Israel, the further they went from
me. They sacrificed to the Baals and they burned incense to
images.

Let's assess this prophecy/fulfillment duo against the criteria
in the chart at the upper-right to determine its evidentiary
weight.
Based on the dating of manuscripts, we can be
reasonably certainty that this prophecy was made prior to the
fulfillment. This is a very basic criterion in the assessment of

any prophecy. We would not want our prophecy uttered or
written after its "fulfillment" since it would then only be a
worthless "postdiction". But this factor #1 is the only factor
of the ten listed that this prophecy satisfies, making this a
very weak prophecy, if it can be called a prophecy.
Let's take some liberties and strengthen this prophecy.

B

When Israel [he] was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I
called my son. But the more I called Israel, the further they
went from me. They sacrificed to the Baals and they burned
incense to images.

If we eliminate the initial fulfillment of the idol-worshiping
Israelites being brought out of Egypt, we can not then be
accused of parallel hunting40, and we now also have a
prophecy that is potentially falsifiable. This satisfies factor #2
on our chart, and we now have a slightly stronger statement
that might be considered an actual prophecy.
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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Yet, there is no reason an actual God employing prophecy as
evidence of his existence and power should be satisfied with a
prophecy this vague. Let's make one more improvement.

C

When he was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I brought this
child, my son.

The prophecy is now much more semantically rigorous (#3).
But we can do better since the prophecy contains few details
that would make a fulfillment unequivocal. Let's try again.

D

When Jesus of Nazareth, son of Mary and Joseph the carpenter
was five years old during the occupation of Israel, I loved him,
and brought him and his parents out of Egypt back to Israel.

Now the prophecy contains so many details that no one can
claim it was just a lucky parallel (#4) plucked from thousands
of biblical statements. However, it appears we have only the
one source of a Jesus devotee (Matthew) claiming Jesus went
to and returned from Egypt. For the sake of this mental
exercise, let's give ourselves corroborating sources.

E

News Release: Archeologists last week uncovered documents
from several reliable historians corroborating the scriptural
claim that a man named Jesus of Nazareth went to Egypt.

With this corroboration (#5), we finally have a prophecy with
some weight. However, our corroborating documents do not
precisely map very well to the prophecy. Jesus did not exist
as a man when he was allegedly in Egypt. Let's imagine the
documents found more precisely mapped to the prophecy.

F

News Release: Archeologists last week uncovered documents
from several reliable historians corroborating the scriptural
claim that a 5-year-old boy named Jesus of Nazareth went to
and returned from Egypt with his parents Mary and Joseph.

This clear corroboration gives us a much stronger claim that
our prophecy has been truly fulfilled. However, independent
corroborating sources are perhaps difficult to find since some
events may not be very public. How might an actual God make
sure his prophecies are credible enough to serve as evidence
for his existence and power? Let's imagine we have no
corroborating evidence. This is problematic since our one
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source of Matthew knew the Old Testament scriptures, and he
could have easily fabricated the claim of Jesus going to Egypt.
How can we avoid the accusation of a fabricated fulfillment?
One possible way would be for the initial prophecy to
have been discovered only after the death of Matthew. If
this initial document could still be dated before the life of
Matthew, this would still constitute a reliable prophecy
(#7). Another problem related to Matthew's knowledge of the
prophecy is the possibility of Matthew intervening in the life
of Jesus to ensure he went to Egypt to make the prophecy
appear fulfilled. This seems improbable for this
particular prophecy, but intentional intervention (#8)
would have been far easier in respect to other
prophecies such as the alleged prophecy of the alleged
messiah riding into Jerusalem on a donkey while with
Matthew as written in Matthew 21:1-9.

G

H

Are there any other ways a God using prophecy as evidence of
his existence and power could strengthen the evidentiary
weight of our prophecy? Yes. Such a God could, along with the
basic prophecy, include information unavailable to humans at
the time. For example, the prophecy about Jesus in Egypt
could have included information about a certain precise
configuration of the planets at that time before precise
knowledge of planetary motion was available. Or the
prophecy could have been coupled with information
foundational to formerly unknown technologies or medicines
(#9). In addition to all the other factors listed, an actual God
of the universe employing prophecy to establish his existence
and power could have easily provided a prophecy of an
event so inexplicable to naturalistic science (#10) that it
would give us sufficient reason to suspect the book
containing the prophecy was truly divine. A prophecy
of a televised healing of amputees validated by scientists is
one example.

I

J

How do alleged Bible prophecies fare against these criteria?41
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Supplementary
— C — (on ignored probabilities)
When arguing for the resurrection, Christian leaders
often focus on the probabilities of the following:

• P( Those who allegedly died for testifying to the
resurrection were not lying )

• P( The body of Jesus was not stolen )
• P( The body of Jesus was not misplaced )
• P( The account of the resurrection was not
fabricated years after the life of Jesus )

However, the most essential probability they ignore
is the probability of their own explanation.

• P( A dead person resurrected )
When asked about they probability of a human
rising from the dead they typically have no
approximate probability to offer.
In spite of ignoring the probability of a dead person
resurrecting, a probability essential to a calculation
of the final probability for the resurrection, they will
then claim that the resurrection is the most likely
explanation for the minimal facts.
It is mathematically absurd to claim X is more likely
than Y when missing one of the relevant
probabilities.
The visual on the right highlights this blunder of ignoring
critical probabilities with a hypothetical featuring Abraham
Lincoln.
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• Supplementary
— D — (on the infallibility of an ideology)
Is science an ideology? If it can be called such,
it claims no inerrancy. As a result, any one of
science's secondary non-core "doctrines" can
be falsified, and yet science will simply adjust
for its blunder, and continue to pursue truth.
In contrast, most versions of Christianity hold
that their ideology fails if 1) any of their core
doctrines are falsified, and also if 2) any of
their secondary doctrines fail. Such failure
would results in a cascading falsification in
which the falsification of a secondary doctrine
would destroy the entire ideology since the
ideology includes the core claim of the
infallibility of secondary doctrines.
For this reason the enterprise of Christian
apologetics seems to have become largely one
of explaining away the apparent failures of
biblical doctrines.
It is suggested that the Christian honestly reexamining their beliefs consider whether the
standards of falsification that Christian leaders often use to
falsify other infallibility-based religions are relaxed when the
scrutiny is turned inward. For example, the following
argument is used to invalidate Islam:

• The Quran claims the Bible is true. But the Bible says Islam
is false. Therefore, Islam is self-defeating and false.

And Muslims are rarely consulted for their response to this
apparent falsification of Islam. Yet, when deductive argument
of this same sort are used against biblical doctrines, there is

often all manner of doctrinal maneuvering that Christians
would not allow Muslims. For example, examine the many
diverse and dubious explanations you'll find to explain away
the apparent contradiction in the 3-day death of Jesus
somehow substituting for the deserved eternal death of
billions (see #35).
We will not go into much further depth here, but it is
suggested that the seeker consider whether standards of
falsification are being held consistent across all ideologies.
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• Supplementary
— E — (on the inference to the best explanation fallacy)
There has recently been much misunderstanding about the
epistemic notion of abduction, often called "inference to the
best explanation".
While induction serves as the justification for degrees of
belief, abduction serves a lesser, more specific role to identify
the optimal choice when a decision must be made. However,
identifying the best explanation can not legitimately change
the inductive probabilistic assessment of the proper degree of
belief. Nor does making a decision based on identifying the
best explanation legitimize a higher degree of belief other
than what has been inductively determined.
What then is the proper function of abduction? It is limited to
making pragmatic choices. It does not permit us to,
subsequent to the choice, change our inductive assessment of
the proper degree of epistemic certainty made prior to the
pragmatic choice.
For example, when being chased by a tiger, we may decide
that there is only a 20% likelihood the tattered rope bridge
across the deep canyon in front of us will hold our weight. But
the smaller 1% likelihood we can beat the tiger in hand-to-paw
combat compels us to abductively choose to cross the bridge
as our best chance of survival. Once we make that choice, we
should not then increase our certainty that the bridge will
hold our weight. We instead rationally maintain that 20%
degree of initial certainty until the bridge has been crossed.
Inference to the best explanation can not serve as a legitimate
foundation of epistemology. Induction serves that role.
(See also #21, "Supplementary G" and "Supplementary K".)
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Supplementary
— F — (on the inscrutability of the christian god)
Some claims are scientifically scrutable. Other claims are not.
Claims about gods typically tend to make the god in question
off-limits to scientific scrutiny. Gods are typically defined as
invisible, and disinclined to speak to humans directly. This
has the unfortunate effect of making god-claims suspiciously
similar to the claims of someone less than honest. It is similar
to a boy who claims the dog
ate his homework, and is
unable to produce the guilty
dog. And all kinds of reasons
are suggested by Christian
leaders why God is unable to
step out of the shadows to
personally introduce himself.
Is this modus operandi
similar enough to that of a
liar to warrant suspicion?
Note that the number of
entities that are internally
coherent, but inaccessible to
the scrutiny of science is
infinite. As long as every
entity is removed from the
domain of scientific scrutiny,
y o u c a n p o s i t a s m a ny
entities as required to
fabricate a compelling system
of spiritual explanations
when physical explanations
appear inadequate or are
emotionally dissatisfying.
Nearly ever y religious
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system offers a complex configuration of such entities, usually
including at least one benevolent powerful being, and at least
one polar opposite malevolent being. These polarized
extremes can be invoked to explain any positive or negative
event unexplained or inadequately explained by physical
causes.
The lack of a finite limit to the number of such scientifically
inscrutable entities is why theists can never claim that
disproving another ideology makes their own more probable
(see #38). If the denominator
is infinite, the probability
remains at 1/∞.
You will also note that ghosts
and fairies and perhaps other
proposed entities can be
defined in different ways,
some definitions amenable to
scientific examination, and
o t h e r d e fi n i t i o n s s a fe ly
insulated from from scientific
assessment. The primary
project of modern Christian
leaders appears to be the
insulating of the concept of
the Christian God from
scientific scr utiny. What
might be the reason for
theologies that center on
making the Christian God
immune from scrutiny?
__________
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• Supplementary
— G — (on bleeding evidential loops)
Many Muslims contend (A) Allah exists, (B) the Qur'an is
divinely inspired, and (C) Muhammad split the moon.
For the sake of simplicity and explanation, let's arbitrarily
assign each of these claims a prior probability of 18%.
Now consider the following loop of reasonable premises:
P1: If Allah exists, it is more probable the Qur'an is divinely
inspired.
P2: If the Qur'an is divinely inspired, it is more probable that
Muhammad split the moon.
P3: If Muhammad split the moon, it is more probable that
Allah exists.
Note what can happen, and very likely often does happen
when there is a set of looping assumptions of this sort.
While the initial probability of the Qur'an being divinely
inspired is only 18%, if we can simply assume that Allah
exists, perhaps as the best explanation for the universe (see
"Supplementary E"), we are then justified in bumping up the
probability that the Qur'an is divinely inspired, right?
Most of us can see this leads to a circularity. If we
illegitimately assume as more probably true any one of our
premises originally assessed as 18% probable, that would
distort the probabilities for the entire evidential loop.
Yet this seems to be a common blunder in human reasoning.
The premises tend to illegitimately bleed their evidential
weight upwards to the next element of the loop, that, in turn,
illegitimately bleeds its evidential weight up to the next
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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element, creating vortex ascending probabilities approaching
near certainty.
These bleeding probabilities can be seen in Christianity also.
Consider the alleged resurrection of Jesus. It is often argued
that, if there is (A) a true God who can resurrect, then (B) a
resurrection of that God's son becomes much more probable.
And if (B) there is a resurrection of an alleged son of God,
then the notion that (C) the alleged son of God is an actual son
of God is increased in certainty. And if (C) the alleged son is
an actual son of God, then the probability that (D) this son of
God would tell the truth becomes much more probable. And if
(D) the words of the biblical son of God are more probably
true, then (A) a resurrecting God the biblical son of God
identities is more probably the true God. And if (A) the
resurrecting God is the true God, then it is more likely that
(B) this God would resurrect his son. It all becomes an
ascending loop of increasing certainty.
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This highlights the problem with making an "inference to the
best explanation" as discussed in "Supplementary E". Once the
ranking of the claim against other claims as the "best
explanation" becomes the focus rather than remaining
anchored to the actual probability, the brain tends to loosen
its probabilistic moorings on the initial assessment, and
probabilities begin to bleed, yielding a higher-than-legitimate
probability for every one of the elements in the loop.
__________

These premises are all conditional premises, and have the
following combined structure:
P1: If A, B is more likely.
P2: If B, C is more likely.
P3: If C, D is more likely.
P4: If D, A is more likely.
It can be seen we have an evidential loop of four elements
(A=>B=>C=>D=>A=>...). Due to our natural biases and cognitive
limitations, we are inclined to wrongly allow our initial
probabilities to unconsciously bleed upwards into an
illegitimate higher probabilistic conclusion.
To prevent this, we need to recognize such evidential loops,
and, in this awareness, rigorously anchor our probabilities to
their proper positions.
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Supplementary
— H — (on the confirming witness of the holy spirit)
Many Christians claim that they have absolute certainty that
they are the Children of God. They cite the following verse:
The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God's children.
(Romans 8:16)

Is this possible? Is it possible for one very powerful mind to
communicate knowledge to a non-omniscient mind?
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Imagine the divine mind promises to send a divine spirit to
flawlessly transfer the knowledge to a human mind. How can
the human mind verify with absolute certainty that what they
perceive to be the promised divine spirit is actually a divine
spirit rather than an lying spirit or their own imagination?
Another independent mechanism must be introduced to
verify with absolute certainty that what is perceived to be the
promised divine spirit is, in fact, that divine spirit. Let's
imagine the human mind feels it has verified with absolute
certainty, through some independent mechanism, that the
divine spirit perceived is actually the promised divine spirit
rather than some lying spirit or an imagined spirit. A problem
immediately arises. That verifying mechanism must itself
be verified by yet another verifying mechanism. And that
second verifying mechanism must itself be verified by yet
another verifying mechanism...ad infinitum.
Because the process of verification can never reach the
level of justified absolute certainty by a less-thanomniscient and fallible human mind, we must conclude
that no human can honestly claim to have absolute
certainty that they are a child of God.
However, this does not exclude the possibility that a
human mind can verify to a high degree that the
information they perceive they are receiving is being
transmitted by a divine mind. But this verification will not
be based on an emotional confidence, but rather on a
method that establishes the reliability of the information
they are receiving. Previously unknown scientific
knowledge and accurate and precise predictions would be
a good start to establishing the reliability of the alleged
transmission of knowledge from a divine mind.
(See also #08 and #31.)
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• Supplementary
— I — (on whether knowledge requires absolute certainty)
What is knowledge? Since language is not privately owned,
but instead belongs to convention, we merely need to uncover
the language community's use of "knowledge" to determine its
conventional meaning.
Most all of us claim we "know" our birthdays, in spite of
admitting there is a small chance we could be wrong due to a
clerical error on our birth certificates, or due to our parents
lying or forgetting. We can all imagine parents conspiring with
the doctor to nudge the date to April 2nd if their child was
actually born April 1st at 11:55 pm.
Most all of us occasionally claim we "know" it will rain
tomorrow after hearing rain predicted by several media
sources. We all admit this is not fully certain, but due to the
track record of the sources, we would be surprised if they
were wrong. So we say we "know" it will rain.
This is the conventional defining of "knowing": a high degree of
epistemic certainty based on reliable methods of inquiry that
have consistently yielded accurate predictions.
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conventional meaning. We should not let these stipulated
philosophical definitions of "knowledge" ruin the conventional
use of "knowledge": a high, though not absolute, degree of
certainty.
We claim we know something when our degree of confidence
reaches a particular threshold of certainty along the gradient
of certainty. This threshold is set by each individual, and is
therefore not objective: it will vary from person to person. For
all practical matters, this should not bother us. If we need
more resolution as do scientists, we can simply employ more
rigorous methods of inquiry to arrive at more precise terms
such as "statistically significant", "83% likely", or a "5 sigma"
confidence level.
So the linguistic term "knowledge" is binary, based on a
subjectively defined threshold. However, the concept of
knowledge is a sub-category of belief, and as such, is
intrinsically based on the gradient of belief. Those who
suggest the concept of knowledge is a binary on/off concept
and is by definition infallible 1) have abandoned the context of
conventional linguistic use and are stipulating a philosophical
notion of belief, or 2) are misguided.

But is there anything we know with absolute certainty?
Imagine you are dreaming you are falling. You have no way of
knowing with absolute certainty whether you actually are
falling, but you can hardly be wrong about your perception
that you are falling. We can be certain about our immediate
perceptions, but we can not know with full certainty whether
those perceptions correspond to anything in reality.
Philosophers spend much time and energy attempting to sort
out what can and can not be known. They often stipulate a
philosophical notion "knowledge" quite different from its
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Supplementary
— J — (on methodological naturalism)
Why should we refuse to consider supernatural explanations
for things we observe in the world? The answer is, we
shouldn't. We should not dismiss the possibility that a God is
behind unexplained phenomena any more than we should
dismiss the possibility that magic or allegedly mythical
creatures are behind unexplained phenomena. But these
many possible domains of explanation are not equal in respect
to their track records throughout the history of science.
Whenever there has been an unexplained phenomenon, and
both supernatural and natural explanations have been
suggested as possible explanations, far more often has a
natural explanation been the correct explanation.
This far superior track record of natural
explanations over supernatural explanations
justifies our expectation that, for the next
unexplained phenomenon we encounter, the
explanation will be natural, consistent with
natural laws rather than violating those laws.
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unexplained phenomenon became the focus of inquiry. And
very few of these supernatural explanations turned out to be
correct. Not all natural explanations have turned out to be
correct, as well. But wherever there has been an explanation
discovered, that explanation has been a natural explanation.
For this reason we have strong reason to regard proposed
supernatural explanations for the next unexplained
phenomenon we encounter to be highly improbable.

Diseases
Seizures
Lightning
Heredity
Astrology
Cognition
Weather

This notion is called "methodological naturalism",
and is what keeps scientists from wasting time on
improbable explanations. We arrive at the general
probability that a supernatural explanation will
be the explanation for the next unexplained
phenomenon by dividing the number of successful
supernatural explanations by the number of successful
natural explanations. Doing this in today's age of science
yields a very low likelihood of a correct supernatural
explanation for a given unexplained phenomenon.
The history of science is fascinating. Until recently, there
were many supernatural explanations proffered whenever an
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• Supplementary
— K — (on falsifiability)
Theories and ideologies must be at least theoretically
falsifiable in order to be taken seriously by scientists. The
reason for this can be illustrated with the following thought
experiment.
Imagine religion X posits a God who promises each believer
twice as long a life as they would have experienced had they
not believed. When Sister Bethany lives to be 106, the
believers rejoice and cite Sister Bethany's longevity as
evidence their God has kept his promise. However, if Sister
Bethany would have died at age 30, just 2 years after she
believed, we can imagine those same believers also then
rejoicing, claiming without evidence she had been originally
fated to die at age 29. There is no possible age of death for
Bethany or for any other believer in religion X that would
falsify the claim that God grants believers double the years on
Earth what they would have experienced had they not
believed.
Another example is the schoolboy who claims his big brother
is nine feet tall. When ask to produce evidence, he informs his
classmates that his brother lives far away and is shy of
cameras. He could be telling the truth, but we have good
reason to suspect he has simply fabricated the story,
especially given the rarity of men nine feet tall.
A non-falsifiable theory is justifiably a hallmark of a fabricated
theory. If all possible outcomes fit the ideology or theory, and
that theory is identical in its results to what we would expect
from material causes, then we have good reason to suspect
the theory or ideology was simply made up.
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Is Christianity falsifiable? In spite of many possible ways the
Christian God can allegedly interrupt material causation, and
the many apparent promises to believers of supernatural
intervention, there seems to be no way to actually falsify
Christianity.
The following is a list of some of the most suspect absences of
falsifiability:
1. When it is suggested that we can statistically assess
whether the prayers of fervent believers for the sick are
effective, it is suggested that 1) statistics don't work when
you unrighteously test God, or 2) you never know whether
someone is confounding the study by praying for
everyone, causing everyone to successfully recover to the
same degree.
2. Answers to prayer in general are unfalsifiable. Getting
what you asked for is a "yes", not getting what you asked
for is "God as a better plan for you", and silence is "God, in
his wisdom, is waiting for the right time to respond." No
possible outcome can be called a failure of God, and
outcomes appear exactly what we would expect if there
were no God.
3. If a study shows that unbelievers are less happy than
believers, believers find this obvious since they have the
Holy Spirit giving them peace and joy, but if there is a
study that shows unbelievers are truly more happy than
believers, it is claimed that Satan has given them
temporary happiness to prevent them from believing.
4. If the divorce rate among believers is much lower than
among unbelievers, the work of the Holy Spirit is cited as
the cause. Yet, if the divorce rate among believers is found
to be higher than among unbelievers, the disproportionate
focus of Satan on believers is cited as the cause.
5. If an unbeliever dies a tragic death, that is considered
judgment from God, yet if that same unbeliever were to
have a prosperous life, God is simply blessing that
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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unbeliever in an attempt to bring them to Christ. All
possible outcomes in the life of the unbeliever are also
covered by some scriptural passage, rending the Bible
unfalsifiable.
If there are two biblical accounts of the same event that
appear contradictory, since the possibility that the Bible is
false can not be considered, 1) the most improbable and
convoluted explanation is accepted 42, or 2) the
mysteriousness of God and the Bible is invoked.
In spite of several Bible passages that promise that God
will answer prayer, Christian leaders weaken the promises
until there is nothing left to "answered prayer" but what
looks precisely as we would expect if there were no God.
Many Christians claim God answered their prayers with
silence, something any imaginary God could also do. There
is no way for a skeptic to prove the prayer was not
answered since every possible outcome is covered by
creative interpretation of the promises to answer prayer.
Perhaps the Bible would be falsifiable if God's omniscience
and ultimate wisdom would preclude that he ever regret
his actions, right? And since the Bible is the world of God,
if we ever found a passage in which God did regret his
actions, that would falsify the Bible, right? Sorry. For this
and any other passage that clearly contradicts orthodoxy,
Christian leaders take the liberty to claim God did not
really mean what he said. It is often suggested that this
must be God's kind accommodation of our inability to
think beyond an anthropomorphic God. So God simply
pretends to blunder at times. No biblical contradiction is
possible against such loose interpretive standards. Even
intentionally interpolated contradictory phrases could be
dismissed through this process.
When unbelievers treat others compassionately, believers
suggest it is evidence of the law of God written on their
hearts. Yet when Christians are found to have quite
disparate moral stances on a wide range of behaviors, it is
claimed 1) that the moral law of God requires acute
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attention to the moral voice of God, that 2) Satan has
twisted the moral intuition in the minds of those who
disagree with you, or that 3) others have failed in their
interpretation of a biblically vague moral code.
10. Some believers suggest that finding the body of Jesus
would falsify Christianity. Would it? Would the discovery
of a body near Jerusalem that had clearly been crucified
convince believers that Jesus had not resurrected? Or if
there were found a document that explained how the
disciples managed to hide the body, how may Christian
believers would abandon Christianity?
(See #28 on the notion of doubt.)
11. The first chapter of Romans speaks of unbelievers
"suppressing the truth in unrighteousness". When it is
suggested there should be some manifestation of these
alleged suppressed beliefs that can be detected were we to
survey young people around the world, believers claim
that these young people would probably simply
mendaciously claim they don't perceive the Christian God,
resulting in survey results identical to what we would
expect were Romans wrong. These believers themselves
seem unable to express what attributes of the Christian
God they perceived in "the things which are made" prior to
their own conversion.
These are just a few ways Christianity is rendered untestable
in the hands of Christian leaders. It seems there is no possible
outcome that can not be made consistent with any systematic
theology given focused manipulation. The lack of falsifiable
claims does not prove Christianity is wrong. The lack of
falsifiable claims simply forces Christianity to admit it
employs the modus operandi common among liars. Is this the
clarity an actual God of the universe would leave us with?
__________
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• Supplementary
— L — (on presuppositions)
It is sometimes claimed we all must begin our investigation of
the world with assumptions held with full certainty, often
called "presuppositions". These presuppositions are not based
on evidence, but are claimed by many to be necessary
untested axiomatic notions without which we can not make
sense of the world. We must just accept them before any
inquiry about the world can get off the ground. The list of
alleged necessary presuppositions varies from person to
person, but they often include the following:
The infallibility of logic
The infallibility of mathematics
The comprehensibility of an actual world
The reliability of our minds
The accurate reflection of an actual world by our senses
The continued efficacy of induction
What do you think? Must we accept without evidence these
axiomatic notions before we can explore our reality? And is
accepting anything without evidence such as these allegedly
necessary presuppositions rational?
The answers are "no" and "no" We do not need to accept
anything as a given before exploring our world. And full
epistemic confidence in any notion that deviates from the
degree of the evidence is always irrational.
Let's explore this in depth.
We can imagine scientists prior to Einstein accepting with
absolute confidence that time and space were immutable
constants. Was this absolute confidence warranted? No. Why
not? The familiarity scientists had with time and space was
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based on induction. In their experience, the constants of time
and space had never been violated. But that inductive
experience with time and space does not warrant absolute
confidence. High regularity warrants only high confidence,
and high confidence is qualitatively different from absolute
confidence. Absolute confidence is something for omniscient
minds (should they exist) who need not inductively assess
notions such as time and space. Human minds can not escape
their subjectivity, and therefore are confined to inductive
assessments for everything apart from their immediate
sensations. The scientists who accepted the constants of
space and time as absolute presuppositions were irrational.
Their absolute certainty prevented them from imagining
space and time as relative as Einstein revealed.
What is the lesson learned from these irrational scientists
holding as immutable presuppositions the constants of time
and space? Less-than-omniscient minds must rely on
induction in any assessment of their external realities, and
induction never reaches absolute evidential certainty. And
where there is no absolute evidential certainty, there can be
no rational epistemic certainty.
Imagine these irrational scientists holding as immutable the
constants of time and space arguing that, if we can not have
absolute confidence in measurements of time and distance, we
can not do science. We have since discovered that this quite
intuitive notion is simply untrue. We have been able to arrive
at even more precise measurements of physical phenomena
now that we accept the relativity of time and space.
Imagine these irrational scientists claiming that, since we can
not imagine a world in which time and space was not
immutable, we are justified in placing absolute confidence in
their immutability. Would this argument get them off the hook
for irrationality? No. Their familiarity with time and space
was based on induction, and their lack of imagination or
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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understanding does not magically justify accepting the
immutability of time and space as a presupposition. Only a
high degree of certainty that time and space is immutable,
arrived at through induction, was warranted prior to
Einstein's seminal paper. There were perhaps many capable
scientists who, had they not presupposed the immutability of
time and space, could have also arrived at the notion of
relativity prior to Einstein.
The relevant point is, human minds have no business
accepting anything with full certainty. Accepting anything as
a axiomatic epistemic presupposition is irrational.43
But what about logic or mathematics? Are we not justified in
placing absolute certainty in their continued efficacy? No.
From the time we was born, few of us have experienced a
violation of logic and mathematics. Does this inductive
assessment with zero violations warrant absolute epistemic
certainty? No inductive assessment warrants absolute
epistemic certainty. It must remain a less-than-absolute high
degree of confidence.
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must necessarily be comprehensible. Such a presupposition is
intrinsically irrational.
What about the reliability of our minds. Must we not start
with the presupposition that our minds are reliable prior to
exploring our reality? Once again, no. Even those who claim
they presume their minds are reliable admit their minds were
quite unreliable when they were infants, and will again
become unreliable when they are old. How will they determine
their minds' degree of reliability? By finding a passage of
scripture that outputs the degree of cognitive reliability for a
particular age? No. They will inductively assess how forgetful
they have become, and how capable their cognitive functions
currently are at accomplishing their daily objectives.
Presuming the reliability of your mind is both foolhardy and
irrational.

But we can't begin to imagine what a violation of logic or
mathematics would look like, some might respond. That's
irrelevant. The fact that pre-Einstein scientists could not
imagine a violation of absolute time and space did not warrant
a presupposition. Neither does our lack of imagination or
understanding warrant an absolute presupposition in the
inviolability of logic and mathematics.

What about the notion that the regularities we perceive reflect
an actual external world. Surely we can presume this, right?
No. We still have not been gifted omniscience, and we are
therefore still dependent upon our inductive exploration of
our reality. We could be dreaming or hallucinating our reality,
but that possibility does not justify abandoning rationality
and presuming that we are not dreaming or hallucinating. For
as long as our apparent decisions in our apparent reality
accomplish our apparent desires, we are warranted in a high
sub-absolute degree of confidence there is something
substantive about that apparent reality. But presuppositions
are not justified.

The suggestion that the comprehensibility of our reality is a
necessary presupposition prior to exploring our world is more
easily shown false. The universe has no obligation to make
itself comprehensible. If no regularities appear to a particular
mind, that mind simply can not abstract facts about the
nature and composition of the reality it finds itself exploring.
What is not justified is for that mind to presume the universe

But are we not guilty of circularity since we have presumed
the absolute and eternal reliability of induction as
foundational to our epistemology? We have not presumed the
absolute and eternal reliability of induction. Rationality, at its
very basic is following what works. We have goals, and we are
rational when we employ what we perceive to work to
accomplish those goals. Induction seems to be a very reliable
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way to determine what will work in the future by assessing
what has worked in the past. Does this not mean we must
place absolute confidence in the continued reliability of
induction? No. That is neither necessary nor rational, our
inability to conceive of a failure of induction notwithstanding.
If some newly-found epistemic method were to accomplish our
goals better than our inductive assessment of our reality, then
it would be irrational not to replace the inductive method with
that new method. And the simple fact that we can not imagine
what a failure of induction might look like will never justify a
presupposition that induction will never fail.
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misguided. To default to presuppositions is to forfeit the
standing of an honest seeker.
__________

In summary, epistemic humility requires the subjective mind
to reject all proposed presuppositions, and to simply
inductively map epistemic certainty to evidential certainty.
Invariance in logic and mathematics does not warrant a
presupposition. This invariance merely warrants a high subabsolute degree of confidence that maps to the degree of that
invariance. The difference between a presupposition and a
high sub-absolute degree of certainty is not insignificant. It is
a difference that allowed Einstein to conceive of a new
paradigm that more accurately reflects our reality.
Some Christian leaders suggest Christians are justified in
presupposing the infallibility of the Bible and the existence of
G o d . W hy w o u l d a ny o n e n e g l e c t t h e i r e p i s t e m i c
responsibilities and accept the Bible or God as
presuppositions immune to the scrutiny of rational inquiry?
Doing so would (and does) protect the Christian perspective
from criticism, but this is no virtue. Both the Bible and the
Christian notion of God are testable, and to accept these as
presuppositions off-limits to assessment and reassessment is
precisely opposite what an honest seeker would do.
This suggestion by some Christian leaders that we may
justifiably accept God and the Bible as presuppositions
immune to assessment and reassessment can not be more
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• Supplementary
— M — (on confusing the immaterial with the spiritual)
Christian leaders often suggest the existence of immaterial
concepts is evidence that a spiritual realm exists. Is this true?
Consider an economic recession.
Economic recession: negative economic growth for at least
two quarters.
Is an economic recession a spiritual entity? Few think so. Why
not? There are two primary reasons.
1. An economic recession is not causally independent of the
material substrate of people exchanging goods and
services. The existence of an economic recession is wholly
confined to the material realm, and is dependent on a
material substrate. Even though a recession is itself
immaterial, its existence emerges from and is inextricably
tied to our physical reality. Spiritual entities are defined as
independent, to some degree, from the causal matrix of
our physical reality. For example, while the demons
possessing first a man, then pigs in Matthew 8:3144
evidently had to occupy a physical body, they were
presumably spiritual entities that could violate normal
physical laws.
2. An economic recession belongs to a theoretically infinite
class of immaterial objects. Any type of pattern within an
economy can be assigned a tag such as "recession" or
"depression". And these tags can be recursive. For
example, we could denote an arbitrary level between a
recession and a depression a "decession", and, provided it
offers communicative utility, it could be adopted by the
language community as a legitimate concept. In contrast,
you can presumably not generate new spiritual entities by
simply abstracting them out of perceived patterns in our
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physical reality. The infinite set of abstracted concepts can
be easily understood when considering the theoretically
infinite number of possible immaterial games humans
could invent such as poker, each with a theoretically
infinite number of abstracted immaterial concepts such as
"straight flush". Consider the many other terms used in
poker. We have “tilt”, “bleed”, “blaze”, “cow”, “brick” and
“cripple” just to name a few. Do these concepts exist
objectively as ontologically real “things” in some spiritual
or supernatural realm? Or are they merely subjectively
introduced terms? Did these “things” exist before poker
existed? How many more of these “things” might exist?
Suppose I am an avid poker player, and I find some
significance in the relationship between a blaze and a
brick, then call this relationship a “Xemph”. Is the concept
Xemph suddenly an actual new entity in the supernatural
realm posited by theists? Consider how many possible
concepts might we might generate in this fashion. Because
concepts of this sort can be just as recursive as language,
there are as many possible concepts as there are possible
sentences; an infinity. So there must exist an infinity of
“things” in this unsubstantiated spiritual/supernatural
realm promoted by theists should such a realm exist. But
this is nonsensical. There is indeed an immaterial and
subjective realm of concepts, but what is subjective is not
objective by definition, and there has never been
demonstrated to be a subjective concept that did not
necessarily have an objective correlate in the substrate of
the material wiring of a brain for example. What is
immaterial is not spiritual, supernatural or independent of
the material. It is a category error to equates the
immaterial subjective realm with the spiritual/
supernatural realm in which God is said to reside.
From this we can conclude there it is improper to suggest
immaterial concepts demonstrate a spiritual realm.
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Some Christian leaders have countered that correlation does
not equal identity. This is true. It could be that the highly
correlated relationship between the purchasing of goods and
the notion of an economy is missing some essential spiritual
force such as demons or angels we've so far failed to perceive.
It could be that the immaterial notion of a bee colony requires
hidden spiritual entities such as disembodied spirits. It could
be that the apparent causal
interaction of balls on a billiards table
requires angels of some sort for that
interaction. And it could be that the
neuronal activity cognitive scientists
have concluded is the substrate of the
mind requires additional spiritual
dynamics to fully explain its
functions. However, for all of these
phenomena, positing spiritual forces
on top of the well-recognized physical
forces appears quite superfluous and
is not a rational conclusion.
We can see that the existence of
immaterial concepts is not evidence of
a spiritual realm in which discrete
non-abstracted spiritual entities
operate outside the constraints of
physical laws. There is no need to lay a superflous spiritual
realm over the physical realm to explain what we see in our
reality. What some call a spiritual soul is explained quite
sufficiently with immaterial concepts, concepts that are
inexorably constrained by physical laws.
There is a strong and growing body of evidence demonstrating
that lesions within the brain correspond to the absence of
specific brain functions supernaturalists would like to
attribute to a soul. In an attempt to counter this growing body
of evidence for the non-spiritual nature of the human mind,
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some Christian leaders have introduced the analogy of a man
chained inside his car. If the steering wheel is broken so that
it only turns to the left, we can not conclude that there is no
human operator inside the car. This is true. But consider
another similar analogy. Google has recently tested driverless
cars. Simply because a car maneuvers effectively around town
does not mean there is an invisible human at the wheel. And
the incremental removal of various mechanical
components to test for any reduction in
function is a successful scientific method of
assessing causation. So it also is for the
observations of cognitive scientists of decreases
in mental functions after brain lesions. There is
no need to invoke a soul as a cause, and doing
so violates many well-established rules of
scientific methodology. The fact that we have
never observed a disembodied mind is nontrivial evidence such a mind does not and can
not exist.
In summary, we can rationally conclude to a
high degree of certainty that the mind does not
merely operate upon the physical circuitry of
the brain. The mind is the brain in the same
way an economy is the totality of the relations
between the relevant physical constituents.
Just a a bee colony is an abstraction of the relations between
individual bees, so also is the mind the abstraction of the
functionality emergent of the activity of interconnected
neurons.
To suggest that the operations of the immaterial mind is
evidence for a spiritual realm is to not understand the process
of abstraction, the infinity of abstractable entities, and the
superfluity of adding unevidenced spiritual dynamics to what
has already been adequately explained by physical dynamics.
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• Supplementary
— N — (on abandoning the epistemic gradient)
There are two related but very different concepts centered on
the relationship between truth and humans that are
frequently conflated. These frequently conflated concepts are
ontology and epistemology.
Ontology: This is the study of what exists. Ontological claims
are either true or false. Either there are space aliens, or there
are not. Ontological categories are the cleanly discrete two
categories of true and false.
Epistemology; In contrast, when fallible, non-omniscient
humans are assessing ontology their degree of certainty is not
a binary and discrete categorization. Absolute certainty about
the existence or non-existence space aliens is not justified
since the confirming and disconfirming evidence for their
existence arrives incrementally. Evidence for a proposition
arrives in degrees, and therefore, the rational human will
attempt to faithfully map their degree of certainty to the
balance of evidence for the proposition.
Unfortunately, humans have a natural drive to epistemically
categorize every claim as true or untrue. We are comforted by
these discrete epistemic boxes we can neatly fit our beliefs
into, even though these boxes are improper and artificial. This
over-simplistic categorization makes the world feel far more
manageable than if we had to map our degree of certainty to
the ever-changing balance of evidence. More often than not,
this human drive to discretely categorize our beliefs results in
distorted and irrational certainties that irrationally tend
towards the polar ends.
For example, if a romantic parter tells you they have been
faithful to you, as a normal human, you may ignore evidence

to the contrary until that evidence reaches an emotional
threshold you can no longer ignore. Many individuals will, in
this case, then flip their extreme belief in the claim of fidelity
to extreme disbelief. Both the extreme belief and the extreme
disbelief are irrational since rational belief will dynamically
map to the up and down movements of the balance of
evidence for that claim. The degree of belief moves with the
unfixed degree of the evidence.
We also often disbelieve a claim until the incremental
evidence reaches an arbitrary threshold at which point we flip
our extreme disbelief to belief. Yet, for the rational mind, as
incremental confirming or disconfirming evidence accrues,
the degree of belief will follow smoothly up or down the
epistemic gradient.
What is it that makes probabilistic assessments drift towards
the pole of the epistemic gradient? We tend to either cleanly
believe or cleanly disbelieve. We accept or reject a claim with
little room for uncertainty.
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The following are just a few terms that might reflect this
tendency to invoke a subjectively determined epistemic
threshold at which we either recategorize our belief to
disbelief, or our disbelief to belief.

-

X is [commonly known/a fact/proven45].
I have [certainty/confidence] that X.
I [believe/accept/know] that X.
X is [reasonable/sensible].
The evidence for X is [convincing/persuasive].
I am [convinced/certain/confident] that X.
I will [persuade you to believe/convince you of/prove to you] X.
We can [certainty/reasonably/confidently] conclude that X.

Why do our degrees of belief/disbelief on many of life’s
propositions drift to and clutter at the extreme poles? Here
are a few primary reasons.
1. Linguistic shortcuts are efficient. We regularly sacrifice
semantic resolution for communicative brevity. The less
the resolution of the concept is important to the
communicative context, the more we abbreviate. This
usually keeps dialogue smooth and efficient. The danger
lies when we a) subtract out semantic resolution that is
essential to the goal of the interaction, and when we b)
begin to suppose that the linguistic shortcut for the quite
nuanced underlying concept is somehow logically prior to
that concept for which it was invoked to serve. The fact
that the binary shortcut terms “belief” and “disbelief” have
some utility in casual contexts that require little
resolution in no way diminishes the intrinsic gradient
nature of belief.
2. Life is more about binary decisions instead of gradient
degrees of belief. Unless we can make decisive choices, life
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will pass us by. And decisions are largely binary. We
choose to marry or stay single. We choose to accept or
reject a job offer. This binary nature of decisions
sometimes wrongly suggests to our minds that our
probabilistic assessment of the outcome of our options
must also be binary. And it is emotionally comforting to us
when we conclude with high certainty that our choice was
the best choice. We do this in violation of the actual degree
of the degree of evidence at times. (See “Supplementary
C”.) It could be argued that this violation of the evidential
evidence is beneficial. If we choose to jump a chasm to
escape an angry tiger, it may be advantageous to believe
with full certainty we can jump that chasm. A degree of
doubt that maps to the degree of the actual evidence may
lead to less-than-desirable results. So perhaps our
tendency to ignore less-than-certain evidence to arrive at
an unwarranted certainty does have occasional survival
advantages. Yet, self-delusion is no reason for the mind
seeking increased rationality to avoid an honest attempt
to reel in this tendency to abandon the nuanced balance of
evidence.
3. Humans like order, and gradient concepts are messy. It
may seems to us that the words “believe” and “disbelieve”
reflect something essentially binary about the concept of
belief. But these terms do not capture the actual intrinsic
gradient nature of rational belief that makes decisions and
assessments much messier. This becomes more apparent
when we consider the words “like” and “dislike”. We know
that, those these words are often conversationally
presented as discrete opposites such as “full” and “empty”,
there are intrinsically many degrees of like and dislike all
along a single gradient. We have no problem taking ten
random photos and ranking them in order of their
aesthetic appeal. We recognize that “like” and “dislike” are
merely linguistic shortcuts. Yet we somehow find it more
difficult to do this with “belief” and “disbelief”, even when
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we acknowledge that the concept of belief is intrinsically
gradient.
This same cognitive tendency to over-categorize our certainty
into polarized boxes in distortion of the actual evidence is also
reflected in the way we assess the qualities of objects and
individuals. We speak of the “good guys” and the “bad guys”
even though we know human character falls on a normal bell
curve. We want to have clear demarcations for ethical
dilemmas even though we know there are cases in which we
are simply choosing the lesser of the two evils (“evil” is used
colloquially here), each evil falling non-discretely somewhere
on the gradient of harm that may be caused.
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degree of the evidence. These religions also absurdly depict
doubt as a character flaw. (See #28.) Unless the objective
evidence is at 100% certainty (and it never is for fallible
minds assessing external phenomena), there is necessarily a
degree of rational doubt for the honest mind. (See
“Supplementary H”)

What is the take-away?
Linguistic terms must never supersede the concepts they are
invoked to reflect. The fact that a couplet of polar terms such
as “belief” and “disbelief” or “like” and “dislike” are neat
linguistic boxes of over-simplification does not mean that the
simplistic highly-pixelated low-resolution non-nuanced
natures of these terms somehow informs us of the essence of
the underlying concepts such as the gradient of belief or the
gradient of liking. To tell someone “Either you believe me or
you don’t” or “Either you like me or you don’t” is to
improperly place language above concepts.
And this is the fundamental flaw of many religions. Many
religions treat belief as something intrinsically binary, and
they often pressure humans to violate the rational epistemic
link to balance of evidence by conjuring up a degree of
absolute or near-absolute confidence that violates the actual
degree of the evidence. This willful violation of the degree of
evidence is often called “faith”, and is repackaged as
something virtuous. Faith of this sort is never virtuous. It is
antithetical to rationality. Faith is illegitimate to those
honestly committed to balancing their degree of belief to the
Much more at SufficientReasons.com
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• Q&A
1. Q: Why are the historicity of Jesus
and the historical reliability of the
Bible not addressed in this book?
A: The historicity of Jesus and the general historical
reliability of the Bible are assumed for the sake of
argument. There could have been a man named
Jesus, and the non-miraculous historical events
mentioned within the Bible could be corroborated by
other sources. However, these facts would not
invalidate the other more focused arguments on the
intrinsic incoherencies and unlikelihood of a
Christian God made in this book.
2. Q: Why are ontological and
cosmological arguments for God
not addressed?
A: If ontological and cosmological arguments were
to hold, they would support only a generic
impersonal God. This book is focused on
demonstrating the implausibility of the Christian
God. If these arguments hold, ontological and
cosmological arguments will do little to redeem the
Christian God from his implausibility. There may be
something killing your chickens, but Dracula is not a
very plausible candidate.
3. Q: Why isn't evolution mentioned in
this book?
A: A falsification of evolution would not falsify the
arguments in this book. There is a widespread
misconception that, if only we can render another
ideology less improbable, that makes our own
ideology more probable. That is not true when one or
more of the ideologies can arise from one's
imagination. If Hindus demonstrate Celtic gods to be
improbable, that does not make their own gods more
probable.
4. Q: Many of the arguments in this
book only argue for the

improbability of the Christian
God. But if you can't disprove the
Christian God, why I am wrong to
believe in the Christian God?
A: Rational belief is a degree of belief that maps to
the degree of the relevant evidence. You can
irrationally believe in an improbable God, but that is
not what intellectual honesty requires. Our degree of
epistemic certainty ought to map to the degree of
evidential certainty if we truly wish to be rational.
5. Q: There are many arguments
against the Christian God that are
not included in this book. Why?
A: Some common arguments against the Christian
God are actually fallacious. Others are weak or
insignificant. Still others are of a degree of
complexity too deep to engage the readers of this
book. The collection of arguments in this book were
chosen for their direct challenge to the core elements
of Christianity, their salience, their evidential
weight, and their relative simplicity.
6. Q: I've read through this entire book,
and I still have a strong belief in
the Christian God. Did I miss
something?
A: Not necessarily. If you have honestly evaluated
the evidence and arguments presented, and have
adjusted your degree of belief accordingly, you have
conducted yourself as a noble seeker, regardless of
your resulting degree of belief in the Christian God.
7. Q: Was this book written by atheists?
A: This book was written by those who have a
fairly strong belief the Christian God does not exist,
yet who generally feel the word "atheist" is
inadequate to capture the many possible nuanced
degrees of belief across the many definitions of
"god" or "God". We feel that the impulse to self-

8. Q:

9. Q:

10. Q:

11. Q:

describe with a low-resolution descriptor such as
"atheist" or "agnostic" often distracts from the
actual arguments.
Many references are made to "the
actual God of the universe". Is this
suggesting there is such a God?
A: No, but if there is a creator of the universe, any
candidate God for that position must have attributes
we would expect from an actual creator of the
universe rather than a God with suspiciously
anthropomorphic attributes and an unjustified
fascination with one corner of the universe.
Why are there few actual citations
from Christian thinkers?
A: A choice was made to avoid citing the positions of
Christian leaders in order to keep the discussion
focused on the arguments rather than on
personalities.
Why are many of the arguments
made in this book not an accurate
reflection of my Christian beliefs?
A: Since there are many versions of Christianity, it
is quite probable that some of the arguments in this
book do not reflect the beliefs of some readers, and
such readers are welcome to simply ignore the
chapters in question.
How can you give fair treatment
to theological notions such as the
resurrection in such short
chapters?
A: It's a challenge. However, the brevity of each
chapter has forced an economical use of words and
arguments. It is hoped that the most salient
arguments have been presented in each chapter or
perhaps in the supplementary materials. If the
arguments are indeed too brief, they may be
expanded on the companion website in
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the future.
12. Q: Why should I read this book when
many other books written by
famous non-Christians have been
published and debunked by
Christians?
A: The authors of this book agree that some of the
arguments of some of the more famous nonChristians are weak. We strongly suspect you’ll find
substantive arguments in this book that are not often
heard. The short chapters allow you to quickly assess
whether you’ve actually heard each argument, and
whether you’ve heard a satisfactory response from
Christian leaders. If you honestly have answers to
any or all of the questions asked, the authors would
be pleased to have you give your response on the
website. This will allow the authors to revise or
abandon their positions if necessary.
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• Endnotes
Too often, the source of the arguments unconsciously causes a rejection of the arguments. Arguments stand or fall on their own regardless of the source. The anonymity of the
editors eliminates this temptation to reject an argument based on its source.
1

2

Examples of child sacrifice: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_sacrifice

3

Lists of Christian Denominations: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Christian_denominations

4

This would be an interesting survey. If readers have either heard of such a survey or would like to conduct such a survey, please contact us.

"This is what the LORD of Heaven’s Armies has declared: I have decided to settle accounts with the nation of Amalek for opposing Israel when they came from Egypt. Now go and
completely destroy the entire Amalekite nation—men, women, children, babies, cattle, sheep, goats, camels, and donkeys." (1 Samuel 15:2-3)
Some Christians actually claim this is hyperbole. Would an actual God speak in such hyperbole?
5

Sometimes it is suggested that the God of the New Testament can not be criticized for the behavior of the God of the Old Testament. Is this not the same God who is said to be
immutable (unchangeable)? How can you have an objective morality that can be changed upon the whims of a God?
6

7

See Joshua Chapter 2 and Hebrews 11:31.

It is sometimes argued that everyone has sufficient innate knowledge of all the moral injunctions they are accountable to follow. This is testable. Christians can make a list of all
the offenses which are worthy of damnation, and we can then compare this lists to what actual knowledge of these injunctions exists in cultures in which the Bible is not available.
8

It is sometimes argued by Christian leaders that everyone has either scriptural access or conscious access to all the moral injunctions under which they will be judged. This claim
can be tested. Do humans in areas in which the Bible is not available exhibit knowledge of the relevant moral injunctions?
9

10

Uriah's death is arranged in 2 Samuel 11:15.

11

Song lyrics: "If it feels right, it cant' be wrong." https://www.lyrics.land/feels-so-right-it-can't-be-wrong

12

The Mormons claim to possess the actual Holy Spirit that gives them a confirming "burning in the bosom". https://www.lds.org/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/9.8

John 16:13 "But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth. He will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet
to come."
13

14

Romans 14:17 "For the kingdom of God is not a matter of eating and drinking, but of righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit."

This population of "real" Christians can be defined as narrowly as liked. Compare the crime rates, divorce rates and obesity rates against what you find in non-Christian societies
such as Japan.
15
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Other metrics to assess the degree of "righteousness" can also be introduced as long as they are not cherry-picked to be presented as the "proper" measurement of
righteousness. For example, Mormons might introduce the "unrighteous" act of "coffee drinking" as a metric to ensure Mormonism appears more righteous.
16

17

1 Thessalonians 1:6 "You became imitators of us and of the Lord, for you welcomed the message in the midst of severe suffering with the joy given by the Holy Spirit."

18

Romans 1:18 "The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and wickedness of people, who suppress the truth by their wickedness"

19

Lysenkoism as a divergence from scientific convention: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysenkoism

Saint Augustine claims "All diseases of Christians are to be ascribed to these demons..."
White, Andrew D., A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, Vol. II (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1910) p. 27. {See also Vol. I, pages 68, 70-75 and 86-88.}
20

Martin Luther states "Satan produces all the maladies which afflict mankind, for he is the prince of death."
White, Andrew D., A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, Vol. II (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1910) p. 45.
21

22

White, Andrew D., A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, Vol. I (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1910) pp. 331, 337.

23

Draper, John W., History of the Conflict between Religion and Science (New York and London: D. Appleton and Company, 1919) pp. 62-63, 161-164, 294.

24

Trial by ordeal: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_by_ordeal

Dual Fulfillment: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual_fulfillment | This allows for less-than-honest parallel hunting in which anything in the first "fulfillment" found slightly similar
to a subsequent event can be repackaged as a second fulfillment.
25

26

Found in Nostradamus' Century, 3:97.

For another example of Matthew taking liberties with Old Testament verses, consider the event of Jesus drawing in the dirt. Matthew links this to a passage in Jeremiah 44:13a.
“The carpenter measures with a line and makes an outline with a marker;”
27

28

Ouija Board: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouija

29

Facilitated communication - https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facilitated_communication

30

Image source: https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Religion_distribution.png

31

White, Andrew Dickson. A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. Kessinger Publishing, 2004. P 245.

32

A good example of manufactured guilt is found in the movie "Precious". https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precious_(film)

33

Rational inquiry includes the inductive methods of empirical science, as well as the deductive methods of critical thinking.
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There is the legal notion of "ignorantia juris non excusat" that requires those ignorant of the law to remain subject to the prescribed legal consequences. But legal scholars argue
that this admitted injustice is justified by the greater pragmatic injustice of a law unenforceable whenever someone claims ignorance of that law. "A law can only bind when it is
reasonably possible for those to whom it applies may acquire knowledge of it in order to observe it, even if actual knowledge of the law is absent for a particular individual. A secret
law is no law at all" (https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignorantia_juris_non_excusat). Consider whether the many divine laws imposed on humans found in the Bible have been likely
acquired by individuals living in ungospelled regions.
34

Recently, many Christians have been abandoning the notion that damnation is eternal. Abandoning the notion of eternal damnation excludes one from the force of the argument
presented here. But another question emerges. Why would the Bible be written so vaguely that millions interpreted it incorrectly for millennia?
35

36

Vicarious liability: https://legaldictionary.net/vicarious-liability/

37

The Clergy Project is not affiliated with the authors of this book: http://clergyproject.org

38

The War of the World's radio drama: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_Worlds_(radio_drama)

Acts 17:11 "Now the Berean Jews were of more noble character than those in Thessalonica, for they received the message with great eagerness and examined the Scriptures every
day to see if what Paul said was true."
39

"Parallel hunting" is searching for content in a large corpus of material such as a holy book for statements that may be vaguely similar to a more recent event the "hunter" can
then cite as a fulfillment of prophecy.
40

It may be informative to compare the quality of Bible prophecies against the prophecies of other religions. However, arguing for a marginally superior quality of alleged Bible
prophecies against the alleged prophecies of other religions should be secondary to comparing alleged Bible prophecies to the quality prophecies one would expect of an actual God
of the universe who intends to use prophecy as a device to demonstrate his existence and power.
41

The death of Judas: "Then he threw down the pieces of silver in the temple and departed, and went and hanged himself." (Matthew 27:5)
"Now this man purchased a field with the wages of iniquity; and falling headlong he burst open in the middle and all his entrails gushed out." (Acts 1:18)
42

Scientists do, at times, construct logical syllogisms containing rigorously stated assumptions in order to make their theories falsifiable, but this formal statement of assumptions
in a syllogism does not in any way require the scientist proposing the syllogism to hold absolute certainty in the assumption.
43

44

Matthew 8:31 "The demons begged Jesus, 'If you drive us out, send us into the herd of pigs.'"

The notion of proof is legitimate in mathematics and logic. However, scientists dealing with inductively assessed questions seldom use the terms “proof” or “prove”. The instead
properly hedge the certainty of their conclusions, and if possible, quantify their degrees of certainty such as the 5 sigma commonly used by physicists dealing with quantum
particles. The exceptions to avoiding “proof” and “prove” are largely limited to cases of carefully crafted and measured falsification experiments.
45
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